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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to explore the role of unions in the

Public Employment Program (PEP). The study focuses on the nature

and extent of union involvement in PEP projects and the effects of such

involvement on the implementation of the Public Employment Program.

The results of the study provide a basis for assessing the need for a

more comprehensive follow-up study of this subject.

Eight PEP projects were examined determine the role and Impact

of unions and collective bargaining on the design and early implementation

of each project.

Unions were involved in the Public Employment Program from the

outset when authorizing legislation was fiassed in Congress. At that time,

a major public employee union as well as the AFL-CIO lobbied in Congress.

Although unions generally favored PEP, they sought legislative protection

of the interests of their members and organizations.

Union involvement became more active in the implementation of individual

PEP projects, but no standard pattern of union concern and action emerged.

Most often, unions were concerned with possible preferential treatment

being given to PEP participants at the expense of regular employees.

Such possibilities arose if the unions felt that: 1) PEP hires were

substituting for regular workers; 2) PEP jobs at above-entry levels

deprived regular workers of promotion oppOrtunities; 3) normal hiring

standards were waived for PEP participants; or 4) PEP workers remained

working while regular employees were laid off for lack of work. Unions

were also concerned with proper notification of project funding applica-

tions so that they would have the opportunity to comment and influence the

project desigh. In several instances union involvement facilitated

program implementation.

Unions utilized a variety of mechanisms to pursue their views in

PEP projects. Among the methods were formal negotiations, informal

consultation, grievance procedures, strike threats, litigation, and

influence from higher levels of the union and from federal administrators.

Affecting the extent and the manner of union involvement in PEP

projects were the local environment and the role of regional offices of

the Manpower Administration. The local environment was conditioned by the

financial situation of the political jurisdiction, political considerations,



prior experience with manpower programs, and the degree of union

organization and bargaining history. The tenor of union-management

relations affected the process and substance of resolving problems

raised in connection with the PEP program. Regional offices exhibited

various degrees of understanding to public employee unions, collective

bargaining agreements and labor-management relations.

Although unions raised questions and suggestions in most of the

cases studied in this research, they did not, in toto, have a significant

impact in the first year of these PEP projects. Nor did the introduction

of PEP appear to alter fundamentally the power bases on issues of

labor- management relations.

The experience with PEP provides policy considerations for the

future of this or other manpower programs involving the public sector.

Policy implications are offered for the legislation authorizing such

manpower programs and their administrative implementation.

This research study is limited by the time perspective and the

method of selecting the case studies. As the PEP program develops,

changes, or terminates, the kinds of problems raised by unions and the

impact of unions on the program are likely to change. Two options for

further research are designed to expand and validate the findings of

this pilot study.
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INTRODUCTION

The Public Employment Program (PEP) created under the Emergency

Employment Act of 1971 marked a major turning point in federal manpower

programs in the United States. It provided substantial funds to state

and local governments to offer transitional employment opportunities to

large numbers of the unemployed while simultaneously meeting unmet

public needs.

Within the last decade union organization of public employees has

increased at a rapid rate. Collective bargaining has developed between

employee organizations and public employers. Principles and procedures

similar to private sector bargaining can be found in many public sector

areas, though significant differences exist.

The PEP program introduced a new ingredient into emerging bargaining

situations in the public sector by posing novel questions of union partici-

pation and impact. Yet little thought or interest has been given to the

interrelationship of the PEP program and collective bargaining. Both

the authorizing legislation and the Program Guidelines of the Emergency

Employment Act devote little attentioq to the presence of unions and

collective bargaining arrangements. Early evaluations of the program

have, for the most part, largely ignored the possible impact of unions

on project implementation and the'existence of the manpower program

on labor-management relations.1

This research project has been designed to give a preliminary

assessment of the role and impact of unions on the substantive and pro-

cedural development of the Public Employment Program.

The opening section of the report establishes the purposes and the

design of the study. The following section presents the analysis of the

research. The conclusion contains a summary of findings, policy implications

and options for future research. In the Appendix are reports of eight

case studies of union involvement in PEP projects.

1. See, for instance, Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart,

The Emergency Employment Act: An Interim Assessment (Washington, D.C.,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972).
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Purpose of the Study

--V
The purpose of this pilot study is to assess the types and the

extent of union involvement in the Public Employment Program and to

determine if further research of this area would be desirable. It was

clear from the beginning of this exploratory research that different sets

of unions and program agents struck different postures in implementing

PEP projects, but it was not evident what accounted for these variations.

This study therefore isolates and analyzes some of the variables that

explain the initiation of union involvement in the/PFP program, the types

of issues in which unions participated, the methods used by the parties

involved to handle matters connected with the PEP program, the types of

issues in which unions participated, the methods used by the parties

involved to handle matters connected with the PEP program, and the variety

of outcomes. Although the study focuses attention on PEP's first year,

it also forecasts problems that may emerge in the future.

The purpose and scope of this study precluded the formal testing

of hypotheses. The researcher: were interested, however, in obtaining

answers to specific questions.

1. -What factors in the environment surrounding PEP projects

affected union reaction to the design and implementation of

such projects? For instance, did the bargaining history of

the unions and municipality influence their respective reactions

to PEP? Did racial undercurrents affect either party's general

response to PEP?

2. In which substantive areas of the PEP project did unions

attempt to become involved? If the area was one of union

concern, how did the issue arise, and what was the effect of

union involvement? Under what circumstances, if any, did

unions provide assistance in implementing PEP projects?

3. How did unions communicate their interests? To what extent

were collective bargaining mechanisms employed?

4. Did PEP guidelines and Department of Labor representatives

influence the response of unions and cities to the program

and affect union-management relationships?
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5. Did the implementation of PEP projects require the

modification or suspension of collective bargaining

contract provisions? If so, were there differences

between cities or unions in this respect?

6. What was the over-all impact of union involvement on

the PEP projects included in this study?

7. Did the program affect the collective bargaining

process or the balance of power between the parties?

8. What future labor-management problems can be anticipated

in the operation of the PEP program?

9. What are the policy implications of this study for PEP

and other manpower programs focusing on the public sector?

Design of the Stu1

To meet the exploratory nature of this pilot undertaking, case

studies were chosen as the primary methodology. On the basis of

secondary sources, the researchers originally chose to study eight

municipalities. The national office of the Public Employment Program

suggested changes in the original list based on their judgment of the extent

of union involvement and union impact in the implementation of PEP

projects. The eight projects were thus purposefully selected to provide

a mix of situations, ranging from two situations where union involvement

resulted in litigation to a situation where public employee unions were

not known to have had any involvement in the PEP project. There was no

attempt or intent to select a representative sample of PEP projects.

The original research design was in-depth field interviews in each

of the eight projects with appropriate union, city and Regional Manpower

representatives. Because the Cleveland and Dayton projects were in

litigation, the Department of Labor would not permit the researchers to

conduct field interviews in these areas. The Cleveland and Dayton studies

have therefore been compiled solely from secondary sources, while field

research was conducted in the other six projects. The research for the

case studies was completed in October 1972.

Besides conducting field interviews, the researchers sought out and

analyzed secondary sources, including PEP contracts and their modifications,
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collective bargaining agreements, correspondence of unions and adminis-

trators involving.the PEP projecc, and newspaper accounts. The object

in each of the. case reports was to develop a chronology of union awareness

and involvement in the PEP program, the perceptions of the parties as far

as the PEP program was concerned, and an analysis to account for the

behavior of the parties in a particular situation.

In addition to the case studies and appropriate secondary sources

relevant to each case, available printed copies of various Congressional

hearings dealing with Emergency Employment Act legislation were analyzed.

Moreover, a number of reports, court cases, and arbitration awards were

evaluated. The gist of this material is included in the following analysis.

4
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ANALYSIS

Environment Affecting PEP Projects

A number of factors beyond the boundaries of the PEP program

have affected the implementation of the projects and the reactions of

unions to individual projects. Four factors have been singled out for

attention because of their clear impact: the financial condition of

the city, political considerations, experience with other manpower or

social action programs, and the degree of employee organization and

previous bargaining with the city.

Financial Conditions. The introduction of the PEP program in late

summer 1971 was providential because maw' cities were suffering from

a lack of adequate financial resources. PEP represented a means of

stretching available funds to provide needed public services.

The degree of financial pressures varied from city to city. In

some cases, such as Wilmington, a job freeze had been instituted as

an economy measure. In others, such as Dayton, Detroit and Cleveland,

layoffs were already in effect at the time that PEP funds became

available and additional layoffs appeared likely. In all these cases,

unions were concerned with making PEP employment available to laid-off

workers rather than to workers with no previous public experience.

Indeed, the city sometimes shared this concern, both in the interests

of union harmony and of retaining experienced workers.

Occasionally one finds a city whose financial situation differs

markedly from the generally grim picture. Atlanta was such a city, and

the reaction of city officials in Atlanta to PEP was partly a result of

the city's relative affluence. The city was somewhat indifferent to

the project; the extra funds were welcome but not essential. Nor were

the employment opportunities afforded by the PEP project crucial to the

unions in Atlanta.



Political Considerations. Politics is an inevitable ingredient in

public administration and public sector labor relations. It also played

a role in the environment surrounding the implementation of PEP projects.

In Cleveland, a change in administrations affected the kinds of

jobs available and the particular persons whom the city wished i'6,employ.

Consequently, with the introduction of PEP, the argument was rekindled

over the nature of the jobs and the persons who would fill those jobs.

Had it not been for political considerations, PEP might have been

spared from being embroiled in a lengthy labor-management dispute.

Internal political differences also affected PEP and union responses

to PEP. In Wilmington a Republican mayor had to face a Democratic

city council. When differences emerged between the city administration

and the unions over PEP details, the unions found allies in city council.

Political differences are not always a matter of party differences;

they may be expressed in philosophical or personal terms. The opportuni-

ties for exploiting differences remain the same. One of the main problems

facing the Philadelphia project turned on political squabbles between

the mayor and the president of the school board. In Atlanta, too, the

mayor and the Board of Alderman were of the same political party but

could act independently of each other, as in the case of the PEP project.

Politics may also be a factor in union-management relations. In

both Detroit and Philadelphia, the political influence of public employee

unions was an important ingredient in local politics. It thus undoubtedly

affected city actions in connection with the PEP projects.

Experience with Manpower or Social Action Programs. Although PEP was

innovative in providing large sums of relatively unrestricted moneys to

state and local governments to help them meet their public service needs,

it was not the first time that state and local government units had

received federal funds for manpower'oblectives. Both cities and unions

had learned to appreciate the kinds of problems they could encounter from

special manpower projects. Even though the purposes and circumstances

of PEP were different flora prior programs, the lessons learned from

those experiences were likely to condition the parties' reactions to PEP.

They therefore were prepared to anticipate some of the problems in PEP
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and to deal with them accordingly.

In Atlanta, for instlnce, the Atlanta Beautification Corps (ABC)

project had encountered problems in shifting workers from temporary to

permanent employment. The racial overtones in the controversy exacerbated

the problem. The experience left city political leaders reluctant to

undertake additional projects which would face similar problems.

More pertinent to the theme of this study is the Wilmington

experience with Public Service Careers (PSC). The American Federation

of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) contended that the city

was providing above entry-level jobs for PSC participants while depriving

regular city workers of an opportunity to un,ra/- -hemselves. Indeed,

the issues raised in the PSC controversy . e.. resolution played

a significant role in the later. negotiations on PEP problems in Wilmington.

Degree of Organization and Bargaining History. Because of the selection

of the case studies for this pilot investigation, all eight cities

have employees who have been organized. At least three major groups

are represented: police, firemen, and some other city employees. The

last category may include significant portions of, if not the entire,

non-uniformed workforce of the city. The portion which is organized

may be represented by one or more employee organizations.

Orge.ization and representation may vary considerably in strength;

so, too, may the relationships between the organizations and the municipal

employer. Included in the case studies are examples where the employees

are extensively organized, where collective bargaining is an accepted

fact, and where the relationships between the unior, and the employers

are generally based on at least mutual respect. Philadelphia and Detroit

are cases in point.

At the other end of the spectrum is Atlanta, a situation where the

unions are not well organized and where collective bargaining has not

become established. The weakness of unions and the ability with which

the city has dealt with them in other areas limited the unions' ability

to affect the PEP project.

The remaining cities fall in between the two above positions,

though they tend to be closer to the Philadelphia/Detroit end than to

the Atlanta end. In most cases the unions were well organized and in
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all cases they engaged regularly in bargaiaing. But because of

political weakness, personality° conflicts, or philosophical differences

with the city, their relationships with the city ranged from cool to

hostile.

These differences become important when one investigates the

various steps that all PEP projects went through. Many of the same

problems arose in a number of cities, but he manner in which they

were handled and the resolution of the problems were strongly affected

the strength of the union and the nature of union-city relations.

Role of Regional Manpower Administrators

Before comments are made about the role of regional offices of the

Manpower AdMinistration in union-management differences involving the

PEP program, recognition must be given to the program pressures under

which regional persoanel were operating. To begin with, PEP was a "rush"

project. The time between passage of the legislation and distribution

of funds was minimal. The regional offices had a central role in

interpreting PEP guidelines, soliciting and assisting in preparing

funding applications, and approving those applications. A fundamental

objective of each regional office was to get the program under way.

In this atmosphere, with pressure from above and publicity from the

outside, any impediment to the program's fundamental objective may

easily have been perceived as an undesirable hindrance.

Secondly, the operating procedures of the regional offices

underwent a rapid change. Both regional offices and program agents at

first thought they would have longer to submit applications for full

funding than actually was the case. Changing schedules aggravated the

problems of starting many projects at the same time and of resolving

differences with unions.

Neither of these reasons fully explain some of the attitudes

and positions adopted by regional offices, which will be examined in

greater detail below. But they contributed to the pressure and

uncertAnty which marked the beginning of the PEP program and would

have affected even those most sensitive to potential union-management

problems in PEP.
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The regional office representatives exhibited a number of different

attitudes to unions and collective bargaining and adopted different roles

in union-management disputes.

Interviewers found that personnel in two regional offices either

knew little about unionism in the public sector or revealed decidedly

anti-union sentiments. Ignorance and misinformation about public

employee unions and collective bargaining limit both sensitivity to

problems that may arise in the course of manpower programs in the

public sector and ability to deal with such problems. Actions of these

regional office personnel with respect to particular programs reflected

these deficiencies.

A second type of attitude discovered in regional offices was

awareness of public employee unions and of collective bargaining in

general but only peripheral knowledge of particular union-management

problems of a PEP project and an unwillingness to get involved in those

problems. In at least one case, the problem was central to the future

operations of a particular PEP project. The regional office, however,

was unaware of the problem or how it was being resolved until long

after the resolution. By then, it was tc;) late to affect the matter

one way or the other. Reasons for such noninvolvement way be eager-

ness to let the parties work out their own fate, faith in the abilities

of one or both of the parties, reluctance to get embroiled in confrontation,

or recognition of factors beyond the influence of the regional office

that may determine the outcome of the problem. In such instances,

however, the regional office abdicats responsibility for interpreting

the program and auditing the progress of the project.

A third position adopted by regional office personnel in dealing

with projects was a willingness to offer suggestions to resolve disputes

between project agents and unions representing employees of the agent but

a reluctance to stand by the suggestion or compromise if one side or the

other failed to comply by the terms of the suggestion. Such was the

case in both the Wilmington and the Lansing projects. In the former

instance, the union would not accept the suggested compromise, while in

the latter, the city temporarily reneged on the solution which had been

tentatively accepted at the urging of federal representatives. More

forceful regional office action in these cases may have averted some of
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the later ill feelings between the parties. On the other hand, it may

have resulted in a showdown of the type described below.

A final stand adopted by regional office personnel in several of

the cases studied was a "hard line" attitude with respect to the manner

in which a problem should be handled. The reason for taking such a

stand was potential disruption of PEP guidelines, as regional office

personnel understood them. In Dayton and Cleveland, these stands

buttressed the cities' positions and led the unions to take their case

into ftcourt. The fire fighter problem in Louisville was appealed to

higher authorities in the union and the PEP administration. In the

eight case studies, these were the only instances were regional repre-

sentatives adopted "hard line" positions in union - management differences.

It could be that similar positions taken elsewhere forced one party or

the other to back down and accept the regional office solution to a

problem.

The differences in regional office reactions to labor-management

difficulties seems to have been more the result of happenstance and

personal reactions than of conscious design. They did not result from

design and established broad policy with respect to unions and labor-

management problems of PEP projects. The case-by-case approach to

resolving problems coupled with conflicting perceptions of program

priorities resulted inevitably in a variety of reactions.

The response of a regional office (and the national PEP office)

to a union challenge in the PEP program also reveals the attitudes of

federal administrators to unions, collective bargaining, and collective

bargaining agreements. As long as federal administrators feel that

manpower program guidelines take priority over local collective bargaining

contracts, conflict between the parties who have negotiated those

contracts is possible, if not inevitable.

Areas of Union Involvement

Unions becaMe interested in and affected the PEP program at various

points. This discussion of th reas of union involvement will take

up each topic separately, thou particular union often was engaged

simultaneously with several areas in a given project. The first two
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areas to be discussed, the authorizing legislation and the notification

of unions about project details, occurred in time sequence. The

remaining areas of union response may have occurred at the outset of

a project or at some later time.

EEA Authorizing Legislation. The Emergency Employment Act of 1971 was

the product of lengthy hearings and subject to a number of reviews in

the first half year. Yet, the impact of unions on terms of the struc-

ture and intent of the legislation appears minimal. A survey of some

of the hearings on EEA reveals that only the American Federation of

State, County and Municipal Employees and the AFL-CIO appeared per-

sonally before Congress.
2

While the former expressed a number of

concerns, the only visible evidence of union lobbying may be found in

provisions allowing unions to comment on grant applications, protecting

currently employed workers, and upholding "existing contracts for

services." These provisions reflect a minimum of union impact on the

authorizing legislation. The administrative interpretation of these

provisions further reduced the role of the unions in implementing

the statute.

Notification of Unions. Although unions were not spectacularly effec-

tive in incorporating their objectives in the EEA legislation, one

provision to protect the unions' interests was provided in the

Program Guideline:

2. U.S. Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee

on Employment, Manpower and Poverty, 92nd Congress, First Session, Hearings

on S.31, "Emergency Employment Act of 1971," February 1971.

U.S. Senate, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, 92nd

Congress, Second Session, "Departments of Labor and Health, Education,

and Welfare, and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1973,"

H.R. 15417, Part 2, pp. 1535-1565.
U.S. House of Representatives, Subcommittee on the Committee on

Appropriations, 92nd Congress, Second Session, "Departments of Labor and

Health, Education and Welfare Appropriations for 1g73," Part 6,

pp. 17-20, 50-54, 195-227.
U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Education and Labor,

Subcommittee on Labor, 92nd Congress, Second Session, "Hearings on Public

Service Employment: Revisions of H.R. 11167 (Employment and Manpower

Act of 1972) and H.R. 11413 (Comprehensive Manpower Act)," unprinted.



Program Agents must also provide an opportunity
fcr comment 15 days before submitting their
applications to labor unions representing

employees who are engaged in similar work in
the same area as that proposed...This oppor-
tunity to comment does not apply to a

3

Program
Agent's Application for Full Funding.

This provision, its application, and its interpretation not only

proved to be problems themselves but also led to other problems.

Some of these problems may have been an unintentional consequence

of hurried implementation of the PEP program. Confusion was common as

to who needed to be notified, when responses were due, and to whom

these replies should be sent. The change in schedule of furl funding

applications, previously noted, complicated notification procedures.

Procedures for notification and requests for reactions differed among

the program agents studied. A more orderly process of notification

with sufficient lead-time to enable everyone to understand the process

would undoubtedly reduce the problems and misconceptions that occurred

in fall 1971.

Another aspect of this problem, however, resulted from deliberate

actions of program agents. In Louisville, for instance, the fire fighters

were not notified of informal meetings that the city held with other

unions about thc.: forthcoming application for PEP funds, nor did the

union receive a copy of the proposal. The largest union in Wilmington

claimed that it did not receive formal notification of plans until it

found out about the proposal from the press. Perhaps the most far-

reaching outcome of a notification problem was the court case filed by

the Illinois State Employees Union against the State of Illinois in

U.S. District Court.
4

The court ruled that a union is entitled to

3. U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration,
Emergency Employment Act Program Guidelines, August 27, 1972. XII.B.

4. The Illinois project was not among the eight case:. . ,uded
in this research study. A fuller report of the court case and pis
circumstances may be found in the case study by Roger Bezdek in Sar. A.
Levitan and Robert Taggart, op.cit.
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notification and information about the details of a proposed PEP

project, but the approval of the union is not a requisite for the federal

government to approve the proposal.

Regional offices also were part of the notification problem.

Indeed, the union in Lansing did not even get acknowledgement from the

regional office that its comments had been received late and hence

ignored for over half a year, yet the contents of those comments were

the basis of the union's continuing objections to the design of the

PEP project in that city.

The Lansing and Illinois examples provide the real nub of the

notification issue. Whatever the formal rules and their interpretation

by any source, unions representing employees will want to know the

details of a Manpower project in their area and its effects on repre-

sented employees. If possible adverse effects are discovered, the

union will inevitably raise objections. If changes in the proposed

project can meet union and project objectives, the union may make

suggestions to restructure the design and/or cperation of the project.

To decide that the union's comments have been raised belatedly or

that they can be ignored for other reasons will not change the union's

opinions, especially if they have been raised seriously and in good

faith. To dismiss them administratively may enable a particular manpower

project to proceed forthwith, but it affects labor-management relations

and may have more serious long-run consequences for manpower projects.

Several instances can be cited in the cases studied where notifi-

cation was not a problem. In these instances, the program agent notified

the affected unions early in the process before notification was required.

The agent even proceeded to iron out potential issues informally prior

to submitting their applications for full funding. Not surprisingly,

Detroit and Philadelphia, two cities with well established union relations,

engaged in this practice. So, too, did Louisville with the notable

exception of the fire fighters. In each case the consultive process

gained union cooperation in the PEP project and prevented problems

later.



Preferential Treatment. One theme that runs through the succeeding

fears and expressed complaints of unions is that PEP participants would

receive preferential treatment in relation to regular city employees.

The unions felt that they had established certain rights and conditions

for their members. A new program replete with unknown factors and

supported with considerable outside funds posed an unknown quantity and

constituted a threat to the status quo. Workers hired under such

a program could have unusual advantages in the hiring process, in promotions,

or in layoff situations -- advantages that were contrary to the law and

collective bargaining agreements as the unions interpreted them. The

unions could not always pinpoint their fears in specific areas; from

the first days of PEP projects, however, the unions conveyed a general

concern about PEP workers receiving preferential treatment over

regular city employees. In many cases, later developments brought to

light particular problems and substantiated the unions' fears.

Maintenance of Effort. Availability of federal funds to subsidize

public employment could lead to the substitution of federal funds for

local funds, and hence the substitution of temporary subsidized

employment for regular permanent employment. The administrators of the

Emergency Employment Act anticipated the possibility and hoped to

forestall it by specific prohibitions listed in Section IX.G of the

Program Guidelines.

Despite the prohibitions, unions charged that certain projects

were violating the letter as well as the spirit of the legislation by

including jobs which had been covered by regular local funds. In

Louisville, for instance, the fire fighters contended that PEP funds

were being used to fill arson squad positions which were regularly

budgeted jobs, a violation of the announced guidelines. The union's

stance seems to have made the city reluctant to include similar kinds

of jobs in the future. The Wilmington fire fighters also charged that

the fire department jobs in the PEP project wee essentially a violation

of maintenance-of-effort regulations. A job freeze at the inception

of a PEP project is likely to arouse suspicions about possible

substitution of PEP jobs for regular positions; this, too, occurred

in Wilmington.



The existence of laid-off employees at the time of a PEP project

may cast the maintenance-of-effort problem in a different light. The

Cleveland court case regarding the number of liad-off employees that

could be rehired under PEP funds is in part a dispute over maintenance-

of-effort requirements. In this case, however, it was the unions who attacked

the interpretation of existing guidelines and the Department of Labor

who defended restricting the percentage of callbacks. In this situation,

the maintenance-of-effort requirements and the existing collective

bargaining agreements were in conflict.

Entry-Level Jobs. The level of grades for jobs included in PEP

project proposals was an issue in most of the projects included in this

study. This issue contains a number of questions related to the rights

of current regular employees and employees on layo'f, 1s well as

hiring standards to be applied to PEP participants It is not difficult

to understand why program agents would wish to inc ude higher-rated,

higher-paid jobs in PEP projects, nor why unions would be conc.erned

about the creation of desirable jobs for which their members would be

ineligible. The principal difference among the projects was the

timing and the manner of resolving the problem when it was raised by a

union representative.

In a number of cases, the question was resolved informally prior

to formal submission of applications for funding. Detroit, Louisville

(other than with the fire fighters), and Philadelphia listened to union

objections to some of the original positions considered for PEP

projects and decided to restrict PEP jobs primarily to entry-level

positions. (Detroit did not remove all jobs above the entry level from the

PEP project, but it pacified the union by moving union-represented personnel

into new above entry-level positions similar to those slated for the PEP

project.) In all of these cases, program agents acceded to the unions'

position and thereby avoided repercussions. Atlanta avoided the potential,

problm by unilaterally limiting PEP jobs to entry-grade levels.'
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Program Agents who insisted on retaining their originally designated

jobs met strong union reactions. The line of attack was two-fold:

eliminate above entry-level jobs from PEP projects, or permit regular

employees to bid on above entry-level jobs. As mentioned, the Louisville

fire fighters were unable to prevent PEP participants from filling the

arson squad positions, but they did create enough controversy to restrict

reoccurrences of such positions from being included in PEP projects.

In Wilmington and Lansing the effect was more immediate, though the

unions followed the second line of attack. In Wilmington, union pres-

sure resulted in regular city workers being permitted to bid for above

entry-level jobs designated for the PEP project; if the bid was

successful, the job was removed from the PEP project and the entry-level

job that opened was included in the project.

The Lansing situation seems to have been largely decided by

precedent of a Rome, New York arbitration.
5

This arbitration centered

around the issue of the significance of a collective bargaining agreement

in light of the provisions of the Emergency Employment Act of 1971. The

city argued that it could properly include above entry-level jobs in its

PEP project without regard to posting and bidding provisions of the

collective bargaining agreement because the jobs were transitional,

because neither the jobs nor the employees hired under PEP were covered

by the collective bargaining agreement, and because the regulations of

the PEP program were pre-emptive. The arbitrator upheld the union's

grievance that the collective bargaining provisions had been violated.

This arbitration decision was also used to bolster the union's case

in Cleveland where the issue was whether or not a portion of the PEP

funds could be limited for use in hiring new employees while other

employees were on layoff.

Hiring Standards. The issue of hiring standards took essentially two

forms. One was the waiver of normal criteria to permit PEP participants

to work on jobs which they could not qualify for under regular circumstances.

5. City of Rome, New York and Local 1088, County and Municipal
Council 66, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Irving R. Markowitz, arbitrator, Jan. 31, 1972.
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The ocher form was the addition to normal criteria because of restrictions

posed by the PEP guidelines.

Employee organizations raised objections in several instances where

normal screening devices were bypassed for PEP workers. In most of the

cases noted, these jobs were in public safety. The Louisville fire

fighters protested the use of civilians for arson squad positions

because the civilians did not meet the regular hiring and promotion

standards of the department. The Wilmington fire fighters also protested

when the city did not give PEP workers the usual tests. In this

instance, as well as the Lansing police case, the program agent was

able to squelch the problem without modifying its position.

The problem of differing hiring standards may be avoided if

regular standards and screening devices are applied to PEP workers.

That is the tactic Atlanta used in requiring PEP hires to pass

regular civil service procedures. The approach may run into problems

with the Department of Labor if the result is restrictive hiring

practices.

In some instances PEP standards proved to be more restrictive than

the usual hiring requirements of the program agent. This kind of

difficulty usually entailvd residency requirements of the PEP guide-

lines, applied either to the program agent's jurisdiction for Section 5

grants or to the designated areas for Section 6 grants. In two cases,

the restrictive conditions were waived. In Cleveland, the city was

permitted to recall laid-off police who lived outside of city limits,

thereby enabling the union to protect employment for its members.

Dayton was also given permission to hire PEP workers from the entire

city, not just from the designated Section 6 areas. The public safety

organization felt that not enough qualified personnel personnel would

be available in tie specified geographic areas. In both cases the U.S.

Department of Labor permitted exceptions, thereby defusing potentially

serious problems.



1

Layoffs. Perhaps no issue has caused as much controversy between

unions and program agents as that of layoffs. The problem first arose

at the beginning of the PEP projects when municipalities had already laid

off regular employees. Another set of problems arose after the

inception of PEP and the hiring of PEP workers when cities needed to

lay off employees.

One aspect of the layoff problem cuts across bcth time periods and

was a consistent rallyingpoint for the unions: the PEP stipulation

that regular workers could not be employed with PEP funds until they

had been laid off for 30 days, while other workers could be hired after

seven days of unemployment. Although this was a program stipulation,

it led to conflict between the program agent and the unions whenever

regular workers were on layoff status. Even cities which sympathized

with the unions' complaint were unable to obtain waiver of this provision.

In these cases, the city was placed in the middle of an argument between

the unions and the Department of Labor. In other cases, the city was

only too happy to defend or exploit the 30day rule. In all cases, the

rule was bound to conflict with seniority rules established in civil

service procedures or in collective bargaining agreements. The relative

rights of workers in a laOTI-Sitiiifi:On were placed in contradiction.

Under the seniority concept the least senior person would be laid off;

all employees with more seniority would be able to bump the least

senior person. The 30day rule, iowever, prevented instant bumping

of PEP employees by more senior regular employees. For the unions the

prospect of less senior employees working while more senior employees wer:

laid off was an anathema. The logical union solution to this conundrum

was the layoff of all workers with less seniority than the affected

regular employees until the regular employees qualified for PEP. Such

a solution proved unpalatable to program agents and the Department of

Labor. Where the parties were unwilling to compromise, conflict was

inevitable. The Dayton court case is the prime example of the inherent

clash between the 30day rule and seniority principles. It followed

a series of city moves that the fire fighters regarded as a challenge to

their strength and the integrity of collective bargaining. The situation

qas ironic to the union and its members. Virtually all the PEP

participants in the Dayton controversy were former regular city employees.

Had they not been laid off in the first place, or had they not been
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recalled into the PEP project, the problem would have been avoided. The

introduction of 2 ,,ith its own set of rules posed issues not considered

heretofore in city employment.

The 30-day rule was followed without incident in some cases. In

Detroit laid-off regular city workers observed the 30-day waiting period

both at the start of the project and after the project was under way.

While the union was not happy about the 30-day rule, it did not contest

it directly with the city. Part of the explanation for the willingness

of Detroit unions to accept the program rules was city assurance that

half of the regular employees hired into PEP would be returned to regular

employment status within a year.

An interesting development at the end of PEP's first year was the

creation in two projects of separate seniority rosters for PEP workers

from regular city employees. In Philadelphia and Wilmington, the

seniority relationship between PEP workers and regular employees has

been severed. Although layoffs had not occurred in either city, the

possibility of future layoffs seems to have been one of the reasons

for adopting the new position. Such separate seniority lists may

prevent the kinds of difficulty that were encountered in Dayton.

A second aspect of the layoff problem is the potential conflict

with the objectives of the PEP program. When additional revenues

become available for hiring workers, a government jurisdiction with

employees already on layoff will be under strong pressure to give

preference in employment to the laid-off employees. Indeed, seniority

provisions usually require recall of workers before hiring new employees.

Yet PEP was not designed solely to provide public employment, but also

to provide employment opportunities to certain groups. This problem has

been epitomized in Cleveland, where the unions have challenged the right

of the Department of Labor to limit the percentage of laid-off workers

which could be recalled in the PEP program. The union in this case,

as well as in Dayton, prefers to have no new employees hired or PEP

employees with lesser seniority at work while regular workers are on

layoff, for this would be an abridgement of seniority rights.
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Union Cooperation. Most of the instances of union involvement in FEP

projects presented here and cited by program agents and PEP administrators

cast the unions in the role of impediments to the operations of PEP

projecti. The selection of the cases would have led one to expect

this bias. At least a couple of the cases, however, provide illustrations

of unions acting independently or cooperating with program agents

to further the goals of the PEP program. In Detroit, union representatives

accompanied the program agent to Washington to present a united front

in requests for waivers from program regulations. Of course, these

waivers would have helped union members, but the fact that both labor

and management worked together could only help to improve their relations

and facilitate cooperation in other areas of the PEP project. In

Philadelphia, the union representing blue-collar workers in the school

system went out of its way to improve the image of the PEP program. And

in the same project, AFSCME agreed to waive its rights in favor of PEP

workers when its members were unwilling to apply for particular promotions.

While self-interest may be found in the union actions in these examples,

the point is that unions cannot be regarded only as obstacles in PEP

projects.

Union Representation of PEP Workers. In most instances, unions

representing regular municipal employees have also represented PEP

workers employed in categories closely related to those covered in the

bargaining unit. Many PEP workers have chosen to become union members.

Even when they have not, however, the unions have been willing to

represent such workers for grievances and other personnel problems.

Part of the formal agreement removing PEP participants from regular civil

service seniority in Philadelphia was that the union would coLtinue to

represent the individual PEP participant. The unions' motivation may

be to keep informed about PEP progress, to avoid undesirable precedents

and problems, and to attract potential permanent employees of the

municipality, but it may also be one of providing service to all

wcrkers related to bargaining unit interests.

Where PEP workers have been in categories unrelated to bargaining

unit interests, union representation has been less consistent. Public

safety unions have been quite unconcerned about the PEP program as long
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as*the jobs included in individual projects are not ones customarily

represented by the employee organizations. And in Wilmington, AFSCME

did not try to organize those categories designated as "temporary"

positions, even thouG _ch jobs constituted a significant portion of

the PEP project.

Non-Labor-Management Reasons for Union Involvement. The outstanding

example of major union involvement in the implementation of a PEP

program for reasons unrelated to labor-management relations is the

allocation of funds at the beginning of the Philadelphia PEP project.

The conflict in this case was essentially between the mayor and the

school board. The unions representing school personnel had much at

stake in the outcome of this dispute because PEP funds could reactivate

jobs cut from the school budget. They worked to effect an outcome

to their advantage by using political means to influence a political

decision. The fund distributica problem was never one of labor

management relations or contract interpretation.

Methods of Union Involvement

The method selected by unions to affect PEP depended in part on the

subject area diEcussed above and in part on the existing relationships

between the unions and the municipal employers or others responsible

for the PEP projects. The major methods employed by unions included

Congressional lobbying, traditional collective bargaining mechanisms,

political pressure, appeal to higher authorities, and litigation.

Congressional lobbying was a principal means to influence the

authorizing legislation. Hert the unions were among the groups with

different interests who attempted to achieve their goals in the EEA

legislation by having particular provisions included. The review of

the Congressional hearings indicates that AFSCME and the AFL-CIO

federations were the chief spokesmen appearing before Congress, although

other individual unions submitted comments in writing.

The unions employed three methods common in collective bargaining

to pursue their interests with individual program agents. The first
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method was negotiations. In cases where'program agents wanted to

consult unions prior to or at the beginning of PEP projects, some form

of negotiations was likely to occur. Indeed, some problems were avoided

by negotiating resolutions before the submission of applications for

funding. Negotiations could also occur during the course of a project

when a problem could not be handled otherwise, as illustrated by the

Lansing case. Whether these negotiations were formal or informal is not

as important as the fact that the parties resolved differences bilaterally.

The second collective bargaining method of the unions was the

grievance procedure. The established procedure provided a conduit for

resolving differences that were based on the terms of the collective

bargaining agreement. Such grievances were raised on behalf of individual

workers, both PEP workers and regular city employees. More importantly,

however, the grievance system also provided a means for answering

questions with broad applicability. Sometimes the threat of a formal

grievance ending in arbitration was sufficient to resolve the problem.

The third method was the strike. No strikes actually occurred as

a result of PEP projects. In at least two cases, Wilmington and Cleveland,

a strike was seriously threatened. It is not difficult to imagine that

a strike would have been possible in Dayton if other avenues of resolution

had not been available.

Aside from the customary bargaining methods, unions made use of

other means to press their claims with individual program agents.

The use of political pressure is not uncommon in public sector collective

bargaining. In Wilmington, AFSCME attempted to influence the Democratic

city council when direct dealings with the Republican administration failed.

Political pressure was also necessary for the unions in Philadelphia to

persuade the mayor to change the distribution of PEP funds, although the

unions were joined in this attempt by the school district and citizen

groups.

When direct pressure by unions on program agents was not effective,

the unions sought outside aid. One possible source was the national

offices of the union. Both the fire fighters and AFSCME locals

obtained aid from Washington headquarters. In the former union, the

aid was in the person of one international staff member who worked

closely with PEP administrators. AFSCME did not generally supply

visible personnel support but furnished information and advice to locals
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which requested Cl.m. Another source of help was the national office

of the PEP program. Letterer and telephone calls from unions were

channeled to particular PEP administrators, who sometimes became

identified as problem-solvers. Of course, the mad( ,al office of PEP

was also responsible for formulating official positions in some disputes

so that it was not always a reliable source of help in all cases.

If all else failed, the unions would go into court to seek relief of

alleged problems. Differences between the unions and fte PEP program

agents ended in litigation in two of the eight cases reviewed. The

issues in each case had broad applicability, and the legal decisions

would serve as precedents throughout the PEP program. In both cases,

factors not part of the PEP project were part of the circumstances

that led the unions to take their problems to the courts.

Reasons for Union Non-Involvement

The presence of unions in government jurisdictions implementing

manpower programs does not automatically signal the involvement of

unions in the programs, either in facilitating or in retarding tne

implementation of the programs. For a number of reasons, the unions may

choose to play little or no role in the way the program is handled.

One obvious reason for unions to be little concerned with manpower

programs is that the composition of the project clientele does not

directly affect the unions and their represented employees. Several

of the case studies note the absence of uniformed employee organizations

in PEP affairs and explain it as a consequence of no PEP professional

positions in police and fire departments. In another case with active

union opposition to PEP, the union raised no objections to the program

agent's actions with respect to PEP workers in groups not represented

by the union. A corollary of this observation is that unions are interested

in manpower programs only to the extent that such programs affect the

well-being of the organization and its members.

A second reason for the lack of union involvement is preoccupation

with other matters. A union which is still in the throes of organizing

workers or which chooses to emphasize general community concern as its

primary objective may have little time or interest for the details of
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manpower projects. Such a manpower project does not serve the union

as a useful forum for advancing its broad goals, and the manpower project

is consequently ignored.

Then, too, the union may simply be weak in relation to the public

employer and unable to effect changes in the PEP project. This is the

case in Atl.anta. The unions representing the city's employees have not

been strong enough to negotiate bargaining agreements with the city.

Without a collective bargaining agreement, the unions have fewer bases

on which to question the PEP project's design and implementation.

Absence of substantive contract provisions and of established grievance

processes diminishes a union's capacity to challenge the program agent.

Although union weakness and the absence of formal collective bargaining

do not preclude union involvement,they limit the opportunities for

such involvement.

Finally, employer initiative and effective management of the PEP

project may reduce the need for union involvement. Several examples

have been noted of program agents inviting unions to consult informally

prior to the submission of applications for funding. Unilateral

employer action which takes into account possible union objections

may also result in blunting the unions' opposition to manpower projects.

Again, Atlanta is a case in point. The city was careful in designing

and implementing its PEP project to minimize political pressures, adverse

reactions from regular city employees, and possible union discontent. The

program agent alone decided to limit PEP jobs to entry-level positions

and to follcw all civil service procedures in hiring PEP workers. Thus,

two potential sources of union involvement common in other PEP projects

were obviated by the actions of the program agent.

These examples indicate that it is unreasonable to expect active

union participation and effect on project design in each and every case.

Moreover, they also suggest possibilities for reducing union involvement

by project design and employer initiative.
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Potential Problems

While this research project focused on the first year's operations

of the PEP program, it soon became evident that new and different kinds

of problems were likely to emerge in the PEP program as a source of

future union-management friction. This section suggests some of the

potential problem areas.

One series of problems evolved from the stipulation that PEP

participants be transferred from temporary to permanent employment.

In most cases, PEP workers have been hired outside of normal civil

service requirements and channels. The Philadelphia and Wilmington

seniority procedures for PEP workers give formal recognition of these

differences in hiring standards and procedures. One potential problem

is whether PEP workers will be able to meet regular standards when

they are moved into permanent positions. If not, unions may be

expected to protest. Moving PEP workers into permanent slots could

also make unions sensitive to the additional competition for pro-

motions, especially if PEP employees are better qualified than typical

regular city hires for similar positions. Regular city workers will

likely object to any influx of new permanent employees unless the pro-

motion and layoff rights of these new employees are subordinate to

those of permanent employees with more seniority. Finally, unions

will be wary of using PEP or similar manpower projects as a mechanism

for affirmative-action programs. The unions cannot afford to oppose

minority hiring per se, but they will objt.et to different hiring/

promotion standards being applied to certain groups of the population

or to new standards being adopted for similar ends. A forerunner of

this kind of problem was recently decided after Flint, Michigan refused

to bargain on a new residency requirement.
6

The city initiated the

requirement as part of its affirmative action program to hire city

residents for the PEP project.

6. City of Flint (Michigan) Civil Service Commission and AFSCME
Local 1600, Michigan Employee Relations Commission Case No. C72E83,
September 26, 1972, reported in Government Employee Relations Report
No. 476, pp. B-1 and B-2.
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Changes in job distributions within individual PEP projects pose

another source of potential difficulties. While in the opening

round of PEP projects, unions were concerned about the grade level of

PEP jobs and protecting the rights of regular city employees, they did

not object to a program agent's determination of unmet public needs,

except in Philadelphia. Program agents were able to distribute positions

among departments as they saw fit; at most, the unions reacted to the

designation of particular jobs. Unions may be unwilling to accept

employer determination of job allocations in future years of the program.

Because unions generally represent the interest of PEP employees, major

changes in project direction which would affect such employees would

be regarded with alarm. Moreover, unions with limited jurisdiction

would wish to preserve the job slots allocated under PEP projects

rather than have such slots move out of their jurisdiction. A hint

of these problems was raised when the Philadelphia School District

began to shift the focus of PEP hiring from maintenance to educational

activities.

Continuation of the PEP program may also affect collective bargaining

in two ways. One is that unresolved issues may be introduced into

negotiations. AFSCME in Lansing had threatened to bring its problems

with the PEP project to the next contract negotiations if the outstanding

grievance remained unsettled. A second way in which the PEP program

affects bargaining is that it alters the positions of the parties.

For instance, the availability of PEP non-teaching assistants in schools

meets part of the goals of teachers' unions as far as teacher workload

and work content are concerned. As long as the PEP teaching assistants

remain, the union has additional leverage to negotiate other demands.

Thus, both the substance and the relative power of the parties in

collective bargaining may be influenced by the design of the PEP project.

The environment in which PEP projects are implemented may also

affect project direction and union responses. One obvious example is

the effect of revenue sharing on state and local government jurisdictions.

To the extent that revenue sharing permits governments to meet critical

needs, the focus of PEP projects can be redirected to more peripheral

areas and perhaps areas outside of unions' jurisdictions. At the

very least, revenue sharing may eliminate the need to lay off regular
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employees, thereby removing a major area of union concern with PEP

implementation. Even more, revenue sharing may permit many of the

jobs initiated under PEP projects to become permanent positions. In

that event, both the program agents and the unions would be more

diffident about insisting on the design of a given PEP project.

A change in labor-management relations can also affect PEP

projects in the future. Over time, public employee unions are likely

to become stronger rather than weaker. Such changes usually occur

over the course of years rather than months. Nonetheless, the direction

would suggest increasing union ability to influence public manpower

projects if the unions choose. A more immediate difference is the

timing of agreement bargaining and project renewal. One factor which

limited union participation in the first round of PEP projects 'gas the

coincidence of collective bargaining negotiations for agreements aad

the applications for project funding. With PEP projects considered an

unknown and secon-lary matter, the unions oftentimes devoted their full

attention to negotiations; they were reluctant to undertake any matter

that would disturb the progress of negotiations. With the timing of

negotiations and project renewals separated, there would be less

reason for union reluctance to involve themselves in PEP projects.

A completely different set of problems would arise if the PEP

program were to end. Unions would then shift their concerns from the

composition and effects of the PEP project to the future of PEP

positions and personnel. The termination of PEP would represent a change

in the status quo, and any such change is likely to have repercussions

for labor-management relations. Unions would certainly wish to protect

PEP participants, especially if they were previously laid-off regular

workers. The unions would also want to see positions created temporarily

for the PEP project continued on a permanent basis, with the incumbents

represented by an employee organization. The possibility of revenue

sharing covering some of these positions, as indicated above, need not

answer all the union requirements; the ability of revenue sharing to

fund these positions on a permanent basis and the possibility. of revenue

sharing restrictions are not yet known. It is enough to recognize that

the end of the PEP program will not end union involvement in PEP-related

activities; the consequences of PEP will survive the actual program itself.
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CONCLUSION

Findings

Unions generally have favored the Public Employment Program..

Although unions raised a number of issues in individual projects,

unions have never opposed the concept of PEP itself. The bases for

favorable union reaction are the very ingredients of the program:

additional funds for jobs in the public sector. The program thus

provides unions with the potential for representing more people,

additional dues, and a certain amount of job security for present

members. With the transition of some PEP workers to permanent public

employment, the prospects of additional members and dues increase.

Scarce wonder that major public employee unions supported legislation

for the Emergency Employment Act. In addition to self-interest, PEP

also gained union support as a means to reduce unemployment and to

provide needed public services.

Despite approving the over-all objectives of the program, unions

have had reservations when the design and implementation of individual

projects threatened the union organization or represented workers. The

seriousness and impact of union involvement have depended in large part

on the employment status of regular employees and on the level of jobs

included in the PEP project. Unions which felt that the PEP project

violated rights secured by collective bargaining agreements, civil

service procedures, or other established regulations utilized available

mechanisms to secure appropriate remedies.

Perhaps the most significant factor in determining the method and

the substance of problem resolution has been the tenor of relations

between a union and the employer, the PEP program agent. Each of the

case studies bears witness to the basic generalization that the problems

attending the PEP projects cannot be divorced from the total environment,

particularly the climate of labor-management relations. If the

relationships were firmly established and based on mutual respect,

problems associated with PEP would be resolved in the course of normal

procedures, with both sides seeking an acceptable solution. If the
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relationships were essentially mistrustful, the PEP problems would

present new opportunities for the parties to clash and aggravate existing

hostilities. If the relationships did not really exist, the PEP

project would not become the basis for establishing meaningful labor-management

relationships and collective bargaining. Thus, PEP projects provided

additional subjects for bargaining but did not change existing relation-

ships. Instead, the manner of union involvement tended to reflect

the union-management relationships in the particular situation.

Particular circumstances in the union-management relationship may

have affected the degree and manner of union involvement. For instance,

outstanding negotiations during the implementation of a PEP project

in some cases inhibited unions from protesting too strongly, lest their

interference in the PEP project adversely affect the collective

bargaining negotiations.

Over-all, unions and collective bargaining did not have a significant

impact on PEP in the first year of the program. Although unions

raised numerous problems, the final solutions to these problems

generally did not prove to be major obstacles to the purposes of the

program and the implementation of the projects. Only in exceptional

circumstances were there questions about fundamental policies of the

program.

The effect of the PEP program on labor-management relations appeared

minimal. To be sure, in some instances unions gained additional

members because of PEP. But the numbers involved did not create a

shift in the relative power between the parties. In other instances,

unions added to their popularity with existing members because of their

stands on issues. Collective bargaining provisions were not modified

or suspended because of the PEP projects. Nor were new provisions

negotiated in collective bargaining agreements because of PEP. In

short, the existing bargaining relationships adapted to the introduction

of a major manpower program in the public sector. The introduction

was not without problems, but it did not basically change the existing

situation.

Regional offices of the U.S. Department of Labor were generally

reluctant to become involved in labor-management disputes on PEP

problems unless forced to do so. In part, such reluctance may have
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been conscious and intentional. The regional representatives in

these cases would want to emphasize flexibility of program implementation

and to decentralize decision-making by having the parties involved in

the collective bargaining relationship work out project problems. In

part, however, the reluctance seemed due to lack of understanding

by the regional representatives of the role of unions and collective

bargaining in the public sector.

Insensitivity of some federal officials to labor-management

relations in the public sector may continue to be a source of problems

in future manpower programs. In helping to design this research

project, Department of Labor officials labeled the cases "good" or

"bad" depending on whether or not public employee unions had posed

obstacles to the implementation of PEP projects. A "good" example,

however, may be the consequence of union weakness and program agent

competence, and "bad" examples may include union involvement that is

largely beneficial to the PEP project. To regard any involvement by

unions as an impediment to manpower programs is naive and dangerous. It

casts the unions in the role of inevitable villains, and collective

bargaining as an intolerable roadblock. Such perceptions can only lead

to continuing conflict between federal officials and public employee unions.

Policy Implications

The exploratory nature of this study limits the force of public

policy pronouncements. The summary of findings nonetheless suggests

some directions for public policy on matters related to labor relations

in public sector manpower programs.

1. The Emergency Employment Act legislati_n included provisions

that made for inevitable conflict in labor relations. For instance,

the distinction between employees of the PEP agent and other workers in

layoff time prior to eligibility for PEP was bound to invoke the wrath

of union representatives of public employees. Similarly, the goals of

providing jobs to unemployed workers and of meeting unmet public needs

were not always compatible; the resulting uncertainty gave rise to

union-management problems. Such provisions may have been intentional

to provide flexibility or to insure the filling of primary public goals.
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To the extent that they do riot serve such purposes, however, they

unnecessarily engender union hostility to the program and provoke

reactions.

2. The emergency nature of the program probably produced union

involvement which in other circumstances might have been avoided.

Once the legislation was enacted, program administrators were concerned

with speedy implementation of projects. Any intervention in the implemen-

tation process was likely to be perceived as an impediment. The

uncertainties attending any new program were intensified with changes

in dates for funding applications and the undefined status of union

responses to applications. The speed of implementation may have been

essential for purposes of national goals and politics. To the extent

that more careful planning can be ensured and the results of the

planning disseminated, some reactions from vested interest groups (such

as unions) can be allayed, and opportunities for working out differences

early can be broadened.

3. Labor unions will clearly want strict observation of the

collective bargaining agreement, but agreement provisions differ from

place to place. Similarly, the relative strengths of the parties

and the personalities involved vary. Consequently, the issues, tactics

and compromises reached with respect to labor-management problems in

manpower projects will not be uniform. Even on the same issues,

results have been different. Such disparity reflects the diversity

of provisions and relationships which constitute collective bargainirg.

Flexibility in working out differences is the key to maintaining viable

labor relations.

4. At the same time, program administrators must tie aware of

the labor relations ingredient in the design and implementation of

manpower projects. While officials should not dictate answers

nor encourage the parties to rely on them for resolution of differences,

the officials must recognize that labor unions have an interest in

manpower programs and have means to communicate their interest. The

Department of Labor must be ready to accept negotiated decisions of

the parties as long as such decisions are not contrary to law.
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5. Labor unions and collective bargaining can facilitate

manpower projects. Means to develop cooperation and to resolve any

differences early will serve the best interests of the manpower project

as well as of the parties' relations with each other.

Future Research

This study focused attention on eight cities whose employees were

represented by labor unions. It was assumed that the unions had an

impact upon the implementation and administration of PEP in most of

these cases. The study was limited by two constraints: the time

period covered and the mathod for selecting the cities to be studied.

This study confined its assessment to start-up problems and to

PEP's administration during its first year. As the program unfolded,

different problems arose at different times. Some agreements between

the cities and the unions were made before the cities received any

funds, but other problems and resolutions did not emerge until after

funds were awarded. No long range evaluation of these agreements was

undertaken.

The selection of sample elements can be based on either personal

judgment or probability. Judgment samples are often used because,

hopefully, they are representative of the population or because it is

assumed the elements chosen are reflective of the problem under study.

Clearly, the validity of any judgment sample hinges on the soundness

of the judgment of whoever selects the sample. Furthermore, there is

no objective way to compute the precision of such a sample in reference

to the population, and no assurance that increasing the sample size will

actually increase the precision.

In this study, rather than selecting a probability sample of cities,

counties, and states which received PEP funds, the U.S. Department of

Labor recommended the cities studied. Theoretically, this judgmental

sample constituted a cross-section of cities where the unions had an

impact on PEP. Although the nature and degree of the problems differed

from city to city, each of the cities had relations with one or more

unions. But there was no intent that these cities were representative

of unionized public employers. And no comparative analysis was made



between non-unionized and unionized municipalities.

In early 1973, the future of the PEP program was in doubt. The

Nixon administration advocated discontinuance of the PEP program. Strong

Congressional reaction indicated some chance for extending the EEA

legislation. 'Until the outcome of this issue is known, plans for future

research must recognize the possibilities of the PEP program's

continuance or termination.

Plans for future research on PEP must compensate for the design

limitations of this study and mu.,t take into account the uncertainty

of the program's future. Two basic future research options are

suggested for consideration of the Manpower Administration of the U.S.

Department of Labor.

Option 1. This option compensates for the limited time span covered

by the analysis herein,.but it does not address itself to the exclusion

of other unionized or non-union areas. Under this option, the

assessment of the same eight cities would be extended over an additional

year, regardless of PEP's future.

(a) If PEP is not changea fundamentally, and continues

through fiscal year 1974, some of the questions of interest

are as follows:

1. Have the cities and the unions abided by both

pre and post-award agreements?

2. Were there any violations of the agreements?

3. Have new problems emerged, which were neither

present nor anticipated when original agreements

were signed?

4. What tyDe of machinery was set up to reconcile

conflicts arising over the interpretation of the

agreements?

5. Over the long run, what type of problems were

most difficult to resolve?

6. Now that the U.S. Department of Labor, the cities,

and the unions have had experience with the guidelines,

would they recommend changes in them?



7. Flow many PEP participants have joine.1 a union?

What type of employees have joined unions? Why have

PEP participants joined unions in some cities and not

in others?

(b) If PEP is discontinued as a program, the following

research questions can be raised:

1. Have new and unanticipated problems arisen

because of a basic change in PEP's structure

and intent?

2. Have the cities and the unions abided by

agreements reached under former PEP guidelines?

3. What is the unions' impact on transition to

unsubsidized jobs?

Option 2. This option compensates for the exclusion of non-union cities,

counties and states, but it also extends over time the analysis of the

eight union cities. The sample areas will be increased by randomly

selecting new cities, counties and states (union and non-union)

clustered on the bases of (1) whether state law supports collective

bargaining in the public sector, and (2) the amount of PEP funds

allocated to cities, counties and states. It is estimated that twelve new

areas will be added to the eight cities already studied.

A retrospective and "present-state" analysis will be undertaken

in the twelve new areas, while the assessment done to date in the eight

cities will constitute the basis from which subsequent changes in

these areas will be analyzed. The initial issues studied in the eight

union cities will be studied in the additional twelve areas.

Questions listed under Option 1, depending on whether assumption

"a" or "b" holds true, will be raised under Option 2. In addition,

union and non-union areas will be compared. A comparative analysis will

be made between the randomly selected and non-randomly selected cities

to determine the degree of generalization which can be posited about

the findings.

The choice between these two research options depends on the future

of the PEP program and the research priorities of the Department of

Labor. Regardless of changes in the PEP program, additional research

will provide insight into the unique labor-management problems of

manpiwer programs in the public sector.
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ATLANTA

Karen S. Koziara

The City of Atlanta

Atlanta, a city growing both in population and economic importance,

had a 1970 population of 496,973. Atlanta's economic activities

center around banking, insurance, transportation, wholesale and

retail trade, and government. There were 199,200 people in the labor

force in 1970. The labor force increased to 200,500 people in 1971.

The unemployment rate in 1971 was 9.5 percent. This represented

a sharp rise from the 1969 unemploymnt rate of 5.2 percent.

The breakdown of Atlanta's unemployment rate shows results

similar to national figures. People under 22 and over 45 were

harder hit by unemployment than people between the ages of 22 and

45, while unemployment rates for black people were more than

twice as sigh as for white people. The 1969 figures for the

area served by the Section 6 EEA grant showed unemployment among

adults to be almost twice as high as for the city as a whole.

Atlanta is in a quite favorable fiscal position in comparison to

most other major cities, The city operates within its budget,

and there have been no layoffs of city employees because of

financial pressures. Snore of this relative affluence results

from the recent growth of the city. The movement of middle class

families to the suburbs and the influx of low-income rural workers

to Atlanta are a very recent development relative to most U.S. cities.



In addition, the city has been an expanding commercial area.

Atlanta has a weak mayor system or government. The aldermen are

strong and independent enough to have a significant impact on a

large variety of city programs and to oppose plans and policies

proposed by the mayor. Such opposition rarely results from political

party differences; it can nevertheless be fatal to the mayor's

proposals. It was the Board of Aldermen that developed the criteria

to be used for the hiring of workers under the PEP program.

21121212/2mizitions and Bargaining History

Six employee organizations represent workers employed by

the City of Atlanta. Two are locals of the American Federation of

State, County, and Municipal Employees, one primarily for sanitation

workers and the other for white-collar workers. Local # 134 of

the International Association of Fire Fighters represents firemen,

while the Fraternal Order of Police represents policemen. In

addition, there are two blatk organizations which represent their

members on matters of social interest such as equal employment

opportunity and the employment status of black workers. One of

these organizations; the Brothers Combined, is in the fire department,

and the other, the Afro-American Police League, is in the police

department.

It is estimated that about 75 percent of the sanitation workers

belong to AFSG`E. The percentage of eligible white-collar workers
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who belong to AFSCME is lower, but there are indications that both

AFSCME locals have increasing membership. The FOP represents a majority

of the policemen although it has few black policemen as members.

While the IAFF represents a majority of the firemen, including

some black firemen who belong to the Brothers Combined, a significant

number of firemen do not belong to the IAFF because they would

prefer a tore militant organization. These include black and

younger firefighters, as well as some older firefighters who had

previously been members of the ''teamsters when it attempted to

gain recognition for Atlanta's firefighters.

None of the organizations representing Atlanta city employees

none been formally recognized by the city. There is no law providing

for representation elections among city employees, and no elections have

been held. A recent Georgia state law, the Fire Fighters Mediation

Act, provi'es fcr the election of bargaining representatives

and protects bargaining rights of fire fighters. However, this

law requires that any city with a population of more than 20,000

must agree to the law by ordinance in order for the law to be

binding on that city. Atlanta has not yet passed the ordinance

to bring it under the Fire Fighters Mediation Act, nor is immediate

passage expected. Many of the city's fire fighters are not residents

of Atlanta and their political muscle in Atlanta is minimal.
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,_Ihe city's recognition of unions has been loose and informal.

There has been no formal contracts with any of the organizations

representing city employees. Only a minority of the city employees

are represented by collective bargaining organizations. The

closest the city has come to a collective bargaining agreement

resulted from a 37-day sanitation strike in WO. At that time

the city agreed to a number of union demands, including wage and

fringe benefit demands, but insisted on discontinuing the check-off

of union dues. The city apparently reasoned that the union members

would not continue the strike over the check-off issue and that

the loss of the check-off agreement would result in dues and

membership losses for the union. However, the union believes that

the loss o1f check-off served as a focal point which helped to

solidify the sanitation workers against the city.

An earlier fire fighters' strike had much less success. In 1966

the fire fighters, who had been organized by the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters, struck for recognition. About 631

of the fire department's approximately 830 members took part in

the strke. The city fired all 631 of the striking fire fighters

and broke the strike. About half of these fire fighters were

subsequently rehired as new employees. A majority of these

rehires, together with many young and black fire fighters, do not

belong to the IAFF because of its lack of militance.

It is these fire fighters who formed the nucleus of a recent

informational picketing campaign aimed at restoring parity between

police and fire fighter salaries. Parity had been broken following a
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police "no see" cirive, during which police refused to write

traffic tickets. Although the policemen rerained at work, their

failure to write tickets resulted in a city revenue loss that

could not be regained. The fire fighters' campaign for the restoration

of parity ended with the federal government's 1971 wage and price freeze.

Although the city does not engage in any formal collective

bargaining, it does meet with representatives from the employee

organizations in September to discuss employment terms for the

following year. These discussions serve as the basis for recom,.

rendations to the Council of Aldermen. The council nay accept,

reject or modify these proposals.

It seems apparent that the city, while not following its

previous hardline policy, is anxious to avoid more formalized

bargaining relationships, This policy now includes extensive

efforts to communicate with city workers and to anticipate and

avoid problems that might serve as a focal point for union activity.

For example, the 4-day, 40-hour week has been implemented in some

departments, and there have been experiments with floating holidays

and a recent increase in vacation time. The city's policy toward

labor relations, the lack of legislative protections for public

employee bargaining, and the lay.. of a strong labor movement tradition

typical of the South are all factors operating against the rapid

development of collective bargaining between the city of Atlanta

and its employees.
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Other Federal Pregrans

Atlanta has had good success in getting federal funding for

a variety of projects. However, the city's experience with one

project, the Atlanta Beautification Corps (ABC), hats resulted in

the city considering carefully the acceptance of proferred

federal funds. The ABC program originally entailed federal funding

to provide approximately 20 jobs for disadvantaged workers.

The members of the Corps performed jobs such as cleaning parks and

streets to improve Atlanta's physical appearance.

The federal government provided funds for eighteen months. The

federal funds ran out after the initial year and a half, and the

members of the Corps picketed and demonstrated to have their jobs

continued with city funding. As a result of the demonstrations,

the city continued to support the program for two years. Finally,

after two years of funding, the city approved funds for the Corps

to continue a final six months while other jobs were found for the

Corps members.

All of the Corps members did find alternative employment.

However, the mayor and the aldermen felt that they had received

much bad publicity because of the demonstrations. Racial overtones

surrounding the controversy intensified the problem. The ABC

was made up completely of black workers. In the final vote on ABC

finding, all of the black aldermen voted for its continuance,

while all the white aldermen but one voted for its demise.
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As a result of the problems surrounding the ABC program, the

city has accepted funds from similar federal projects with great

care. Atlanta can afford to be more careful than most major

cities because of its relatively favorable financial position. The

city's experience with the ABC program also helps to explain

the guidelines it developed for PEP hiring.

The PEP Project

During fiscal 1972, Atlanta was allocated a total of $1,125,399.

in PEP funds. A Section 5 grant was responsible for $584,000, while

an initial Section 6 grant and an addition to that grant accounted

for the remaining $540,799 in allocated funds.

The Section 5 funds were to provide a total of 79 jobs, with

the bulk of the funds going to five major areas. The largest allo-

cations were in the area of fire protection and environmental quality.

Other funds were allocated to the Board of Education for clerical,

maintenance, library and teaching assistant positions; to the

Parks and Recreation Department for an electrician, a semi-skilled

worker and park laborers; and to the Public Works and Transportation

Departments for an accounting position and automotive mechanics

positions. The small remaining balance of the planned hiring was

to take place in a number of areas, including such positions as a

Consumer Affairs Planner, Finance Department clerksoma draftsman

for the Planning Department and a personnel assistant for the Training
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Division of the Personnel Department. All of these positions,

including the professional positions, were designed to be at

the entry level.

The Section 6 funds also concentrated on providing for positions

in fire protection, environmental quality, recreation and parks,

and public works and transportation. In addition, some Sectiono6

funds were allocated to the Model Cities program for keypunch operator

trainees, clerical workers and an accountant. Several other departments,

including the Mayor's Office and the Finance Department, were allocated

the remaining funds.

The city developed four major guidelines to determine

what jobs should result from PEP funding.

1. Hiring is to be concentrated in areas of great

labor turnover;

2. New positions should relate to permanent capital

improvements (new parks, fire stations and sewage disposal plants);

3. All workers hired under the PEP program must

meet regular Civil Service requirements;

4. All employees are to be informed that their jobs are

dependent on federal funds and will terminate if the federal

funding stops.

These criteria reflect the city's experience with the ABC, its

desire to minimize the possibility of similar problems with PEP

employees, and a concern to maximize the likelihood that PEP

employees will eventually move into permanent city employment.



The city expects to keep about 90 percent of the workers hired

under the PEP program.

In addition, all hiring was done at entry level positions,

even for professional positions. The major reason for this practice

was to avoid friction between regular city employees and the workers

hired under the PEP program.

The PEP funds were administered by the Personnel Department

within the general guidelines developed by the Board of Aldermen

and the mayor. The Personnel Department tested applicants and sent

potential employees to the relevant departments, where final hiring

decisions were made by the department heads. Applicants were sent

to the department heads in groups of three; if all three members

of a group were rejected, no additional applicants could be sent to

that department until six months had lapsed.

Notification of the Unions

The city wrote Local #134, the IAFF and AFSCME of the proposed

PEP grant. These letters were dated September 23, 1971 and stated

that comments were to be made by October 8, 1971. There were no

union comments filed with the City of Atlanta or the Regional Office

of the Department of Labor. AFSCME indicated that it did not respond

because of the newness of the program, the limited time available

for comment, and the union's involvement in other pressing problems

at the time. An officer of the IAFF claimed that he would not have

known of the program at all if he had not bee involved in a city-wide

Manpower Planning Board.
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The Slow hiring Problem

Atlanta has had a quite serious problem in filling the jobs

for which PEP funds have been allocated. In July, 1972, the Atlanta

Regional Office of the Department of Labor informed the City of

Atlanta that 40 percent of the funded jobs were as yet unfilled.

The Section 5 grant, which had been originally funded for $584,600

had $385,400 unexpended funds as of July 1, 1972. It was projected

that $350,000 in unused funds would remain in September, 1972.

The Regional Office viewed this as a serious problem. It was

particularly upset because Atlanta is the home of the Regional

Office.

One of the major reasons for slow hiring was the reluctance

of the city administration to become involved in political problems

and dubious publicity such as had been generated by the Atlanta

Beautification Corps. In a letter to the Regional Office of the

U.S. Department of Labor* the mayor explained that the City

wished to utilize the federal funds fully, but that it had been

learned that it was a mistake to use federal funds merely because

they were available. Re explained that more was wanted from the

program than simply putting people in jobs. He suggested that

it was to the interest of the city to have ".astable and adminis

tratively sound employment force for our governmental administrations,"

and that the city wished to use the PEP program as "an intermediate
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step to full, permanent locally-trained Civil Service Status."1

On the surface, it would appear that a city fearing the possible

entanglemerts of PEP funds could forego making application for them.

However, it is politically difficult for a city administration

to explain to its constituency a lack of interest in available

federal funds

The attitude of the city administration resulted in a long

lag between the funding of the Atlanta PEP program and the approval

of the program by the aldermen. The approval was accompanied by

standards for hiring under the PEP program to insure that the

PEP employees would move into permanent city employment.

The hiring process was further complicated by Personnel

Department rules, particularly one stipulating that a department

turning down three prospective employees for a position must wait

six months before being referred additional employment candidates.

Observors believed that this rule had the potential to slow hiring

normally, and could also be used intentionally by aldermen and

friendly department heads to slow hiring for political reasons.

Other factors contributed to the slow hiring in Atlanta.

The environmental quality positions could not be filled until the

completion of a new water treatment plant. The Fire Department

had difficulty with 20 Section 6 trainees who left in the first

week of training. They later returned to the Fire Department, but

the experience made the Department reluctant to get involved in

1Letter from Atlanta Mayor Sam Hassell to Regional Manpower
Director William Norwood, Jr., July 31, 1972.
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additional Section 6 hiring. Section 5 hiring for the Fire

Department was delayed because of a recent and unexpected upsurge

in unfilled permanent positions in the department, possibly resulting

from a loss of pay parity with the Police Department.

Some department heads were reluctant to restrict hiring to

poverty areas, as required by Section 6. They argued that this

restriction limited the quality of their potential employees.

Since a high proportion of blacks live in the Section 6 area,

this argument may also have had racial cvertones.

Civil Sertice exams were a problem in filling the keypunching

positions. Generally, however, testing was not a problem and

there were ample numbers of recruits for each position.

Finally, some positions were not filled due to administrative

problems. In particular, some of the library positions were

rearranged, and hiring had to wait approval for the changes from

the Department of Labor and the city.

The slowness in hiring produced the only major modification

of the Atlanta PEP program. The U.S. Department of Labor met

with city representatives on several different occassions to try

to speed the hiring process and prevent the accumulation of unused

funds. Among the proposals made were offers of assistance in

reviewing civil service procedures for rules which constructed

artificiIl barriers to hiring. These efforts were of little

avail, except for the develonment of a summer program designed

to hire 289 disadvantaged students at $1.60 an hour for the
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Parks Department.

Even with the summer program, accumulated funds continued

to plague the Atlanta PEP program. The city may be forced into

action by recent television publicity focusing on the unspent funds.

Chances in Union Attitude Toward the Program

Although none of the unions representing Atlanta's employees

provided input or made comments on Atlanta's original PEP proposal,

union interest in the program grew during its first year of operation.

AFSCME and the AFL-CIO Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI)

have been the major critics of the design and implementation of the

program. They have found three general faults in the current PEP

project.

First, they feel that the program guidelines were violated

by the city's failure to notify the unions in time for comments.

They believe that the Department of Labor should have recognized

that the short lead time would make union reaction difficult and

should have made provision to insure participation in the program's

planning stage.

Second, both organizations also expressed concern over the

accumulation of unused appropriations. The summer program was

thought to be an inappropriate use et money when adults and

veterans, for whom the funds were originally intended, were

unemployed. The labor representatives had only very vague
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ideas about what nad delayed PEP hiring. HRDI had referred applicants

to the PEP program from the Veteran,s Assistance Frogram. Jobs

were available, and the people referred were eligible for employment;

however, these people were not hired. Despite telephone inquiries,

HRDI had not been able to learn why their candidates had not been

hired.

Finally, there was criticism about the jobs for which PEP

funds had been originally allocated. The unions charged that the

city had requested funding for electricians and accountants.

In creating jobs for people with specialized training, the city

neglected the needs of the unemployed who really need the jobs.

The overall criticism of the Atlanta program voiced by the

two organizations was that the lei dative intent behind the PEP

nrogram was being thwarted by the city's implementation of the

program. They plan to go over the 1973 proposals very carefully

with the object of filing extensive comments with the U.S.

Department of Labor. This approach, rather than efforts to change

the current program, is planned because of the diffLculty that

AFSCME has experienced in getting changes in any city program

once it is under way.

The two organizations anticipated that their comments on the

1973 program would act as a catalyst to communication between

the city and organized labor and provide for a cooperative effort

between the two in terms of developing the new program. The PEP

program was viewed as having tremendous potential value to the



community by providing jobs for the disadvantaged a.. 1 needy

if it was properly designed and administered. There little

concern with the possibility that the program would have a negative

impact on union members or union leverage.

In contrast, other organizations representing city workers

have had little interest in either the employment effects of the

program or i.he implications of the program for their own organizations.

Although a number of PEP hires in the Fire Department had been

planned, and although the national offices of the IAFF have been

very concerned about the PEP program, Local # 134 of the IAFF

had not shown any interest in the program during its first year of

operation. Part of this disinterest may have resulted from the

belief that Atlanta no longer planned to hire fire fighters with

PEP funds because of the poor experience with training during the

initial program, and because PEP guidelines have residency

requirements for employees while the Fire Department does not.

Another factor may be that the city is having difficulty in filling

permanent fire fighter positions, and so for the PEP

program in the Fire Department ha:: been slow and of limited impact.

If the originally planned hiring had .en carried out, the IAFF

might have become much more interested in the operation of the

PEP program.



Summary

The major problem encountered by the Atlanta PEP program has

been the failure of the city to hire rapidly enough to use its

allocated funds. This is a continuing problem, and one that is

not subject to easy resolution because of the Atlanta's peculiar

economic and political characteristics.

This slowness in hiring has been the basis for some union

criticism of the program. AFSCME and the AFL-CIO Human Resource

Development Institute believe that the program designed by the city

does not live up to the legislative purpose behind the Emergency

Employment Act. They criticize both the accumulation of unused

appropriations because of slow hiring and also the types of jobs

for which the finding has been used. Finally, it is suggested

that the unions did not have adequate time to make meaningful

commeets on the original program. This was taken as an indication

of the Department of Labor's insensitivity to the labor movement

and other interested community groups.

Although there is union concern with these facets of the

program, there have been neither formal nor informal efforts to

date to make these objections known to the city of Atlanta or to

officials at the Department of Labor. When asked about labor-

management problems in the implementation of the program, all of

the people interviewed from either the city or the DOL said they



knew of no union problems of any type. Therefore, they had no

basis for thinking, that the project had any impact on the existing

collective bargaining relationships.

From the unions' viewpoint, this situation will change in

fiscal year 1973. Whether or not - and to what extent - the union

plans materialize remains to be seen.
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CLEVLLAND1

Karen S. and Edward C. Koziara

The City of Cleveland

Cleveland, a heavy industry city, had a population of three-

quarters of a million in 1970, a decline of 126,000 frum 1960. The

white population drOpped by 27 percent and the black population

rose by more than 15 percent during the decade. Major manufacturing

industries with great influence on the Cleveland economy include

aerospace, auto, electrical equipment and machinery, oil refining

and steel. The service sector, however, has been providing an

increasing proportion of jobs.

Because of the city's industrial composition, economic

downturns affect Cleveland sooner and more severely than cities

with less dependence on durable goods manufacturing. The national

economic downturn of the late 1960's and early 1970's had an accelerated

impact on Cleveland economy, and between 1969 and 1970 many major

business indicators reported a much worse economic situation for

Cleveland than for the rest of the nation.

City of Cleveland officials maintained that the situation was

worse than the bleak figures indicated because low-income unskilled

citizens were attached in disproportionate numbers to the durable

goods industries. Additionally, the city was in danger of losing

some of the remaining jobs. Since 1967, 41 major manufacturing

firms providing more than 15,000 jobs have gone out of business, stopped

1This case was compiled from secondary sources only, according

to the operating guidelines established by the funding agency.
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manufacturing, or left the city.

As a result of the business exodus, general economic conditions

and large high-school drop-out rates,
2the city's unemployment rate between

1969 and 1970 rose from 5.1 percent to 8.4 Percent. The city maintains

that this BLS rate is an understatement. The research Division of the

Ohio Department of Personnel calculated an 11.6 percent rate for the

first quarter of 1971 and est, sated minority unemployment at

20.1 percent. Unemployment as highly concentrated in Cleveland's

predominantly black Near-East Side. With higher unemployment

rates, the pool of unemployed was more skilled in 1971 than in the

mid-60's. Many who lost jobs had been employed in aerospace,

electrical and non-electrical durable goods manufacturing,

construction and automobiles. Veterans were 45 percent of all males

registered with the Ohio Bureau of Employment Service. Cleveland also

had close to 35,000 welfare cases.

Eccnomic and employment conditions nave had a disastrous

effect on the city's tax base, and Cleveland was confronted with a

fiscal crisis in 1971. With fewer property and payroll taxpayers

to draw upon for support of needed services, the city in 1970

had submitted to Cleveland voters a request for a .8 percent payroll

tax increase. In order to gain support and provide city property

owners with a tax plan based on "ability to pay", a property to

levy was not submitted for renewal. The payroll tax increase was

voted down. The same issue, with a slightly lower rate, was submitted

2 Every year between 4,500 and 5,000 youth drop out of Cleveland schools.
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again in early 1971. Once more it was defeated. As a result, tax

revenue available to the city's General Fund Account shrank from 105

million dollars in 1970 to 97 million dollars in 1971.

While resources were shrinking, the cost of needs was rising.

An increase in city budgets of nearly 30 million dollars was caused

by new labor agreements, additional nublic safety nersonnel, needed

capital improvements, equipment replacement, and an expanded recrea-

tional program. At the end of 1970 the city had employed about 15,000

people. Between January 1 and September 30, 1971, the city had

laid off 1,725 employees. An additional 826 positions had been

vacated through attrition and retirement. The overall economic,

employment and financial situation faced by the city was more

desperate than any of the other cities in this report.

Cleveland has a strong mayor-weak council form of government.

The city has home rule, which means it has the power of a municipal

corporation to frame, adopt, and amend its charter for its government

and to exercise all powers of local self-government subject to the

Ohio Constitution and general laws. When the PEP program

began, Cleveland had a Democratic mayor, Carl B. Stokes, and a

Democratic city administration. In November 1971, a Republican mayor

Ralph Perk, and Republican administration took over the city government.

Employee Organizations and Bargaining History

Cleveland negotiates with 17 unions. Important among them are

the Foremen and Laborers Union, the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters, the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
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Employees, the 3roncrhocC of Carpenters and Pile Drivers, the f)hio

Federation of Licensed Practical Nurses, the Cleveland Building Trades

Council, the Association of Cleveland Fire Fighters, the Fraternal

Order of Police, and the Cleveland Police Patrolmen's Association.

Many of the city's bargaining relationships, including those

with AFSCE and the Fire Fighters, are well established and have

a long history. Public employee unions are relatively strong in

Cleveland because of the traditional Democratic partylabor political

ties which exist in many northern big cities. For example,

construction workers in municipal employment are generally given

a percentage of the wage which is negotiated in the private sector.

In Cleveland, city and private construction workers are at parity.

The close relationship between the city and its unions began

to show signs of strain under the former Democratic administration.

A number of strikes were called. Layoffs took place as the city's

financial condition worsened. Under the subsequent Republican

administration the labor relations atmosphere has remained

tense. Layoffs and the threat of further layoffs have seriously

impaired the quality of city service and the state of labor

relations. Few unions have escaped the economy drive.

The PEP Program

The city of Cleveland received funding under three separate

grants during 1971 and early 1972. The first two of tnese were

issued November 1, 1971; A Section 5 grant for 52,459,000 and a Section 6



grant, A third grant, tor approximately $3,400,000 was issued on

January 14, 1972.

In the original proposal filed by the Stokes' administration, the

city placed first priority on meeting unmet public service needs and

second priority on providing jobs that would be transitional to

permanent employment. To help determine what positions should be

requested, the city asked the directors and commissioners of all

city departments to identify jobs which they regarded as essential

for providing adequate levels of public service. These reports

were the basis for singling tout six departments which had been

hit hardest by funding cutbacks. The following list shows the

departments and positions designated as being in need of the most

PEP funding:

Department Position

Safety Patrolmen

Health Public Health Nurses,
Practical Nurses,
General Health Aides,
Technical Specialists

Public Service Waste Collectors, Waste
Collector Drivers

Public Properties Directors of Recreation,
Physical Directors
Municipal Laborers

Community Development Housing Inspectors, Clerical,
Plumbers, Relocation Personnel

Civil Service Examiners
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In its requests for 7,"' funding, the city specifically proposed

to use the appropriate funds to restore needed public services through

the hiring of laid-off city employees to their forrAer positions rather

than to add new positions and employees. The city argued that

although some of the workers eligible for PEP employment had been

unemployed for less than six months, the proposal did not violate

the ESA's maintenance-of-effort provisions. Cleveland's general

economic and financial position was described in great detail, and

the proposal also pointed out that funding to restore these services

was not available from local, state or other federal sources.

When funds were appropriated for the first two grants, no limitations

were placed on their proposed use to rehire laid-off city employees

and to restore discontinued city services.

In order to comply with existing labor agreements and the PEP

guidelines, the city established hiring priorities for the PEP

Program. The first three groups ranked were as follows:

1. Former city employees laid-off from city jobs as a

result of the financial crisis who are unemployed must be

hired before the city opens up positions to new job

applicants;

2. Unemployed and underemployed veterans;

3. Those disadvantaged persons who have been laid off

from contract JOBS or OJT training because of labor

market conditions, or who have completed employability

plans and/or training courses under Department of Labor

manpower programs and cannot find immediate employment

at the trained skilled level.



Thus, the city planned to hire back laid-off city employees

before hiring veterans, the disadvantaged, the near-disadvantaged

poor, the near poor, and other unemployed and underemployed.

A Department of Labor review of the results of Cleveland's

first two PEP grants showed that, as of January 1972, about 96

percent of the 297 jobs funded under the Section 5 grant and 86

percent of the 85 lobs funded under the Section grant were filled

with previously laid-off city employees. Cleveland's recall rate

was higher than the recall rate in any other city, and it was

substantially higher than the national average of between ten and

eleven percent.

The review of the Cleveland PEP program also indicated that

the program did not have adequate numbers of participants from

various segments of the disadvantaged and unemployed, particularly

Vietnan-era veterans. The Department of Labor emphasized the

importance of providing employment for veterans; its coal was for

veterans to make up at least one-third of the PEP program

participants. Nationilly about 30 percent of the participants were

veterans, while in Cleveland only about 11 percent were veterans.

The high percentage of recalls in the Cleveland program also

raised the question of qhether the city was violating the maintenance-

of-effort provisions of the EEA. The Department of Labor did not

want cities shifting their revenue and finance problems to the

federal gov.'tnment by laying off employees with the expectation

that federal assistance would provide for their recall.
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Pro;,!ram "sodificatioas

Cleveland got a aew mayor and city administration in :iovember 1971.

The new administration applied to the Department of Labor f)r an

increase in the original Section 6 grant, and on January 14, 1972,

the city received an additional allotment of $3,400,000.

During the period when the grant was under consideration, the

Department of Labor became aware that Cleveland was planning two

additional layoffs of a total of about 900 city workers for the

spring of 1972. Concern with the proposed layoffs, the high percentage

of recalls in the Cleveland PEP program, and the program's lack of

concentration on certain segments of the unemployed led to further

investigations of the city's proposed use of the additional $3,400,000.

Department of Labor and city officials met to discuss these

problems. As a result of their meeting, Cleveland received a letter

from the Director of PEP which stated:

We think the recently announced Section 6 allocation
shoulA be used primarily to establish jobs that will
permit the hiring of unemployed persons who are not
former municipal employees. Specifically, no more

than 15 percent of the $3.4 million allocated on January 14,1972,

may be used to rehire persons employed by the city during

the six month period preceding the grant application.3

This requirement was imposed on the grounds that the primary

purpose of the Employment Eriergency Act was to,provide jobs for the

unemployed and disadvantaged, not to rehire laid-off city employees.

Moreover, a definite percentage of recall would eliminate the need for

3Letter from virengoff, Director of PEP, to Mr. Campenella,

Cleveland City Budget Director, February 4, 1972.
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DOL to use its limited pLrsonnel to investigate Cleveland's

financial position in order to insure that the LEA's maintenance-

of-effort renuirements were not being violated. Limiting the

percentage of laid-off municipal employees that could be recalled

with PEP funds was an unusual measure for DOL to take. The

only similar restriction on a grant award was in the City of

Scranton. Even with the imposition of the limitation on recalls,

the percentage of recalls among Cleveland PEP nartizipants was

expected to be about 50 percent. This percentage would still

place Cleveland significantly above the national average for

recalls.

DOL and city officials discussed the implications of the 15 percent

limitation before it became official. Not all laid-off city

employees were exempted from participating in the PEP program once

the city had made the allowed 15 percent recalls. The city was

permitted to rehire without limit employees who had been laid off

for more than six months. During these discussions, the city

indicated that it felt that it could satisfy both its union

agreements and the grant restriction on recalls.4

Later in February the city published notices of the grant

application in local newspapers and sent copies of the application

to the concerned unions. None of these notices contained

reference to the limitation on recalls.

Comments on the grant application from the FOP and Local #93

4,
Letter from A.A.Caghan, Regional Attorney, Department of

Labor, to David 0. Williams, Director of Special Review, Office
of the Assistant Secretary for 'Ianpower, Department of Labor, May 5, 1972.
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Cif ttle TAvT tne r)01, durinF,march. The unions'

naior complaint about the grant was that Section 6 funds

restricted job elig:Lbility to residents of areas of high unemployment.

Cleveland's city charter does not renuire city employees to be city

residents. As a result, city employees who were living outside

the city and waiting for recall would not be eligible for jobs

funded by the grant.

& meeting between ')CL officials, city of Cleveland officials,

.and representatives of the concerned unions was held on March 13, 1972.

During this meeting, the, FOP, Local 1193 of the IAFF, and the city

and DOL representatives agreed to award the entire grant to the

Board of Education. However, a dissatisfiedAPSCME spokesman suggested

that representatives from national union headquarters and officials

of the DOL meet to discuss dropping both the Section 6 residency

V
requirement and the 15 percent limitation on recalls. The city

finally amended the.grant proposal to drop Police and Fire Department

positions from the application.5 AFSCME's suggestions had no ap-

parent impact on'the proposal, and the DOL approved the grant

on March 22, 1972.

Union Legal Action

AFSCE, concerned that the grant restriction would result in

city jobs going to new employees rather than to laid-off union

5Letter from Conmodore Jones, Chicago Acting Regional
`!anpower. Administrator, DOL, to Harold O. Buzzell, Deputy Manpower

Administrator, U.S.D.L., "arch 27, 1972.
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merbers, beaan leaal action on 'arch 27, 1972, by requesting injunctive

relief to prevent the city from Kirin a people other than laid-off

emnlovees with PEP funds. Injunctive relief was denied

pending a fuller consideration of the issues.

In its suit against the city, the union charged that the 15

percent limitation violated the provisions of the EEA and the

administrative rulings designed to implement the law. The law

provides:

(1)the nrogram...(B) will not result in the
displacement of currently employed workers
(includtnr nartial displacement of currently
employed workers such as a reduction in hours
of non-overtime work or wages or emnloyment
benefits), (C) will not qTair existing
contracts for services...

In interpreting this provision, Department of. Labor administrative

regulations do not distinguish between regular grants and grants

to fill pre-existing iob slots which would not be filled without

PEP funds. The union also based its nosition on a Department of

Labor regulation which excluded laid-off employees waiting for

recall from the definition of unemployed persons eligible for

PEP employment. The union reasoned from this provision that

laid-off city Imr ivees fell into the category of workers protected

from displacem by workers hired with PEP funds.

The union further argued that the 15 percent limitation on

recalls ignored existing labor relations contracts and civil service

regulations. Section 30 of the contract between the city and

6
42 U.S.C.A. Section 4831(a).
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11/,`C'q: states:

Emplo:,ee!, shall be rc,called in the reverse c der of

layoff in aceoreancc with the rule,; and rc,,ulations

of Cvil is rvicc. a lAid-ofe em7,1ovee will be

recalled to the first available job position which
he is qualified to perform.

Civil Service relations require that the names of laid-off

employees be nlaccd ut the head of the eligible list for jobs

from which they were laid of and for similar jobs for which

they would be eligible.

The provision in the law which stipulates that PEP grants

cannot interfere with existing contracts for services was the

basis for AvSC-E's second malor ar:-.;ument. The union stated Lilac,

aitilou,gh the ter: "contracts for services" is vague an(' open tr.

a number of interpretations Conixess would have specific;,7iy

excl31,:ed collective bargaining contracts from this protection

if it had meant to do so. The union reasoned that its agreement

with the city fell within the protective limits of the phrase

"contracts for services", and that city hiring for the PEP

progra-, which ignored the senior iii and recall provisions of that

agreement interfered with the city's existing contracts for

services. Finally, the union argued that if Congress had intended

to protect contractors from having their services replacea by the

progren, it i,ad also intended to protect current and laid-off

city omplov.:es from losing, their positions.

The City of Cleveland and the DOL were defendants in the case.

The: argued that laid-off city employees were clearly not currently

employed workers. Therefore, the requirement of the Emergency



1

1

1

1

Criployment Act that 2E:' particinants not replace currently

employed workers was irrelevant to whether or not laid-off municipal

workers could be rehired with PEP funds.

Second, they contended that the union's agreement with the

city was not a "contract for services" within the meaning of the

act. While agreeing with the union that the phrase was vague and

open to interpretation, they reasoned that the phrase should

be considered and interpreted in light of the law's express purpose

and explicit provisions.

The major purpose of the law was to aid the unemployed,

with a special emphasis on providing employment for Vietnam

veterans, new labor force entrants, the elderly, persons with

limited ability to speak English, welfare recipients, migrants,

and people displaced because of technological change. If the

distribution of PEP funds were entirely ruled by the provisions

of collective bargaining contracts it would be difficult to

fulfill the law's major purpose. The benefits of the act would

be concentratLi on one small segment of the unemployed rather than

being distributed among the unemployed and underemployed

generally. Therefore, the defendant,,, reasoned, it was unlikely

that Congress intended the phrase "contract for services" to

include collective bargaining contracts.

The DOL also argued that the 15 percent limitation was simply

one mechanism amons, several designed to implement the maintenance-

of-effort requirementsequirements ot the act.

1/4

Without this provision, the DOL
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would he reouireu co i.-.7estigate continuously Cleveland's financial

situation and airing practices to determine if the city was

transfer if its financial problems Lo the federal government.

The Court Decision

The U.S. District Court Judge hearing the cage ruled in favor

of AfSO4E Loc.J. 78. The decision stated that the limitation

on rehires wds discriminatory because it prevented the fulfillmen-

of the law's requirement that funds be distributed eGually among

the unemployed. Second, the limitation on recalls to ensure

maintenance of effort by the city only had an imnact on individual

employees. It did not prevent the city from shifting job positions,

filled with new employees, onto the PEP payroll. Finally,
.

there was no evidence that the limitation would increase the

hiring, of veterans or other groups of unemployed workers, because

no record was presented as to how many of the laidoff persons had char

acteristics favored by the law. Therefore, the Court decided

that the AL vent bevoru. its administrative authority in developing

the 15 nercent limitation en rehires.

Summary

Cleveland's financial problems resulted in layoffs of large

aumb ers of city employees. The city used most of its first two

ITT grants to restore cut services and to rehire city employees
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on layoff. The DOL, concerned because the city was not using

PEP funds to provide jobs for the segments of the unemployed

riven preference in the LEA, limited recalls to 15 percent

of the watiters hired under the city's t.iird PEP grant.

AFSCIE local #78 feared the PEP grant would result in jobs

going to new employees while union members remained on layoff.

It filed suit in District Court to test the legality of the limitation

on recalls. The major issue in the case was whether or not

administrative rulings designed to effectuate the broad policy

goals outlined in the EEA could take precedence over collective

bargaining agreements. The court ruled that the DOL had overstepped

its authority in making a ruling which discriminated against some

of the unemployed and which did not ensure either maintenance of

effort on the part of the city or a more equitable distribution of

jobs among all segments of the unemployed. The Court ruling

approving the use of PEP funds for recalls could have implications

for other cities.

Some observors suggested that the Cleveland problem resulted

from political differences rather than from labor relations issues.

It was thought that the current Republican administration agreed

to the 15 percent limitation on recalls because it wanted to avoid

rehiring laid-off workers originally hired by the previous

Democr tic administration And that the DOL was sympathetic to

the current administration's concerns. The judge in the case was

one of those who saw this possibility: "Even a mildly cynical

person would guess a new city administration would prefer to fill



as many old e..:lonen,: as nossihie wit;: new employees.

Oto.ers suggest'tnat tne new city administration's hostility to

collective barninin caused the 1-)roblrm. According to this

anciysis, AFSCmi. turneu to the courts in order to get better

treatment from :he city rather than to express dissatisfaction

with the D0L's rulinc,.. Sone CA, officials feared that althouzh

the case began because of ?oor labor relations betw,en ne City

anc the unions, it would result in a decision that would have a

newAtf - Z.he HP program. 6

r r

Er'.lovcc, ovembdr,1972, p.12.

8Letter fror A.A.Cohal, Ilerional Attorney, Department of Labor,
to David O. !Williams, OQfice of the Assistant Secretary for

Mannower, Department of Labor, hay 5, 1972.
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DAYTON1

j. Joseph Loewenberg

The City of Dayton

The City of Dayton, Ohao, has a population of approximately

one-quarter million persons. It is primarily a manufacturing center

of basic materials and finished products, although the federal

government employs a substantial number of area workers at Wright

Patterson Air Force Base.

Dayton has a home-rule charter from the State of shin. The city

is governed under a council-manager form of government. The

council, the City of Dayton Commission, is composed of five

commissioners. The city also has a three-member Civil Service

Board in charge of appointments, promotion, layoff, and other

personnel matters of nunicipal workers.

In mid-1971, the general economic situation of the Dayton

area was bleak. Workers were averaging 10.5 fewer hours of work

than a year earlier. Moreover, 7.7 percent of the labor force

was unemployed, a higher proportion than at any other time in

the recent past. Dayton thusqtained the dubious distinction

of having the highest rate of unemployment among Ohio's major cities.

The outlook for the immediate future of the economy did not

bode well. Aational Cash P.egister had already transferred

elsewhere large parts of its former Dayton Production. The

1
This case was compiled from secondary sources only,

according to the operating guidelines established by the funding agency.



Trigivaire iivS iioc uf -.c-1%!rai ,4,,s in the 1;rocess of

taking similar stens. A series of large-scale labor strikes

complicated the economic future.

The economic plight of the Dayton area was refloted in the

city's fiscal situation. The city had experienced declining revenues

and had been unable to gain additional moneys from taxes. Dayton had

declared an austerit" ?rogram in November 1970. As a result,

429 city employees Were laid off between February and September 1971,

over 30 percent of them after the start of the Public Employment

Program (PEP). The reduction in services included police, fire,

sanitation street maintenance and recreation. Among those laid off

in September 1971 were 57 flre fighters.

Emploee Organizations rnd bargaining History.

Although t'r,e State of Ohio has no legislation authorizing and

regulating collective bargaining for public employees, Dayton has

extended recognition to and bargained collectively with its

employees for a number of years. The city has a labor relations

specialist on its staff to deal with the employee organizations.

Approximately 75 percent of the city's employees are represented by

unions and covered by collective bargaining agreements. The principal

unions are: (1) Dayton Public Service Union, Local 101 of the

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO;

(2) Dayton Fire Fighters, Local 136 of the International Association

of Fire Fighters, AFL-CIO; and (3) Dayton Fraternal Order of

Police. In 1971 the fire fighters represented 409 firemen, including
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IGC i_eutenahts, aa:1J._13, and nit e.licts. The Police reoresented 14G

2olicemcn, iacladin;L 72 sergeants, lieutenants and captains. Both

unformec groups ave had writcen c3llec:1.,e Pertaining agreements

since at least 196E. The agreemets for oth police and fire

fitlhters exi;1.--ed 4n =)ecetiber 1971: he a;:reements were extended

sn a day-to-eny ba&is fencing conclua.Lon ct negotiations for a

riew agreement 01-he,- labor organizaz,ons representing municipal

employees in Dayton include the leasers, Carpenters, Operating

En,qineers, ar the 3uliding Trades Counc...

The PEP T'ro;nct

The advent the PEI' program provided Dayton wita an opportunity

'zo restore zo a previous level rlf service selected programs of

high oriorIty in pc.ce ommunications, :ire fighting, rehabilitation

of off2aders, waste collection, pa rK development and maintenance,

recreation, and street cleaning12 The emohasis on restoration of

services was stressed by the city and conveyed to the unions.

The City of Dayton filed for initial funaing of $186,040 (20percent

o its allocated share of Section 3 funds) on August 23, 1971.

The jobs listed in the initial application were for 9 laborers, 3

equipment operztors, and i9 fire fignters.

The ciey'sapplication for full funcilag on September 7, 1971,

re-emphasized the priorities in ennumerating the 90 jobs to be

City of Oayton, Application for Full Funding, September 7, 1971.
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availablc .,zder tne ?LP 7ro:rem; 62 firc fighter jobs in the fire

dc,:a.ecnent, 13 coramunicazions aad clerical ,obs in the police

department, 1 clerical job in the law dellarment, 22 jobs (laborer,

building attendant, golf handyman, etc.) in the human resources

department , and 43 jobs (waste collector, auto mechanic, laborer,

building attendant, etc.) for the service and buildings department.

The city announced its erployment intentions by specifying

in its application:

The employees to be hired under this Act will be
former City Employees Y.no were laid off as a result
of the austerity program which has been in effect
in the Cit., of Dayton Since September, 1970. The
employees be recalled on a seniority basis, and
according, to labor agreements and the Civil Service
rules and regulations, with those having the most
seniority being recalled first...)

The seven unions representing city employees were notified of the

city's application for full funding on August 30,1971. They were

asked to submIt comments to the city by September 9 if the comments

were to be included in the application or to the Chicago regional

office of the U.S. Departmeat of Labor between September 9 and

September 25, 1971.

Additional funding for the Dayton PEP program was made available

in October with tne release of Section b funds for severely depressed

areas. The citf reecived $338,600 in federal funds for 33 jobs,

wh'ch 10 were conmuaity service officers, 4 fire fighters, and 14

laborers. The methods of recruitment and selection mentioned in the

earlier application ere also included in this one. The employee

3
City of Dayton, Application for Full Funding, p. 17.



organizations previously contacted about the city's Section 5

application were notified of the Section 6 application and were

sent the proposal for comment on September 30, 1971.

The city quickly filled the 123 slots available under Sections 5

and 6 of the PEP program authorized for Dayton. All but three

of the jobs were recalls of former city employees who had been

laid off. Fifty-two of the 57 fire fighters laid off in September

were rehired under the PEP program after 30 days of layoff. These

included a number of minority group members, welfare recipients,

and /or veterans of the Viet Nam war; none of those hired, however,

could be classified as disadvantaged.

The city continued to experience fiscal difficulties. At the

end of 1971 the city found it had collected $1 million less in

revenues than a year earlier. An attempt to gain more taxes by

increasing the income tax was defeated for a second time in December 1971.

The authorities therefore decided on a $1.4 million cut in the 1972

budget, including layoff of an additional 47 city employees in

early 1972. The largest single source of saving was to be the

elimination of one fifteen -man fire crew. These decisions set

the stage for major union Protests in the PEP program in Dayton.

The Layoff of regular city employees brought to light the

problem of defining the position of PEP participants. The problem

was magnified by the existence of civil service regulations and

provisions in collective bargaining agreements between the city and

its employees which required that layoffs in affected areas be in

order of least seniority. .The collective bargaining agreement
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did not specifically inci,c:e seniorlt- but referred to the civil

service regulations as follows:

This Agreement is subject to all existing State
Laws, Civil Service Rules and Regulations, Municipal
Charter Provisions, City Commission Ordinances and
Resolutions; provided that should any change be
made in any State Laws, Civil Service Rules and
Regulations, Municipal Charter Protisions, City
Commission Ordinances and Resolutions which would
be applicable and contrary to any provision
contained herein, such provision herein contained
shall be automatically terminated and the remainder
of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect...4

Enforcement of thr existing civil service regulations would have

meant the layoff of PEP participants. Regular city employees crsuld not

bump tmmediately into PEP positions because PEP program rules

required city employees to be laid off at least 30 days before

being eligible for a PEP job. Even then a serious question

would be raised if the city were violating the 'maintenance-of-effort

rec:uirement. On the other hand, to lay off regular city employees

while PEP participants continued to work (even for the 30 days

in which regular city employees were gaining eligibility to participate

in the PEP program) would have violated the civil service and

collective bargaining regulations. The only feasible solution

seemed to be for the city to lay off the regular employees and

PEP participants with less seniority than the regular employees,

keep the PEP positions vacant for 30 days, and then fill the vacant

PEP positions with the laid-off regular city employees and the

'laid-off PEP participants in order of seniority. This solution would

4Article XXII.b. of Agreement between City of Dayton and
International Association of Fire Fighters, Local 136, December 29, 1970
to December 26, 1971.
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have requirPd layin al.out 130 Pi.:1? -)art:Zcipants and keeping

the fobs unfilled for 30 days. The solution was unsatisfactory,

especially to the 20 administrators in the U.S. Department of Labor.

The Civil Service Board was willing to amend its Regulation 24 to per-

mit retention of the PEP participants during the 30-day wai,ing period

of laid-off regular city workers, with the understanding that the

regular city workers would then bump the most lunior PEP participants.

An amendment to civil service regulations to effect the above plan

was presented to the City Commission on January 5, 1972.

:Jnion protests forced the Commission to table the proposal for a

week. During the interim, representatives of the U.S. Department

of Labor met with union officials in the city to enlist support

of the civil service amendment. The Civil Service Board also

asked the city to negotiate the change in regulations with the

unions. When the city asked the unions to waive voluntarily

their seniority rights, the unions refused.

The City Commission did not approve the amendment to the

civil service regulations the week of January 12th. Instead,

the Commissioners decided to ask the unions to do without previously

bargained pay raises in order to provide sufficient funds to

avoid any layoffs. In tnis way, the Commissioners hoped to finesse

the entire layoff-recall problem. The hope was in vain; the unions

rejected the Commission's proposal. The city once again had to

face the problem of layoffs in 44 regular city jobs.

On February 9, the City Commission passed the resolution to

waive the civil service regulations with respect to seniority in
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layoffs under certain condltions. The purpose of this waiver was

to permit PEP narticipants to continue their employment during the

30 days it would take laid-off city workers to accumulate eligibility

for PEP employment; following the 30,aday period, the laid-off

regular workers would bump the Ph? hires and themselves enroll in

the BEP program. The AFL-CIO city council as well as the United

Auto Workers were reported packing the city in this matter.

The three major public employee organizations in Dayton

(FOP, IAFF, and AFSCHE) immediately filed legal suit against the

city to prevent the Comnission's resolution from being implemented.

The suit in U.S. district court charged the city with violating

due process under the city's civil service regulations and with

violating the U.S. and Ohio constitutions. The unions were

primarily concerned with protecting their seniority rights in layoffs.

A secondary issue was whether laid-off employees could be

recalled to PEP jobs if they did not meet the residency require-

ments of Section 6 jobs. The U.S. Department of Labor had

previously agreed to the city's request to combine Section 5 and 6

jobs in this instance to allow all laid-off regular employees to

be recalled to PEP jobs, whetner or not such employees lived in

areas designated under the Section 6 grant. The unions were

given assurances to this effect. The basic problem of seniority

rights remained unresolved.

The city's initial reaction to the court suit was to de iy the

layoffs of regular city employees pending the ottcome of the suit.

Two days later, however, the city manager decided to proceed with

the layoff of 40 employees, including 15 fire fighters and 2 police officers.
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At the following me,:,:ing of the City Comnission, the city

manager proposed three emergency ordinances:

A prohibition of strikes by city employees, with

penalties for offending individr.al strikers and their organizations;

2. Resolution of agreement disputes `.'trough mediation

and binding arbitration; and

3. Elimination from the bargaining unit of officers

in the police and fire departments.

The city manager justified nis request on the grounds that the FOP's

actions in breaking of contract negotiations "exposed the city to

poscible deterioration of services." The proposals were opposed

not only by the public employee organizations affected but also by

the AFL-CIO DistrirCt Council. The strike prohibition was regardea

as unnecessary because Ohio's Ferguson Act already prohibited strikes

and the FOP had alren.y guaranteed the city it would not support

strikes or work slowdowns by its members. The elimination of

supervisors from the bargaining units would cost the protective

service organizations 172 members as well as much of their

experienced leadership. Despite the opposition, the Commissioners

unanimously passed all three ordinances.

Union reaction to the labor legislation included a meeting

sponsored by the AFL-CIO, a mail vote by the fire fighters to

authorize union officials to call a strike whenever they deemed

it appropriate, and the threat of court action by the police.

Meanwhile, the court proceedings began on the unions' suit

to restrain the city from laying off city employees while PEP
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ca:,c :ilea the ciLy and the 1.tnio.1

1.c20:_at;o::s, L,dc-,gestinc-, 7-7,t order ar'litrat-..on

if the two !ides could not agree nn a settlement. To the ;udge's

mind, the problem was primdrily one of Labor relations, not a

legal question. The jud7e also cnastised the city for failing to

answer tae su:L. Luc the ludpe's !,uggestion for baraining produced

no different result: than :,-revious al_tempts.

Another suit cos _n court of common picas on behalf

or ten of to fifteen firemen wno received notice on February i7

that they woelc be laid o: on February 25. Lie suit requested a

k

7)reliminary and permanent injunc.lion prevent the layoffs while 52

.,c .._"ters with iesser seniority were retained; the 52,fire

fighters had all been employed under 1:ZA funus. The city answered the

suit by claimin;-, tht its actions regarding tae layoff of firemen

was covered no,-le rule authority. it maintained that a

restraining order would cause much more irreparable damage to

Cae cit,, than the absence of suca an order would cause the plaintiffs.

The city would he forced to layoff ar additional 52 workers, would

suffer a severe loss in fire protection, and would place itself in

danger of losing continued federal funding of the entire PEP

grogram. On 'larch 1 the request for the injunction was dismissed

on the grounds that "there existed an adequate remedy at law."

An appeal was filed tw) weeks later with the Court of Appeals

of Montgomery County, Ohio. The ,ppellants based their case on
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constitutzon an..: scat_ statt,c.:s governing workir- conditions

J: nuncLpal Secorle, ln in accior. would be a7:1ropriate

relief to the comnia.nt. A.;2calini: to the Dayton Civil Service

:.Odra c..uulc: be useless since it was a party to the case and had

been instrumental in altering the established layoff procedure.

The city defendec its action and the lower court's ruling by the

same line of reasoning it bad employed previously. Besides

citing its home rule aLthority, tne City maintained that the

state constitution neither specifically mentioned nor implied the

protection of seniority rights. Such rights were therefore a

matter of municipal concern and regulation. One new argument

introduced formally by the detcnse at this step was that the

fire fighters hired with PEP funds were in a separate job category

("f.:re fighter EEA") from regular fire fighters. The PEP

participants had been hired on the basis of prior experience and

not tnrough normal competitive civil service examination. One

of the qualifications for their employment was that they had not

been on the city payroll in the previous 30 days. Moreover, they

were being paid from different funds than regular fire fighters.

Direct comparison between the two categories was invalid. Thus

the seniority rights or regular employees involved had not been

violated.

The three-membLr panel of judges of the court of appeals

issued a unanimous decision in faor of the laid-off fire fighters
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eo "ay L, 13/2. 10 _ :ia court reasoneu as follo,,s:

4

,!corive iairti :s.
or coelr vested ri;:lts. It is our

opinfon thi,t toe att.I:rnted Amendment or
revi:on of Ruhl 24 woula do ;o. Ea=ea
anu vestcc senioziz-, r::f;nts are .-, vital

nart of tne contraLt 1,etween toe
defendant ci:7 and the platotiffs. Jo

state, rucn less a municipality vitain a
state, nav pass any law imnairins, the
cblication of contracts, including
contracts of its own...The plaintiffs
have a contractual right, which is enforce-
able, ,:nd wnich is the object of Con-
stitutional protection.5

weak, the City of Dayton had filed an application

for reconsideration of the decision of the Court of Appeals.

Th( city charged the court with interpreting the issues too broadly,

reading into the concept of seniority property rights that were

cow' r to legal doctrine, and betraying personal feelings in

rendering its opinion. The (7.:;;;;;L of Appeals refused to reconsider

its decision.

The city _teen appealed the case to the Supreme Court of Ohio.

3y early November 1972, the Court nad not yet rendered a decision

in this appeal. %

neanwhile, about March 27, the city had recalled to PEP all

22 city employees (15 f:re fighter:, ante 7 laborers) who had been

laid off a month earlier. 3ecause of three existing vacancies in

PEP laborer jobs, only 19 PEP participants were actually bumped

1

0 by the recall. Three of the four bumped PEP laborers went
00'

1

to regular city employment, while the fourth was subsequently

5Tlobert E. iiauc'ht,et al, vs The City of Dayton, Ohio, et al.

Ca,4e No. 3949, Court of Appeals of Montgomery County, Ohio,
`lay 2, 1972, p. 4-5.
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7-aceG in anotnt.r ;%..) tc.e 1) PEP f.:re

flihter:,, 9 went into other tall -zime employment, two accepted

fire fighter jobs in other cities, one was en7loyed in a regular

job try the Dayton Parks Departme:z, and three remained

unemployed a couple Of months later.

L:iring the laid-off regular city employees into PEP positions

complicated the situation for the city. If the court upheld the

appellants' claims, the city aot only would be forced to find

funds to cover wagez: and benefits for the period of the layoff

but also could be questioned if these workers were ever unemployed

and hence eligible to be paid with PEP funds. The national

PEP office of the U.S. Department of Labor recommended that the

city be extricated from part of this dilerna by reasoning that

the city could not be held financially responsible for retroactive

disqualification of participants. PEP funds could be used to

pay wages of participants until they were disqualified. however,

the city would be required to end the employment of the plaintiffs

in the PEP program and would have to find its own means to pay

for the 30 days' lost time. Of course, all PEP participants with

lesser seniority would also need to be laid off if the court ruled

in favor of the plaintiffs.

A ser..ond emerging problem confrontilg the Dayton program

concerned the nature of the population being serv, i and the type

of jobs being offered. The PEP administrators in the national

and regional offices determined that the Dayton project did not

follow program guidelines: the participants did not contain
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c: L ..am vett_rans, 71...noritv Iroun

memocrs and disadvantaged Jer:,ons, aad the 7o;:q .id not lead to

?er::anent ioo rae CIL' claimed twat colective

bdr:,ainin7 1;-;reements reoLired openInzs to he offered first

to tho:,e on layoff. The ?LP administrators did not accept

tl:e city's claim:

To cxLentl that these recluirements can

ni!t within t e :,:o?e of the city's bar
A,,reemenzs with the Unions, we

e.::coure.:e the city to aonor its union coET-.

mitmenn. 1:owewr, if tho.3e rec.direments

con: _ :c:. wtth 'jnion a;-reements, the ?IV.)

recuirements must take ?recedence. This is

in accord with the LEA Act which recuirLs that
7rogram Ac,,ents honor eNistinc, contracts

for service (e.g.agreements to have
or-K nerformed by contractors),

but makes no reference to collective bar-
a'!.,reements. A collective bargaining

azreenent is not a contract for service.

If, becauae of its union agreements, the
city cannot fulfS11 the intent of the Public
Employment Program, ,.;e will be forced to find

a new Program Arent (probably MontRomery
County) co service the unemployed residents
of Dayton. 6

The threat of the PEP administrators forced Dayton to restructure

ic.s PEP program to ensure that half of PEP participants would be

noved into unsubsidized employment and that prior to the conclusion

of the next ;'rant year not more than half of PEP participants would

he recalled res,:ular city employees.

)Memorandum, ,Tune 8, 1972, Mirengoff, Director,

PEP, to Commodore Jones, Acting ReF,ionzl Manpower Administrator, Region V.



.,a,,tonts PEP 1.1rov,r.r.m

In two wa.i,. the unio essured the city to recall

la1-oft :dos even taougn tnese emiloyee,, aid not

--,eeL the ijzy recuirerents the oroF,ram.

Seuen.-; ar. nore siznificantiv, the unions obeeted venementiv

zu city ,:ians lc.ving of re2;ular city workers while less

remalned en tha leb. Eve:: :-nou,,.11 the

c;,t! ha.J. itron -.apr,ort Lron the L.S. Department of Labor, the

unions carrie tne issue of relative seniority rights of the two

;;roups of et:.ployees to tae courts.

LxistIne collective bargaining provisions were the bases for

,:he unions' contentions in botil instances. The diffetence in

consequences for tile i'2" prograrz was the willingness of the city

anu riationai PEP administration to accept the unions position

in t.i2 first case but not in the second.

The implementation of the PEP program coincided with p:oionged

and tense collective bargaining negotiations between the city

aac tne uniformed forces. Lvents surrounding these negotiations

may well have affecte(1 union perceptions of City moves in the

PLP .)rogram.

rexains to be seen what union reaction will be to the mange

tAe nroiect enforced by PEP administrators on the City of

Jayton ter FY 1973.
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LaT7ard C. i.oziara

or ')etrolt

Detroit, the auto - making center of the 7nited States, has a

PoPulation of almost a nillion and a half. The city nas two major

industries; transportation ecuipment and primary and fabricated

metal manufacture. other important sources of employment are

non-electrical machinery, construction, chemicals, petroleum,

aria the service sector.

The city',; last prosperous economic year was 1968. The

"ic%i,-,an State Employment ServLee estimated conservatively that

1:::emoloymcnt in Detroit in 1971 was above 11 percent. The

situation did not imlrove significantly during the first half of

1972. The City of Detrolt'f, Comzission on Community 7elations found

c'zrtain :roaos be;Irinc a disproportionate share of the city's,

unemployment. Forty-five percent of the unemployed were concentrated

in Detroit's depressed subcommunities. Young workers, between 18 and 21,

constituted 23 percent of the total unemployed; workers 45 and older, 21

percent. Persons from families with incomes below the poverty

level were 22 percent of the unemployed; one-fifth of all Detroit

families were ifxinp' in poverty. '.omen constituted 46 percent of the

unemployed, and recent /ietnam veterans a third of the unemployed.

Sixty percent of the unemployed were racial minorities. The number

of Detroiters on public assistance in June of 1971" was 161,406, an

increase of :0.5 percent in 12 months.
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Detroit has had sever financial problens. The city has been

faced with the nrobler of providing more and more services with a

tax base that has not been expanding at a similar rate. Detroit's 1972

budget provided for expenditure of $600,000,000. Tne deficit was

projected to fail between seven and thirty milli)n dollars. City

employment has been reduced since 1968. Layoffs took place in 1971

and 1972. Many employees who ruit or retired have not been replaced.

Besides an austerity employment program, the city has induced other

levels of government to take over city functions, such as meat

inspection, welfare, and mental health. The city has also contracted

out work, such as sone trash hailing, that used to be done by city

employees.

Detroit has a strong mayor system. The Detroit Cannon Council

is primarily a legislative body with few administrative dutieS.

nrganizat1ons and Barraining History

Detro!*_ extended voluntary recognition to unions prior.to

the state's enabling legislation. The 17 recognized unions

presented their demands in council nearings. Although the proces: did

not result in tracts, memos, or lectersi, some of the'unions were

given the checkoff.

Michigan's Public Err _ogees Relations Act of 1965 authorizes

collective bargaining for all loco; employees, requires the parties

to negotiel in good faith, and stipulates that negotiations produce
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signed agreements. The Michigan State Labor Mediation Board

determines exclusive representatives.

As a result of the passage of the act, the city formalized

its collective bargaining machinery by establishing a Labor

Relations Bureau for city employees' collective bargaining. Over time,

the Bureau has evolved to an efficient management bargainer. It

, =

now has professional staff and leadership.

In the mid-sixties it looked as though the Teamsters and the

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Lmployees (AFSC1E)

would divide Detroit's 23,000 workers. However, this was not

to be the case. Detroit deals with 42 local unions, including

the Teamsters, AFSCME, the Detroit Police Officers Association,

the Fire Fighters, the Transit Union, Operating Engineers, the

Detroit Building Trades Council, and the Building Service Union.

Additionally, many of the unions engage in :multiple negotiations for

numerous bargaining units.

The City Labor Relations Director is authorized to negotiate

and recommend ratification. After the conclusion of negotiations,

the tentative contract is sent for comment to department heads.

Civil Service must also approve the contract. It is then checked

fof legal format by the corporation counc:J.. Finally, the contract

goes to the mayor and then the Common Council.

The city in the past has sacrificed seniority provisions and

other low cost items in order to hold down the cost of public service.
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Union political are' '.ores on ne mayor and theCommon Council

have historicall been import ant in Detroit vase determination. The
0

unions offer large political contributions and engage in precinct

work. The unions have also been able to go around the Labor Relations

Director and directly pressure the mayor. With the appointment of a
,
new Labor Relations Director and the increasing seriousness of

Detroit's fiscal plight, there are indications that the office of

Labor Relations Director has become less susceptible to union

political maneuverings.

The police and fire departments are fully organized. The

differences between the two departments are the number of units

and representative employee oronizations. The fire department is a

single unit organized exclusively by the International Association

of Fire Fighters. The police dePartment, on the other hand, is

fragmented into four -units represented by four separate organizations.

The most politi:Ally powerful of the four groups is the Detecti%es

Association. The largest is the patrolmen's group, the Detroit

Police Officers Association. Thera is a separate Lieutenants and

Sergeants Association, and AFSCME represents the fingerprint

technicians.

AFSCME District Council 77 received its charter IL 1950. The 14

local unions of :he Council which negotiate with the city represent 9,200

members out of a total city work force of 23,000. Both blue and

whitecollar workers in various city departments are represented

by AFSCME. A large number of members are black. AFSCME's leadership
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includes former militant ::0 industrial union types, who feel

that the union is in the same boat today as the CIO L'as in the 1930's.

Although AFSCME is a politically powerf-...1 and militant union in its

dealings with the city, it has had to fight its battles -alone-i
1

The United Auto Workers, the principal labor organization its Detroit,

regards AFSCME with hostility because it gouges the UAW's taxpaying

members.

Another very important public employee union in Detroit are the

Teamsters, who are considered to serve their membership well and

are a recognized political force.

Tile PEP Project

The City of Detroit was the only PEP program agent in the

area served. It designated the Detroit Board of Education as a

sub-agent. By 7lutual agreement, the Board of Education was given 25,

percent of the allocated funds. In time, the PEP project in Detroit

was allocated 20 million dollars.

Detroit gave priority in its project to police, health,

education, fire safety, public transit, 'fusing, recreation, and

public works. In determining jobs for the project, both the city

and the school board considered criteria of size, budget and ability

to utilize non-professional personnel. On August 19, 1971, the

city filed for initial funds. Of the approximately 1,350 jobs

listed; half were in four classifications: teachers, junior clerks,

junior typists, and patrolmen. The remainder were widely scattered



and included clerical, c.Istodial and maintenance, zuards, aides,

and professional titles. Modifications were later made to this

list. In the first year of the project over 2,000 jobs were

created.

The designing of the Detroit PEP project at first appears to

be hasty, if no, haphazard. The Detroit people responsible for

the prOgran were called to the Chicago Regional Office of the

')apartment of Labor on August 13, 1971. They were told they had

to submit a plan on the 18th. The Assistant Comptroller, the Manpower

Coordinator, tne PLP Project Head and others quickly put a plan

together at Midway Airport.

The PEP Project Head, who also had a background in the Detroit

Civil Service, was recruited fron the Public Service Careers

Program (PSCP). This earlier 2rogran u;ilized public employment

job onportunities to provide on-the-job training and supportive

serviced for the disadvantaged in federal, state, or local

government, in private nonprofit agencies, or in agencies that

receive federal grants-in-aid. The Project Head had been detached.

from responsibilities with PSCP shortly after President Nixon signed

the Emergency Employment Act. When he attempted an inventory of

needs among department heads, he was faced with two problems.

First, the department heads were concerned that the PEP program was

designed for disadvantaged "funny people," who would foul up their

organizations. Secondly, with tne mayor's plans for a personnel

layoff already in the wind, the department heads could see no sense

in submitting renuests for new people who would be shortly terminated.
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In developing the plan, the PEP Project Eead and others

attempted to anticipate pzoblems that might develop with the unions,

particularly with AFSCME, the most militant union. In deference to

potential problem the city deci,:ed not to fill higher positions; indeed,

all but a few PEP positions were at the entry level.

Shortly after the initial plan was put forth, a more orderly

procedure was developed for department heads to submit reouests

to the PEP Project head. Final approval was given by the Mayor's

office and the Comptroller's office.

The city, in August 1971, met with AFSCME, the Building Service

International Union, the Building and Construction Trades Council,

and the Teamsters. The unions were told they had three days to

file a letter of intent to comment on Detroit's PEP proposal and

fourteen days to comment on the proposal itself. None of the unions

filed formal comments.

The fire fighters were not asked to connent because the fire

safety jobs requested involved callbacks. The police were not asked to

comment because the police lobs of. Patrolmen Trainees were not

covered by union contract.

Although AFSCME did not file formal comments on the PEP

project, it was openly leery of the program. Three meetings

between the city and ArscmE were necessary to reassure the union that PEP

would not be used to the disadvantage of regular city employees.

The first two meetings were described by the city as nonproductive.

The union appeared to be "beating around the bush." The City
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Mennower Director, exasr,erated by -he union in the third neetine,

rePortedly said, "' :""at do You people want?" -71e union responded,

"Are You going to honor the contract?" The cit7 agreed that it

A,t another point in these meetings a city spokesman
0

warned AFSCME that if it did not cooperate with the city, Detroit

would withdraw its renuest for AFSCME-covered jobs and fii,1 for

other positions. AFSCME was told the program was in its interest

Lecause of the increased membership.

The prime reason for the suspicion of the union was circulation of

a letter from the international union warning, District Council to

be cautious in dealing with PEP proposals. District Council 77

was especially concerned that. PU people would be given preferential

treatment over regular city employees and that the project would

include above entry-level jobs. The city assured the union it

had no basis for concern.

PEP Eirin_g_Delays

Detroit submitted a proposal for full funding on September 10, 1971.

Modifications we completed by September 16. Final funding was

delayed when the City of Detroit requested a waiver of its 10 percent
V

in-kind contribution. The city's posture was predicated on a

fiscal deficit of $26 mi''.OiNollars and on EEA Regulations Section

55.16d of Title 2, "Non-Federal Share." Under this section, the

Secretary of Laboi'may waive the requireuent for the non-federal

Shire if the Program Agent presents clear-cut documentation of



inability tooperate the program without such waiver. :The Department

of La)bor'S Chicago Regional Office Staff was dispatdhed to

assist the city's budget staff to_identify sources Ofin-kind contri-

bution. Although only $1,280,350 was'needed to satisfy the

Department's requirement, the staff identified $1,858,420 which was

duly documented and added to the proposed amendment. The Regional

Manpower Administrator on October 22 approved Detroit's Section 5

full-funding-amendment: This package was approved by the Detroit

Common Council on NOvember lb, 1971. The Section 6 grant for

Detroit was executed on October 31 with an effective date of

December 15, 1971._

The recruitment process for PEP participants had begun

in. late October on the basis of verbal assurance fromi,the Department

of Labor that the full funding modificatica was approved: :Sub-

sequent dela5s in the hiring process occurred in the Civil Service

Commission, the Certificates Division, and normal hiring procedures,

The Detroit Manpower Planning Office had hoped initially that

reasonable quotas could be assigned to the City's recruiting

sources to expedite the processing oferitten examinations and oral

interviews. The Civil Service Commission took the position,

however, that the City Charter required that examinations be open

to all citizens without restrictions. This meant, in effect, that

employed as well as unemployed persons were applying, taking the.

written examination, and, if successful, being interviewed. Of course,

the city was financially unable to hire many persons ineligible for PEP.
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Moreover, the Civil Service Commission was understaffed both in

examineraland in clerical personnel. The consequent influx of

over 5,00 applicants quickly paralyzed the notr41 Civil-Service

processing. As this became obvious, efforts were made to increase

Civil_Service personnel through the hiring of PEP participants

as clerks and typists. At this point, the Commission still hoped

to maintain the normal processing procedure to insure that successful

candidates met the regular standards of their job titles. The

COmmistion's attitude was based on the federal stipulation that

participants be hired at the prevailing rate and that a percentage

be eventually retained on local funds.

Further delayi in hiring successful eligibles occurred in'

the Certification Division. Because examinations were open to

all citizens, the Certification Division-had to ascertain which

of the successful applicants were eligible for PEP. This neces-

sltated-sendinrout a questioinaire and, upon return of,this

form by the applicants, notifying the PEP eligibles to report'

for the hiring. procedure - Medical examination and preparation

of employment papers. This procedure resulted in at least a

minimum of an additional week's delay in hiring each. person.
-

Additionally, a number of persons did not respond to the hiring

letters and could not bd reached by phone. Finally, it should

be noted that one department, which was committed to hiring 220

partidipants, wantel to hire at the rate of 20 persons a month to

allow its small training staff sufficient time to work with the
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new hires.

To overcome the delays in hiring, the city modified the

selection and certification process to eliminate delays: The

modification followed substantial pressure from the Department

of Labor in the form of'a threat to cut off funding. By

January 31, 77 percent of the total hires were on board. Shortly

thereafter the city went to over 100 percent in order to

compensate for the early delay.

AFSCie claims the union exerted pressure on the aayor

to get the program underway. The unionJwanted the program,

especially since it provided minority job opportunities. The

.0

union felt the mayor wanted to time PEP participation With a city

layoff so that federal funds would replace city'payments. The

city has denied the union's claims.

Cooperation with the Unions

In January1972 Detroit was undergoing a fiscal crisis; a

deficit of 30 million dollars was projected for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1972. In order to cut the deficit, the mayor

decreed a cost reduction program with a minimum cutback of 5

percent assigned to each departtent.

The U.S. Department of Labor was informed that between 1500

and 1800 city employees would face layoff. As of this time, about 1,000

PEP personnel had been hired by the city. The impending layoff



t

, '5'-`535.5 .55555,5P5 55X555,,54-1.5 5-55, - 5.55555- itts°

threatened to fall heavily on these recently hired PEP participants.

The Department of Labor's Regional Representative wanted to

restrict layoffs todepartmentS which had small numbers of PEP

participants.= The mayor wanted PEP funds to maintain employees

on the payroll. asked the presidents- of the Teamsters and

APSCME to accompany him to Washington'to'persuade the Secretary

of Labor to waive the 30-day requirement between layoff of city

workers and their enrollment in the city's PEP program. The

union representatives accompanied the cicyddlegatioa. The

Secretary would not_grant the waiver. The mayor and union

-representatives called upon members.of Michigan's Congressional

delegation to assist in their cause.

Although the waiver was not -forthcoming, the number actually

laid off was 250 regular employees and 109 PEP employees.

The city and the Department of Labor agreed that PEP employees

would be laid off only in the same title and in the same department

as regular employees who were being laid off. Otherwise,

city-wide seniority bumping would have resulted in many more PEP

layoffs. Detroit agreed to provide jobs on the regular payrtill

by June 30, 1973, for 50 percent of the laid-off city employees

rehired under PEP. The lrld-off city employees collected compen-

sation unde. a special city plan. The Department of Labor agreed

that after thirty-days of layoff, Detroit could rehire all regular

and PEP personnel under the PEP contract.

Although pleased with the rehiring agreement, AFSCME was

adamant that the layoffs were false economy and contributed-to
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deteriorating city services. The union, hOwever, believed the

mayor would have slashed the budget if he had not worked out the

arrangement with the Department of Labor. The union cannot

visualize how 50 percent of those rehired under PEP can become

permanent employees since the city continues to contract work

out and fails to replace workers lost by attrition. Finally, the
.

union' feared further layoffs.

Grievances

AFSCME has filed grievances on behalf of members who claimed

that PEP personnel were being given jobs aboye_the entry level.

None of these grievances had gone to arbitration as of July 1972.

Some had been settled-at low leVels, ihile others were still

pending.

AFSCME and the city have settled grievances by allowing. the

aggrieved employee to fill a position comparable to(that held

by the PEP employee. For example, Detroit's art museum was only

partially open to the public'because budget slashing had reduced

the number of guards. The city regarded guards as.an entry-level

position. However, a museum cleaning woman complained she was

entitled to bid on the job. The city acquiesced to the grievance

by promoting her to that position.

In another case, a typist was hired under PEP as a senior

clerk. The distinction between senior clerk and clerk is one of

experience, and people may be hired at either level. With an
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-unemployment rate*of over 11 percent, the city had many applicants;

for PEP jobs more qualified than regular city employees. The

resulting complaints were resolved either by the regular clerks

being promoted to senior positions or by city assurances, that such

clerks would be promoted when they qualified for the senior clerk

position.

I!

The Future

The city's unemployment and financial tituation in mid-1972

was similar to that at the inception of the PEP project. The.

major difference was that about one-twelfth of the city's personnel

were funded by'PEP. If the program were to cease without other
. .

outside funding sources, few if any PEP partitipants would become

permanent city employees.

One important program relating to PEP that will face the city

in the future comes not from union initiative but may affect unions.

The project's Equal Employment Opportunity Officer in a letter and

report dated July 7, 1972, pointed to inequities in PEP hiring

and proposed an affirmative action plan. The EEO Officer argued

that Department of Labor guidelines call for significant segments

of the T.opulation (women, minorities, older workers, veterans) to be

hired in at least the same proportion in which they exist in the

unemployed population. An analysis of total Detroit PEP hiring

by population categories and by various job classifications revealed

that significant segments were under-represented as.recalls, new
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hires, or total hikes. To avoid inequitable concentrations of

d/significant segment members in lower level jobs, the EEO-Officer

called for percentage goals for each significant segment to apply

to each job category. She also devoted special attention to

recruitment, selection procedures, entry levels. and job series.

Unions were specifically mentioned in the entry levels and job

series section:

A third factor,that-may-be contributing to
underutilization of minorities in certain jobs
series is unnecessarily high entry requirements.
Often there are no minority applicants in certain
job series because very few minority or other significant
segment applicants have been permitted to secure
the specialized training required foi the entry
level. Building tradesmen categories which draw
from members of restricted unions are examples of
job categories for-which most minority applicants
cannot be qualified. The Technical Aid job category
may be another. If the knowledge tested by the
Technical Aid examination is in fact critical to
adequate job performance for the Technical Aid
positions, perhaps that category is too advanced to
be an entry level category. A lower level category
with fewer technical qualifications, a less rigorous
entrance exam, and provision for on-the-job training
would provide minorities who have not had the oppor-
tunities to acquire certain types of technical
training with an avenue into job series that would
otherwise be closed.

The city through the PEP program was being asked to structure

job series to alldw minority applicants to move into jobs denied

them by the restrictioaist building trades unions. The strategy

employed by the EEO Officer was to use the PEP program as a wedge

to assure equal employment representation in all, not-just PEP,

job categories.
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Two implications follow from this report. First, the PEP

program may. be used to put workers in-training categories for

_employment now denied -theMby the construction trades =unions.

Second;- profound problems could occur if segments were to be

represented proportionately at all job levels. Promotions and

transfers are all 'dependent on seniority, ability, and the worker's

desire for change.

. -

Summary

The financial squeete faced by the city, not union iipediments,

was the major cause for-the slow start of the PEP program inDetroiti

First, the City of Detroit wanted to get the 10 perceht non-federal

share waived. Secondly, the Civil Service, partially because of

lack of personnel, was unable to process PEP hires in a

rapid manner.

Lack of oppoSition to the program by uniformed employees

can be explained by fheirdesire not-to have layoffs. The fire

fighters benefitted from PEP through rtuals. The police did not

complain since they face substantial turnover because of retirement

and changing residency requirements.

The non-uniformed employees' unions did not impede dhe

Detroit program. Although AFSCHE_initially raised questions

concerning the intent of the city toward the unions, these were

easily settled.
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AFSCNE and the Teamsters cooperated with the iayor in

N--L_._ tempting to secure the 30-day-waiver between layoff and

reemployment for regular city employees: Both the city and

the unions were enthusiastic about, the program which provided

funding for about a twelfth of the city's labor force.

The union grievances-involving PEP hires were largely the

kind of complaints that could have develpped in the absence

of the program.

Future problems may arise if the city goesihead with a

quota system by job classification for members of special groups.

Civil Service regulations and procedures would-have to undergo

substantial change. It is difficult to perceive the unions

accommodating their members to the kind of package proposed by the

Equal Employment Opportunity Officer for Detroit's PEP program..
,
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LANSING

Edward C. Ioziara

The City of Lansing

Lansing, the capital of Michigan, has a population of 131,546.

The labor force isemployed in three major industries: (1) education,

becaube Michigan State University is located in East Lansing; (2)govern-

meat, with the State of Michigan as the major public emplOyert

and also federal, city, and county governments providing fobs; and

(3) auto, Sinee'OldsmObile, Fischer Body and other auto-related planti

located in Lansing proVide significant employment to the city's

labor force.

The unemployment rate in 1971 and 1972 hovered between 5.5

and & percent with-the exception of the summer Months when it had

gone as high as 9.4:percent. The summer increase is due to (1) seasonal

_layoffs in the auto industry for model turnover in July and August and

(2) an influx of young people into the labor market..

Unemployment falls disproportionately among various groups.

Although only 9 percent of Lansing's population was black in 1971, 22.7

percent of the unemployed were black. 'One-third of the Unemployed

were women. Thirty-seven percent were under 22 years of age;

9 percent were 45 or older. Twenty-three percent were veterans.

Cash welfare recipients numbered only 1,850, less than one percent

of the city's poPulation.

Excluding the Board of Education, the city employs 1,200

permanent workers. Lansing is a fairly prosperous community. It
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has never had to lay off city workers. The Lansing budget was

balanced at 21 million dollars in fiscal year 1972. Although under

Michigan law the city could legally increase property takes,

the administration felt that for political reasons it could not

take such action.

Lansing has a weak mayor-strong council form of government.

The city's candidates run as notwpartisang; The current mayor

has exerted a stronger'presence upon the government than his

predecessors. The Personnel Officer of the city exerts a very

strong influence on not Only personnel.- but also manpower policy

-

and labor 'relations: He representsthE:Hcify as chief negotiator

in contract negotiations. Union comments and grievanceg concerning

the PEP program fall under the Personnel.Officer's.purview. Although

the city has a Labor Relations Supervisor,'City Manpower Coordinator;

and LEA liaison officer, it is the Personnel Officer who primarily

deals with the unions and makes critical labor relations decisions.

Employee Organizations and Bargaining History

The city collectively bargains with three unions: the American

rederation of State County and Municipal Employees, the Fraternal

Order of Police, and the International Association of Fire Fighterg.

The Board of Education, a separate government entity, deals with

a teachers' union and a secretarial association.

The police and fire departments are fully organized by their
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unions. Labor relations with the police have been godd, while

relations with the fire fighters have been stormy. The personnel

director believes the police have a more difficult task than the

fire department. Fire fighters have received lower wages than

police. The fire fighters fought to have parity with police

'placed on the ballot., It was, and they lost the referendum.

The fire fighters have also dOfidutted-a strike against-the city.

AFSCME was not recognized until Michigan's Public Employee

Relations Act went into effect in 1965; when At'SCME replaced a

weak Building Service Union. The first contract negotiations

broke down in 1966 and resulted in a three-day strike. The

relationship since that time has improved, but only slightly.

There is, at best, grudging acceptance of the union.

AFSCME membership strength is subject to various estimates.

Of 660 members in the bargaining unit, the union claims 400

employees. The city claims AFSCME has but 225 members. Union

membership is concentrated in the blue-collar jobs such as

sanitation, parks, and str:ets. Clerical personnel are not

organized. The union may be undergoing internal stress. The

city has claimed AFSCME bargained away some quasisupervisory slots.

A dissident group has threatened decertification. An unusually

large number of grievances terminate in arbitration. The last

contract was narrowly rAtified. As in other Michigan communities,

the political strer.: h of AFSCME in the city is dwarfed by that of

the United Automob le Workers.
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The PEP Project

The initial application for PEP funding for fiscal year 1972

amounted to $884,710. The city as program agent asked for 73

jobs for itself. The three sub-agents requested an additional 34

jobs: Lansing School District, 27 jobs; Lansing Community

College, 4 jobs; and Capitol Area Transit Authority, 3 jobs.

The key person in Lansing's initiP1 ru ltion for funds was

the Personnel Directq-:. City departme. -.:ads forwarded job

requests to him and the Manpower Coordindtor who decided the

"real and vital" needs. These positions'Were mentioned. casually

ae information when meetings were held with representatives of

the aff cted unions.

he largest number of jobs in the city's PEP program were 14

police technicians, laborers, and 10 tree trimmers. Five

subsequent modifications expanded the number of jobs and somewhat

altered the titles,but"the initial application contained the

classifications that provided the bones of contention between

AFSCME and the city.

Although unions were informally notified prior to final

packaging of-'the initial proposal, the city asked the unions for

comments on,September 10, 1971. AFSCME, FOP, and IAFF commented.

The pOlixe and fire fighter comments referred to the 14 police

technicians and 3 fire fighters. AFSCME commented on a total of 19

jobs in the Parks and Recreation department (10 tree trimmers

IIIA and 9 laborers IIB) and 14 jobs in the Public Service



Department (2 draftsman ILIA and 12 Laborers IIB).

The fire fighters' renly of September 24, 1971, raised a

number of objections to the city's proposal. The positions were

too few, and they were temporary rather than permanent. The

waiver of lengthy oral and written examination procedures

mentioned in the city's application for funding would not be

necessary because such procedures did not exist. Restricting

candidates to the Model Cities area was discriminatory. All

veterans, welfare recipients, and minority members in the City of

Lansing, the fire fighters :maintained, should be given equal

consideration along with all other unemployed workers. The

comment also objected to the proposal language: ."Where applicable,

existing provisions of employee union agreements with the city

shall provide the guidelines affecting specific rates of compen-.

sation." The union felt all provisions of the union agreements

should have been made applicable. Specifically, the fire fighters

believed the 30-day employmedt provision for city workers was

unfair and violated existing union agreements. The union wanted

any future laid-off city employees to be given preference in

filling newly created positions.

The president of WI' Local No. 421 made clear that his

letter was neither in support of nor in opposition to the City

of Lansing proposal. Rather, it reflected only his views on some

of the provisions that might affect the members of his local.
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In his reply of October 4, 1971, the president of Capitol-

City Lodge No. 141 of the Fraternal Order of Police emphasized that

the program was primarily a city council matter and reviewed the

program as it related to manpower utilization of the police

department. A number of questions were asked of the Regional

,Manpower Administrator on topics of training, initial testing,

selection guidelines, screening, dismissal, and the definition of

special veteran status. Additionally, the FOP wanted to know why

the Lansing Police Department personnel office was excluded from

the hiring process. The letter expressed concern that persons

hired under PEP might obtain preferred status over expefienced

police officers.

The FOP and ;.AFF comments wer,.: ignored by city officials.

The Regional Manpower Office may have been'unaware of the IAFF

comment since it was sent to the city. In both cases, the

unions' involvement with the PEP program stopped with the sending

of comments. The POP and IAFF did not take further action because

the program did not threaten them. Only one fire fighter was

eventually hired. The 14 police technicians were not regular

policemen, although one later became a patrolman.

AMME attempted to Meet with the city to discuss the contract

proposal before submitting its comments. The city avoided a

meeting until the day,before the comments were due. As a result,

the union submitted its comments too late for consideration and

the contract was signed before they were reviewed.



After failing to get the city to adhere to their demands,

AFSCME on September 29th wrote their comments to the Secretary

of Labor, the city, and the Regional Manpower Director. The

union maintained the 10 Tree Trimmers ILIA, 21 Laborers SIB, and 2

Draftsmen ILIA included in the PEP proposal were positions covered

by the union's contract with Lansing and higher than an entry -level

grade, The union contended that if the city intended.to fill such

classifications, either through filling budgeted positions or by

creating additional positions within the classification, regular

employees of the city should have the first opportunity to bid for

these positions under the promotional procedures and/or transfer

rrocedures; the ultiMate vacancies created by the upgrading

Procedure should be filled by PEP hires. To do otherwise

would be a violation of the contract and would create dissension

between regular and new employees. The union maintained that the

city's plan would not serve the purpose and intent of the Emergency

Employment Act.

Unlike the uniformed organizations, APSCME continued to

press its position because it had numerous jobs in dispute. On

November 30, the Secretary of Labor informed the union that he

had received their letter of September 20. The Director of PEP

told the union that the Department's regional office would obtain

more information and the Department would then be in touch with

the union shortly thereafter.
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The city replied to AFSM on October 26, 1971. The Personnel

Director of Lansing said union comments should be transmitted to

the Regional Manpower Director. "Unless and until the Department

of Labor reacts to your comments, I feel it would be useless for

the city and the union to schedule further meetings on the

subject."

There was no further response, either from the city or the

Department of Labor. The nepartment did not wish to become

involved in a collective bargaining dispute. The philosophy of the

Chicago Regional Office was to allow the parties to settle ptobleus

without Departmental interference.

AFSCME, unaware of this policy of benign neglect, attempted

on at least five occasions between December 1971 and March 1972

to get movement from the Chicago office. None was forthcoming.

The union initiated a grievance concerning the PEP positions

early in 1972. It did not receive any concessions from the city.

The city regarded the grieved positions as ones which would not

have existed without PEP funding and therefore not subject to

negotiation. This view was reinforced by the Department of Labor's

reluctance to become involved in the dispute.

On March 2, 1972, the Field Coordinator of ARSCilE Wrote to

the Personnel Director calling attention to the Appeals Board

meeting (the grievance step before arbitration), at which the

union grievances concerning PEP were discussed. The union, after

due consideration, decided to submit the grievance to arbitration.
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However, the grievance did not go to arbitration. The

union held back on pursuing a settlement because of the pending

negotiations over a two-year contract and the participation,

finally, of the Chicago Regional Office. The city claims it was

at their urging that the Regional Office stepped in.

In an April 6th letter to the Regional Manpower Administration,

the union restated its case, The letter read in part:

e have found buckpassing in the case of the
the City of Lansing, by both the Michigan
Governor's Task Force and the Chicago Office....
The City of Lansing has taken the position
in our discussions...that if they are violating
the Act, the intent, or the spirit of the Act,
that the Department of Labor would and should
cut off the funds, but until the Department
of Labor tells them they are violating the
provisions of the Act, they absolutely refuse
to do anything to correct the injustices that
their actions have imposed upon our members.

A meeting to discuss and resolve the problem was arranged in

Lansing on ;day 11, 1972. Present were Lansing's Manpower Coordinator,

EEA Coordinator, the Personnel Director, Internal Auditor, and the

Assistant Director of Personnel as well as the president of AFSCME

Council 55, the chairman of the local AFSCME union, a representative

from the U.S. Civil Service Commission, and two representatives

of the Department of Labor.

At this meeting the Department of Labor notified the union,

for the first time, that their comments were received at the

Regional Office on October 1, 1971, six days after the --e date for

comment. The Department believed that the union, although

procedurally incorrect, raised proper substantive issues.



The Department of Labor pointed out that it had no misgivings

about the union's plans to take the matter to arbitration and that

the Department would accept an outside opinion that was not contrary

to the Act.

The representative of the U.S. Civil Service Commission

presented alternatives to arbitration. The alternative most

acceotable was to allow those PEP participants who were in the

above entry-level positions to remain in them until such time

as they become regular positions funded by the city. At that

point the positions would be posted and union employee6 would

be allowed to bid on them. The net result ccnld he that PEP

Participants would be bumped oat-award into lacer paying positions

when the city assumed financial responsibility.

The meeting concluded when the city and AFSCME accepted this

recommendation. A formal exchange of letters would document

acceptance. It appeared the problem had been resolved.

On May 17th the Personnel Director wrote to the Union:

In the event a layoff becomes necessary within
the City's personnel, the existing conditions
for such reductions, as provided for, in the
then existing Union Agreement will be followed
and the personnel employed within the provisions
of the Emergency Employment Act will be laid
off first.

On May 22nd, the union responded:

Nothing in your communication reflects our
agreement reached in your office on May 11, 1972
with regard to the positions the EEA personnel
now fill. At the May 11th meeting, it was
agreed that your office would post notices
throughout the city, clearly setting forth
our understandings. I remain awaiting the
notification from your office that this has
been fulfilled.
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Enclosed for your information is an
arbitrator's decision with respect to
an identical grievance in Rome, New York.
I think you will find it most informative.
It clearly indicates that our position is

indeed valid with respect to the contract
of the application of the EEA, if we should
be forced to proceed further with the grievance.

I would like to point out to you that we remain
in the position of withdrawing the grievances
provided the proper notice is posted setting
forth clearly our understanding as per our
agreement of May 11, 1972.

On May 23rd, the following interoffice communication was

sent to all city departments by the Personnel Director:

As requested by Walter J. Oliver, President
of Michigan Council #55, AFSCME, AFL-CIO,
we are posting the following provisions of
the existing contract, Article VI, Section 5,
regarding Layoff Procedure which also applies
to the Emergency Employment Act personnel.

SECTION 5 - Layoffs and Recalls. The word
"layoff" meads a reduction in the working
force due to a decrease in work. If it

becomes necessary for a layoff, the following
procedure will be mandatory. Probationary
employees will be laid off first.
Seniority employees will be laid off according
to seniority in inverse order of seniority.

i,wployees to be laid off for an ,indefinite

period of time will have at least seven (7)
calendar days notice of layoff. The
Chapter Secretary shall receive a list from
the employer of the employees being laid off
on the same date the notices are issued to
the employees.

Subject to the definitions and procedures
therein, a laid off employee shall be
eligible for the benefits of Chapter 2,
City of Lansihg Code, "Layoff Benefit Plan",
pertinent Sections of which are attached
hereto as Appendix A.



Employees who work four (4), ten (10) hour
days in lieu of five (5), eight (8) hour days
for the completion of a forty (40) hour work
week as elsewhere defined by this Agreement
shall be deemed to have worked,the 2,000
straight time hour requirement for the
purpose of Appendix Aonly, if these
employees have worked a minimum of 1,664
straight time hours during the 365 days
immediately proceeding the first normally
scheduled work day not paid after layoff.

When the size of the work-force is to be
increased after a reduction-intforce,
employees transferred during the layoff
shall be transferred back to their
original jobs to the extent practicable,
and employees laid off shall be recalled
in seniority order to fill the vacancies
thus created.

Notice of recall may be given in person, by
telephone, by telegram, or by egitered or
certified mail. In the case of notice given
in the Chapter Secretary a written Memorandum
that it has given such notice, In casof
notice given by telegram or mail, the
employee's last address of record with the
City shall be used.

An employee who fails to report for work
Cohen notified to do so in person or by
telephone, by the starting time of his
shift on the fourth (4) working day
thereafter, or by the starting time of
hia shift on any,later day on which he is
instructed to report, shall be deemed to
have quit, shall cease to have seniority,
and shall have his name removed from the
seniority list. An employee who fails to
report for work after being notified by
telegram of mail, by the starting time of
his shift on the sixth(6) work day after
the date such notice is sent, or by the
starting time of his shift on any later
day on which he is instructed to report, shall
likewise be deemed to have quit and shall
lose seniority. However, if an employee's
failure to report for work is on account of
illness or injury or other serious reason
beyond his control, he may retain his



seniority if he has notifie4 the City's
Personnel DireCtor of such reason by
telegram or registered or receipted
pail, received prior to the deadline for
his reporting to work. It is recognized
that the City. may require substantiation

for the reason given by an employee.
If it i; not substantiated promptly
upon reouest of the Personnel Director,
to the satisfaction Of the Personnel
Director, the City may determine that the
employee's loss of seniority shall stand,
and the employee nay appeal the City's
determination to the grievance procedure,
beginning in Step 3.

An employee who is laid off for a period
equal to his seniority at time of layoff,
or for a period of five (5) years, which-
ever is the shorter period, shall cease to
have seniority and his name shall be
removed from the seniority list.

The communication said nothing about what would happen to PEP

and regular employees if the PEP jobs became permanent.

AFSCME notified the Department of Labor's Contracting

Officer for the Lansing project that the city's letter failed to

take action promised in the May 11th meeting. On June 6th,

the Contracting Officer wrote to the Lansing Manpower Coordinator

that there was an "obvious deletion of the agreement between the

city and the union" in the city's letter. He requested the city

to advise his office as to its planned course of autinn.

On June 21st the Manpower Coordinator replied to the Contracting

Officer. and sent a copy of the letter to the unions. The reply

said .in part:



Communication has been made with
Mr. Bodwin, Personnel Director,
City of Lansing. The City contends
that it has complied with the agree-

' ment by the attached '.rater- office

communication. The subject as defined
in paragraph 2 of your letter is normal
procedure as listed in the City-Union
contract and therefore does not require
any further action.

In additions the week of June 19th, numerous
meetings had been held between the City
and the Union on negotiation for the 1973
contract and there was no mention of the
problem in any of the conferences. The
City intends to take no further action.

The Personnel Director thought the union would bring the

PEP positions into contract negotiations. He expressed surprise

that they did not since the prograM was new and something about

which the union would want to negotiate.

On July 20th the President of Council 55 wrote the Contracting

Officer, "I was in hope fiat we had found a method of resolvement

but, obviously, on the basis of the (Manpower Coordinator's) letter

such hope no longer existsi"

On the same day the President of Council 55 also wrote

to the Lansing Manpower Coordinator:

You make mention in your communication
of June 21, 1972, of an inter-office
communication of which I have a copy.
That inter-office communication deals
solely and exclusively with layoffs
and recalls and is, in fact, a part
of our existing contract between the City
of Lansing and the Union. You then
follow that by saying that the issue at
hand (stated very clearl7 in the second

. paragraph of thk. Contracting Officer's
communication to yourdatel June 6, 1972)
is normal procedure as listed in the
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City-Union contract and therefore
does not require any further action.
Further, that the City intends to
take no further action. This
therefore leads me to belieVe that
contrary to our discussions in the
past, the City obviously feels it has
complied totally with the contract and
that they do not intend to agree to put
forth in writing "that all EEA partici-
pants who are presently in above entry-
level positions in the City's EEA grants
will remain in them until sis,:.h time as they
become regular positions that are funded
by the City. At that point the positions
will be posted and,the union employees
will be allawed,to bid on them in accordance
with the contract." Further, that EEA
participants could be "bumped downward
to lower-paying positions when the City
assumes financial responsibility for the
positions."

I think it highly regrettable that the City
of Lansing has taken the positions indicated
in your June 21st communication to Mr. Smith
especially so in the lightof the agreement
that was reached after considerable discussion
in the offices of the Personnel Director of
the City of Lansing. You leave this Union
in a position of having now to file grievance
and processing it to the fullest extent; and
further, we intend to communicate with the
U.S. Department of Labor as to the lack, of
good faith on the part of the City of Lansing
and urge that any future grants or payments
be withheld until the City of Lansing agrees
in writing to the spirit and intent of the Act.

The City of Lansing complied with the May 11th agreement

in September 1972. Explanations for the City's belated

behavior may be found in a feeling that the City would lose the

arbitration, especially in view of the Rome, New York decision

and in a fear that continued union opposition would halt further

funding of the PEP program in Lansilig.
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Summary

The only serious union involvement in the first year of the

PEP program in Lansing was provided by AFSCME. The union's

initial suspicion of the program was aroused by warnings from

the international office in Washington and was confirmed when the

city planned hiring at above entry levels. Both the city and the

union claimed the reason for such slotting was financial.

The parties queried the Department of Labor as to the possibility

of financing the differential cost between current wages of

regular employees and those they would receive in higher rated

PEP positions. The reply was negative, but the city persisted

in its efforts to include above entry-level jobs for PEP

participants.

The union and the Department of Labor felt the city did not

live up to its May 11th agreement on the abOYe entry PEP

positions. The union was also displeased that the Department did not

take further action. The impact on collective bargaining was

I
to deepen the already existing distrust. P!P hiring did not

become an issue in 1972 negotiations on a new agreement because

the union hoped the city would adhere to its earlier commitment.

If the city had not eventually complied with the May 11th agreement,

it is possible that PEP hiring would have been a matter of

collective bargaining in the future.
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LOUISVILLE

Karen S. Koziara

The City of Louisville

The city of Louisville had a pulation of 361,472 in 1970.

In May of 1970 the unemployment rate in Louisville was 3.5 percent.

By May 1971 that figure had risen to 5.2 percent. Between

August 1970 and August 1971 the employed labor force in Louisville

dropped from 335,300 to 329,400. Many of these 5,900 jobs were

lost,as a result of defense cutbacks in the ordinance industry.

More than half of the workers laid off due to ordinance

cutbacks were women. Many of these women had little experience

or training for other work and therefore had difficulty in

finding employment.

Seven neighborhoods in Louisville hdd 1971 unemployment

rates of more than 6,percent: Manly, Palk-Hill, Park-DuValle,

Russell, California, Portland and Jackson. The unemployment rates

in these neighborhoods ranged from a high of 17.6 percent in Jackson

to a low of 9.4 percent in California. In Manly, Park-Hill

and Portland the population is predominantly'white. In Park-DuValle,

Russell and California it is predominattly black, while in Jackson

there were 'only slightly fewer blacks than whites in 1970.

Louisville has a mayor-city council form of government. The

city administration is heavily Democratic. The mayor has been

interested in getting more federal funding, but this interest

has not been actively supported by all members of City Council.
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It has been alleged that the city's Finance Director, who has

much influence on some members of the Council, was not particularly

enthusiastic about the PEP program. In any case, the PEP

program has tot been one of the city's major concerns.

Although Louisilld has not laid off any public employees,

its financial situation, like that of most major cities, is poor.

In the budget hearings for fiscal year 1973, which were held

in June 1972, a 10 percent decrease in available city funds

was predicted. The approved budget did not reflect such a cut,

but the prediction indicates the importance of PEP funds to the city.

Employee Organizations and Bargaining History

The City of Louisville has contracts with filie different

bargaining cl:ganizations. These organizations are the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters, the International Brotherhood of Elec-

trical Workers, the Firemen and Oilers, the Fraternal Order of

Police (FOP) and the International Association of Fire Fighters

(IAFF). The city estimates that about 60 percent of its hourly

paid emplOyees are organized. The Sanitation Department is

almost completely organized, and the percentage of organized

members in the Police and Fire Departments is also quite high.

Collective bargaining is a relatively new development for

Louisville. The city's first contracts were in 1968 with the

IAFF and FOP. Contracts with the other three unions followed

rapidly.
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Negotiations are generally conducted by the Executive

Assistant to the Mayor, the Finance Director and, on ocassion,

the Assistant Finance Director. The city regarded its bargaining

relationships with the four employee organizations other than

the IAFF AS relatively good. There has been little trouble in

negotiating contracts with these four unions, and only a relatively

small number of grievances could not be handled successfully in

P4 informal manner.

Relations between the IAFF and Louisville have not been overly

amiable. The original contract between the city and Local #345

of the IAFF was not signed by the mayor, even after its approval

by the Council of Aldermen, until a court decided that the

contract did not violate the city constitution. The most' recent

round of negotiations between the LAW and the city was marked by

two fire fighter strikes. The first began when the contract

ended. Five fire fighters were left on duty as a skeleton

emergency crew. (Normally about one-third of the city's 600

firemen are on duty at any given time.) The city got a court

injunction, and the strike ended. When the city fired .eyeral

union officers, union members resumed the strike in violation of

the injunction, leaving a three-man crew on duty for emergency

calls. The fire fighters accompanied the strike with demonstrations

in front of City Hall. Resumed negotiations and a'signed contract

rapidly followed the strike and demonstrations.

Although it had gotten a new contract, Local #345 is in the



process of Min:, unfair labor practice charges under a state

law which regulates collective bargaining between Louisville,

the state's largest city, and the IAFF. Some city fficials place

the blame for the strained relations between the fire fighters and

the city on the personality of the Local #345's President. The TAFF,

on the other hand, feels that the city officials resent intrusion

on their decision making powers.

The PEP Project

During the first year of funding under the PEP program,

Louisville was allocated $885,200 in Section 5 funds and $1,098,100

in Section 6 funds. The city primarily emphasized meeting current

public service and public safety needs. The official guidelines

for distributing funds were department needs, the availability

of fund, and the priorities of the mayor's manpower office. In

practice, emplo*ment priorities were based on requests by department

heads, who determined the greatest public needs of the departments,

and the possibility of providing transitional employment for

people to be hired under the PEP program. Prior to the city's

obtaining program funds, the department heads were required to

rank their needs; once the amount of the grant was known they

were asked to reevaluate their original requests in light of budget

restrictions.

The priorities established by the manpower office generally

reflected city needs that had reached critical levels. For example,

a small fire publicized the lack of regular fire fighter
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protection at Louisville's airport. In the case of an emergency,

fire fighters had to be sent from stations severalmiles from

the airport. The public attention generated by these disclosures

and the desire to avoid a real fire emergency resulted in the

designating of some of the PEP funds for use in providing fire

protection at the airport.

The city planned for the Section 5 funds to be used in 115

jobs it 14 departments. The largest allocation tO a single agency

went to the Department of Parks and Recreation with funds for 8

professional and 26 nonprofessional jobs. The Sanitation Depart

ment was allocated funds for 16 jobs, the Fire Department 14 jobs,

the Police Department 12 jobs, and each of the city hospitals 8

jobs. The balance of the jobs were divided in small numbers

among the remaining, departments.

Funds for the city's Section 6 grant authorized 213 positions.

Fiftyfour of these jobs were in the area of environmental

quality, 36 in parks and recreation, 31 in public health and

hospitals, 15 in public works and transportation and 11 in law

enforcement. The remaining jobs were spread over a number of areas.

Much of the hiring was done at entrylevel positions in order

to provide employment opportunities for unskilled and disadvantaged

workers. However, some hiring was done at above entrylevel

positions, particularly in the Fire Department.

Prospective PEP employees were first interviewed and counseled

by PEP project administrators in the Manpower Planning Commission.

Eligible applicants were then sent to the department heads, who

-decided whether or not the applicants would be hired. The
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Nlanpower Planning Office learned of the hiring decision through

Finance Departnent repo::ts. Records of PEP enployee termination

also came to the Manpower Planning Commission through the

Finance Department.

Start -Up Problems

Previous to the submission of the original grant proposal to

the Department of Labor, the Manpower Planning Coordinator called

in a number of union leaders to discuss the program with them.

The union leaders were at first hesitant and suspicious of the

program. They indicated their objection to any hiring above the

entry level in their departments. As a result of this comment,

the grant proposal was changed somewhat to eliminate problems

with above entry-level hiring in the departments where these unions

represented employees.

The unions also wanted to know if PEP employees would be

treated like other employees and thus be required to become

union members under the union shop contracts that had been nego-

tiated with the city. It was made clear in a letter from the

Manpower Planning Coordinator that the union contracts would apply

to PEP employees. As a result, of these discussions, the unions

were apparently satisfied with the PEP proposal and its implications

for labor-management relations.

No representatives of Local #345 of the IAFF were invited

to the meeting at which the PEP program was explained to the other
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union representatives. The manpower Planning Coordinator explained

the omission as an unintentional oversight that occurred because he

does not bargain regularly for the city and had no list of the

unions with which the city had contracts. The Manpower Plhnning

Director, however, had easy and frequent access to the Finance

Director in the same building, who was familiar with all the

city's bargaining relationships and who maintained a complete

list of the unions with which the city bargains. In any case,

several complaints about the PEP program were registered by

Local #345 of the TAFF.

The first problem arose when the Chief of the Fire DepartMent

requested and received funding, for three civilians to be employed

as arson investigators in the Fire Prevention Bureau's Arson

Squad. The union charged that this action violated the maintenance-

of-effort requirements of the Emergency Employment Act. Previously

six fire fighters had been, assigned to the Arson Squad; now

there would be three fire fighters and three civilians on the squad.

Thus, PEP funds were being used to fill previously budgeted

positions. Moreover, these positions had been regarded as

promotion opportunities since they had previously been filled by

uniformed fire fighters who had passed a Civil Service promotional

test required by law. The practice had been for Fire Prevention

Bureau employees to move up to these positions, thereby creating

promotional positions in the Fire Prevention Bureau for line fire

fighters. Three vacancies on the Arson Squad had been left

unfilled since August 30, 1971, although there were fire fighters



who had passed the necessary exam. The union did not know if the

three civilian employees had passed the Civil Service entrance

and promotional axans. However, these employees did not meet

the Civil Service requirement that persons hired as fire fighters

be no no,e than 33 years of age.

The second problem concerned a transfer of regular city

,employees to the PEP program. Nine fire department employees

were hired and put on the regular city payroll on September 7, 1971;

they were transferred to the PEP payroll on,,October 17, 1971.

The union charged that this was an additional city violation of

the maintenance-of-effort requirements of the Emergency Employment

Act. The union was also concerned because the nine employees had

not originally been told that they were hired with PEP funds and

that their employment might not be permanent. They were informed

as to their status as PEP employees on October 17. Besides

representing the workers on their employment status, the

union questioned whether or not it was legitimate for it to

deduct pension payments from the salaries of employees who

might not be permanent.

A third problem brought up by the union was the use of PEP

funds to provide fire and rescue protection at the Standiford

Field Airport. The airport gets funding from a variety of sources

in addition to municipal funds. The union doubted if the city as

PEP program agent could legitimately use PEP funds to pay some

of the costs of the airport's operations.



An over-all complaint of Local #345 of IAFF was that it had

not been notified of Louisville's grant proposal and thus had

not been given a chance.to make either formal or informal comments

on the proposal. The union strongly felt that this lapse on the

part of the city was to blame for the other three problems.

Some union leaders also suspected that the failure of the city

to fulfill the Emergency Employment Act's notification requirements

was intentional rather than an oversight by the Manpower Planning

Commission.

Problem Resolution

The national office of the Intetnational Association of Fire

Fighters sent a letter to its constituent locals on September 22, 1971,

explaining a change in the PEP program guidelines which had been

proposed by the IAFF and generally accepted by the U.S. Department

of Labor. Essentially, the guideline chang stated: (1) PEP

participants should not be hired to do work normally performed

in positions currently vacant, unless it can be certified that

qualified applicants are not availaUle to fill the vacant

positions; and (2) all PEP employees were considered temporary

employees, and only those who were fully qualified and had passed

the regular entrance exams would be eligible for permanent fire

service positions. Finally, the letter suggested that any
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problems in either area should be referred to the PEP Coordinator

in the Washington office of the U.S. Department of Labor and to the

national offices of the IAFF.1

On September 30, 1971, Local #345 sent telegrams to the PEP

Coordinator and the national offices of the IAFb to complain

about the assignment of civilians to the fire arson squad. The national

offices of the TAFF' delegated authority to its Research Department

to assist the local. The U.S. Department of Labor notified the

appropriate regional office, which in turn, contacted Louisville's

Manpower Planning Coordinator about the complaint.

During'this same period the problem involving the switched

employment status of nine fire fighters was brought to the

attention of Local 1/345. The union then filed a complaint with

the Chief of the Fire Department.

The Department of Labor representative who was handling

the adthinistration of the Louisville PEP program discussed the

problems with the manpower Planning Director and other city officials.

They explained that the transfer of the nine fire fighters who

were transferred from the regular city payroll to the PEP

program was due to a mistake in the Accounting Department.

Although the nine.involved fire fighters had been hired into the

PEP program, the Accounting Department had given them employment

numbers consecutive with the regular city employees and had

placed them on the regular City payroll. This mistake was not

1Letter from William McClennan, President, International
Association of Fire Fighters, to Secretaries of U.S. Locals,
September 22, 1971.
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discovered for several weeks, and the nine erployees were them placed

on the PEP payroll as originally intended. They had not been informed

of the reason for the change in employment status because it had

been assumed that they considered themselves to be PEP employees.

The records apparently bore out this contention, and the Department

of Labor representative accepted the city's explanation for the

payroll switch.

The final resolution of the matter was worked out by the city

and the union. As a result of union pressure, the city wrote

to the nine employees explaining their employment status. These

nine employees have subsequently been made permanent employees.

Additional groups of fire fighter trainees have been hired with

EEA funds and become permanent Fire Department employees.

The union is generally satisfied with this arrangement, but it feels

that it must continue to put pressure on the city to inform newly

hired employees that they are part of the PEP program and to

inform such employees when they obtain permanent status.

The problem involving the three new positions in the Arson Squad

has met with a less clear and less satisfactory solution. The

city maintained it had included these positions in the PEP

Proposal because the Fire Department gave ..asurances that these

were new positions. To the union it seemed quite clear that they

were not new positions. It argued the new positions on the Arson

Squad lessened the promotional opportunities for uniformed fire

fighters. It was also charged that one, and perhaps all, of the
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new Arson Squad employees were retired Army officers, and that

hiring them with PEP funds thwarted the legislative intent behind

the program.

The union considered filing a grievance about the three arson

squad positions. The union's contract contains a section on

promotional positions, but that section does not require that

promotions to these positions be from the ranks of the fire

fighters. The relevant contract clause states:

All present Promotional vacancies shall be
filled by November 14, 1965c and all further
promotional vacancies shall be filled within
ninety (90) days after the vacancy occurs.
This shall be regular procedure hereinafter
required. 2

Although the contract does not specifically provide for a grievance,

past practice indicates that arson squad positions had been

awarded on a promotional basil. As late as August 1972 the

union was considering using the grievance procedure. However,

the time period that had elapsed since the hiring of three civilians

for the arson squad made it unlikely that the grievance would

be successful. The union president also realized that the union

could look very bad if it caused people to lose their jobs. Instead,

the union brought the problem to the attention of the Regional

Office of the Department of Labor.

The representative of the Department of Labor took no. discernible

action on the matter of the arsGa squad. Three reasons account

for the inaction. First, some members of the reRional office

2Agreement, by and between the city of Louisville, Kentucky,

L and Louisville Professional Fire Fighters Association, Local
Union No. 345, IAFF, AFL-CIO, 1971, Article X, p. 13.



believed the union had lost its right to protest when it had

failed to comment on the city's application fu40s. Second,

a personality clash had developed between the representative in

the regional office and the president of the local union.

Third, the regional office felt that the union's complaint on the

changed employment status of the nine fire fighters had little

merit. Later union complaints may havebeen regarded in a similar

light.

The lack of success with the Regional Office of the Department

of Labor caused Local 41345 to request help again from the national

offices of the IAFF. The letter of December-27 stated the local's

position and described the representative in the Atlanta Regional

Office as "this idiot in the EEA Atlanta Office who was as

anti-fire fighter and labor as I have come in contact with."3

Apparently this request got mislaid, for the national offices wrote

to Local #345 in January 1972 to see if it had had any problems

with the PEP program. Another letter from the local explaining the

Louisville situation resulted in a review of the case at the national

level, but there were no changes in the implementation of the Louisville

program.

Two Things resulted from the union's questions about civilians

being hired for the Arson Squad. First, Local #345 concluded that

it vas fruitless to process complaints through the Atlanta Regional

Office of the U.S. Department of Labor. Instead, it attempted to

work through the national offices of the TAFF, both to solve

3Letter from Thomas Dale, President, Local #345, International
Association of Fire Fighters to Walter Lambert, Research Department,
International Association of Fire Fighters, December 27, 1971.



local problems and to encourage the development of PEP program
F

guidelines that more fully took into account collective bargaining.

Second, the city officials decided not to hire for the 'Arson

Squad positions without first opening them to eligible fire fighters.

The airport question has still not been satisfactorily

resolved. Since it does not have a detrimental impact on

uniformed fire fighters, the =lion does not have the :lame

incentive to press the issue that it did with the other two

problems.

Other Problems and Changes.

Because the Manpower Planning Commission received program

enrollment and budget information from the Finance Department,

the Commission often found itself working with budget and employment

information six weeks. to two months old. Therefore, the Commission

never knew if the PEP funds were being fully utilized. Some

underspending of program funds resulted. Other unused funds

accuilated because the Commission often did not know of job

vacancies because of employee terminations or because Of the

failure of department heads to hire some of the applicants

sent to them.

During the summer of 1972 the Department of Labor initiated

meetings between representatives of the Manpower Planning Commission,

the Finance Department, and the people responsible for data

processing. The result was the development of new accounting



n

procedures which should alleviate the problem of lapsed and unused

funds. To use the accumulated funds, the city developed an

eleven week summer program which concentrated oft hiring young

workers, older workers (over 50 years), and Viet Nam veterans.

An earlier proposed modification in the PEP program had

resulted in the only other labor-management problem. faced by the

Louisville project. The planned modification included several

positions for garage mechanics in the Department of Public Works.

These positions were not entry-level positions, and current

employees would not be eligible for promotion to these positions because

the program guidelines stipulate that workers must be unemployed

for at least 30 days in order to qualify for PEP positions. The union

representing the workers in the Department of Public Works, the

International Brotherhood of Teansters,was informed of the

proposed modification and given a chance to comment on it before

it was implemented. The union objected to the city proposal and

suggested as an alternative plan. The proposed garage mechanic

positions would he filled by promotion of union members, and the

vacancies would occur at entry-level positron. However, the

bidding process necessary for this plan to work would have taken

at least 30 days, and the modification had to be submitted to

the Department of Labor in a shorter time period. Therefore,

the problem was finally resolved by dropping the garage mechanic

positions for the Public Works Department from the modification.
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SumLaa

The t,Yo majol problems encountered by the Louisville PEP

program dating its first year of operation were labor-management

problems and accounting problems. The latter, it is generally

agreed, have been resolved and are not expected to reoccur.

The issues causing the labor- management problems were above

entry-level hiring and the transfer of employees from the regular

payroll to the PEP payroll. There is some diversity of opinion whether

or not these or similar labor-management problems will occur in

the future.

The city officials are concerned with avoiding labor-management

problems that will interfere with the effective' functioning of

the Louisv :ile PEP program. One. indication that the city has learned

from experience is the handling of above entry-level hiring in

the Public Works Department compared to the earlier case in the

Fire Department.

Local #345 of IAFF, however, is not altogether convinced of

the city's good it. ntions. In a-dition, it has been critical

of the U.S Department of Labor, both for its general handling

of the program and for its insensitivity to the needs and

interests of organized labor. The union felt that the Dcyartment of

Labor should make sure that unions are given a chance to comment

on project proposals. Moreover, the Department of Labor should

be more responsive to union criticisms and complaints once program

implementation has begun, Tqmally, Local #345 suggested that
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a watchdog committee of independent public representatives ovelsee

the PEP program in each city to prevent program mismanagement and

to protect legitimate union interests. While these are interesting

ideas, the basic responsibility for avoiding future labor-management

problems rests with the city, the Department of Labor, and the

unions.
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PHILADELPHIA

J. Joseph Loewenberg

The City of Philadelphia

Philadelphia is the fourth largest city in the United States

with a 1970 populci,ion of almost 2 million persons. It is a major

manufacturing, trade, finance and government center. The city has

been in the forefront of municipal labor relations in this country.

The City of Philadelphia is the hub of an eight-county SMSA

whose total labor force approximates the city's population. More

than a quarter million persons are employed in the manufacture of

electrical and other machinery, food products, apparel, and

chemical products. Altogether about 25 percent of area

employment is in manufacturing. Over a quarter million persons

are employed in both the government and retail trade sectors, while

another or -third million persons have found employment in services and

related fields. Area employment has declined slightly in recent years,

however, largely because of plant closing and relocations.

Unemployment in the Philadelphia area increased from about 4.2

percent to 6.6 percent between mid-1970 and mid-1971. In the City of

Philadelphia itself, the proportion of unemployed was considerably

higher; conservative estimates placed the city's rate of inamployment

in July 1971 at a minimum of 10 percent. Unemployment was particularly

severe for blacks, with perhaps more than 25 percent of the black

labor force unable to obtain employment. Other groups with above-average



unemploynent in the city were youth, women, Viet Nam veterans, and

Puerto Ricaps.

The City of Philadelphia has a hose -rule charter from the State

of Pennsylvania. It is governed by a mayor-manager-council form of

government, with the mayor being the strong executive. He appoints

the Managing Director of the city as well as other top posts. The

city charter also provides for a strong and independent Civil Service

Commission whose responsibilities include appointments, promotions,

layoffs, and job classification. The civil service regulations

and procedures are widely respected and are used by the unions in

resolution of problems. Since 1952 when a group of reformers

gained control of city government, the city has had a succession of

Democratic mayors. The Democrats have also had continuous control

of city council. The strength of the Democratic Party in city

politics was attested to in fall 1971 when Police Commissioner Frank

Rizzo, a long -time registered Republican, changed his party

registration and ran successfully as a Democrat to become mayor. He

succeeded James H.J.Tate, who was limited to two terms in office

by the city's charter. In 1971, total city employment was approximately

35,000.

As part of the 1965 Educational Home Rule Charter, the city's

school system was removed from direct municipal administration and

placed under separate school district organization and direction.

The city was made the fiscal agent to collect the school district's

tax assessments, and the mayor has the right to appoint members
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to the Board of Education from recommendations of a citizens'

nominating panel. It was the intent of the reformers that education

be removed from politics and political control. In early 1971 the

head of the school board was Richardson Dilworth, a former mayor of

the city who frequently, sharply and publicly disagreed with Mayor Tate.

Mr. Dilworth resigned as President of the Board of Education early

in September, 1971, and was succeeded by Rev. Henry Nichols, a black

minister. The superintendent of schools was Dr. Mark Shedd, an

educator brought to Philadelphia by Mr. Dilworth. The school

district in 1971 had 22,000 professional and classified positions.

As in most major municipalities in the United States in 1971,

the City of Philadelphia suffered from fiscal problems. Revenues

had not risen in line with costs. In early 1971 the city had faced

a deficit of over $30 million. In an effort to trim costs, the

mayor imposed a freeze on new hiring between September 1970 and

June 1971. No layoffs of existing employees had been effected, however.

The School District of Philadelphia was, if anything, in a worse

financial situation than the city. Its debt was absolutely and

proportionately higher, and it was dependent on loans from major

banks in the city to continue operations. Part of an annual ritual

was a threat to close the schoo: earlier than the scheduled end of

the school year because of lack of funds. Indeed, the school district

had been forced to lay off workers and reduce positions, especially

in administrative services.
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Emplofee Organizations and Bargaining History

Philadelphia has been widely regarded as a good (i.e., strong)

union town. Organized labor has long been entrenched in the City's

private sector of the economy, especially in the manufacturing

and construction industries. In the public sector, too, unions have

organized workers fop several decades and were accustomed to

presenting demands for changes to the mayor and city council

during budget hearings. The first collective bargaining agreement

was signed following a strike of sanitation workers. The responsible

conduct of The American Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employes (AFSCME) impressed the incumbent mayor, who then extended

formal recognition and began to bargain collectively with represen-

tatives of the city's nonuniformed employees. In 1957 AFSCME

got exclusive representation of nonuniformed employees; excluded from

the bargaining unit were supervisory, professional and confidential

employees. A decade later the union obtained a modified union shop

form of organizational security. Uniformed employees, on the other

hand, did not begin bargaining until after the enabling statutory

legislation in 1958. Both the 9000 member police force and the

3,000 professional fire fighters were well organized, the former

by the Fraternal Order of Police and the latter by the City Fire

Fighters Association, a local of the International Association of

Fire Fighters. All of the unions have gained additional strength

as a result of political activity in municipal elections. The unions

were considered close to Mayor Tate and a powerful factor in his

re-election to a second term in office.
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Other public but non - municipal employees in Philadelphia are

also represented by employee organizations. School district

employees have been organized as follows: 12,500 teachers, other

professional employees and clerical workers by the Philadelphia

Federation of Teachers, Local 3 of the American Federation of

Teachers; and janitors and maintenance personnel by Local 1201

of the International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers. The

city's public transportation system, operated under a separate

public authority (SEPTA), has long been organized by the Transportation

Workers Union.

Wages and benefits of public employees in Philadelphia have been

regarded as favorable compared to private industry compensation for

comparable positions.

The PEP Project in Philadelphia

As a large city with a special Manpower Utilization Commission and

a Deputy City Representative who led the city's efforts in development

of human resources, Philadelphia was fully informed of the EEA

legislation as it made its way through Congress. The city was only too

ready to apply for funds and implement the program as soon as its

share had bppn apportioned.

The application for initial funding of $1.5 million (20 percent

of total funds initially awarded the city) was filed on August 20, 1972.
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The program proposed 322 jobs, of which 170 were laborers and 40

were custodial workers; the remaining slots were spread through a

variety of occupations, whose job titles commonly included words such as

"trainee," "aide" or "assistant." All of the jobs were under the

jurisdiction of the City of Philadelphia.

PEP participants were to be placed in provisional civil service

status and given 6 months in which to pass qualifying examinations for

permanent civil service status. Among the rights and privileges of

civil service was coverage by the union agreement and opportunity to

take civil service examinations for promotions. In fact, the

possibility for promotion was limited to regular city workers because

of the limited number of promotion opportunities, the long list of

persons eligible for promotions in most categories, and the

determination of promotion on the basis of examination results and

seniority.

Initial Problems: "Dividing the Pie"

Between the initial and full funding applications, a major controversy

developed in the Philadelphia PEP program. the prime antagonists were

the city and the school district, but everyone associated in the

project became involved.

The Board Of Education had been aware of the EEA legislation from

the outset. In fact, the chief of the government contracts

department for the Board of Education was a member of a,council of the

country's 20 largest school systems which had tried to lobby Congress

to designate a proportion of the funds to be spent in school systems.
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The effort failed; school systems were mentioned in the EEA

legislation, but no specific funds were allocated, and school districts

were not made program agents.

The allocation of all funds for Philadelphia to the city did not

bode well for the school district. The Board of Education felt it

deserved a sizeable portion of the funds, based on relative levels

of employment and financial need. It requested that up to half of

the PEP funds designated for Philadelphia be allocated to the Board

of Education. The authority to designate subcontractors and to

apportion available moneys was in the hands of the program agent.

Feelings between the mayor and the Board of Education had reached an

all-time low. The mayor had little use for members of the Board of

Education or the superintendent of schools. At this time, all

communications between the city and the school district were through staff

personnel, not between the mayor and the members of the Board.

Although the sthool district's needs could not be overlooked in

the PEP project, they could be minimized. Without apparently consulting

anyone outside of Municipal government, Mayor Tate indicated he would

assign 20 percent of the Philadelphia PRP finds to the Board of

Education. The rationale for this figure was that the city could

only fill one-fifth of its additional manpower requirements through

the PEP funds which it would receive. The Board of Education

decided to fight the mayor's decision. The regional befice of the

Manpower Adminittration was aware of the problem and wished to

expedite Philadelphia's application, but it felt that it could not

mediate or become involved in the dispute.
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The Board of Education exercised pressure on the mayor in a

variety of forms. One was inviting the offices of the state's

Republican senators in Washington to express publicly sympathy

for the schools' plight. Another was newspaper publitity to gain

public support. A third method was utilizing the unions.

The unions representing school district employees pressed a

campaign of letter writing and passing resolutions. They were

particularly concerned about regaining job slots lost in previous

employment cuts. District Council 33 of AFSCME maintained a

neutral stance on the matter. Although the mayor's position would

have been more favorable for this union which represented

municipal workers, the leaders of AFSCME regarded the dispute

between the mayor and the Board of Education as a "family fight" in

which it preferred not to become involved.

More significant in terms of influence was the work of the Philadelphia

offices of Human Resources Development Institute (HRDI). HRDI is a

nonprofit organization established by the AFL -CIO and funded by the

U.S. Department of Labor. Its functions are toorepresent labor in

manpower employment and training efforts and to work with unions on

federal manpower contracts. The AFL -CIO, which supported EEA

legislation, assigned HRDI the responsibility of working with

unions on local PEP programs to interpret laws, guidelines, and the like.

HRDI also has a central role in state and local manpower planning

councils (formerly designated and still widely referred to as

CAMPS). In Philadelphia, HRDI used the manpower planning council
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as a basis for mounting labor's support of the school district and

opposition to the mayor's decision on allocation of PEP funds.

Representatives of the mayor's office and the Board of Education

appeared before the Philadelphia manpower planning council to

present their positions. Afterwards, the membership of the

council passed a motion censuring the mayor for his stand in

allocation of PEP funds. The motion was significant because of the.

composition of the council represented a broad spectrum of labor and

business and included some of the mayor's staunchest supporters.

The various forms of pressure on the mayor bore fruit. Mayor Tate

and Reverend Nichols, who meanwhile had become acting president

of the Board of Education, met to negotiate the distribution of

Philadelphia PEP funds; also present were manpower specialists

from both sides. The negotiations were conclUded with the signing on

September 17 of a formal agreement which allocated 30 percent of the

PEP funds of Philadelphia to the Board of Education. The agreement

together with a letter from the Board of Education endorsing the

project were just in time to be included in the city's application for

full funding.

The city, in its application for full funding of the PEP project

in Philadelphia in September 1971, noted a large number of unmet

public needs in education, streets, recreation, health care, public

safety, and 15 other areas. The application assigned jobs in 16 of

the 20 areas, although no area was given sufficient slots to meet

all of the needs in that area. The bulk of the jobs were in

education, streets, health care and recreation, in that order. The 761
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jobs listed in the application for the city itself included 321

laborers, 131 custodial workers, 38 hospital aides, 30 recreation

aides, 29 clerk typists, 27 food service workers, 22 auto servicemen,

and 20 watchmen. Other job categories had fewer than 20 slots

each Twenty-two openings were classified as professional. In all

cases, the jobs were designated as grade I, trainee, or assistant --

in short, as entry-level classification.

The school district portion of the application specified 457

helpers, classroom aides, instructional materials assistants,

licensed employees, and teachers. The superintendent of schools

had decided that a major need of the school system was in school

building maintenance, which had suffered because of previouss budget

cutbacks. Some of the positions proposed initially by the

administration of the school district were essentially new positions

in the school cafeterias. The Philadelphia Federation of TeaChers

objected to the designation of new positions because there could be

questions whether the incumbents would be represented by the

teachers union or some other group. The potential problem in

bargaining unit jurisdiction was sidestepped when the school adminis-

tration emphasized maintenance work, thereby assigning most of the

PEP positions to the International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers,

Local 1201.

The fact that all of the job slots in the city's application for

PEP funds were classified as entry-level jobs can be traced to union
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influence. Prior to submitting its initial application, the city

had consulted informally with District Council 33 of AFSCME. All

in all, five or six meetings were held to discuss the program. The

union made it clear that it woula fight any attempt to include

above entry-level jobs in the city's PEP project:

However, there may be instances where the availability
of entry level personnel provided under this program will
make it possible for various city departments to affect
departmental promotions of present employees into higher
positions which have been vacant and unfilled for a
considerable period of time. This would be a proper
procedure since the city employees' union has indicated
it would not look favorably on the filling of these
higher positions by new employees when they are clearly
intended to be promotional and advancement opportunities
for.present city employees.1

The school unions also voiced their concern to the Board of Education

that jobs be restricted to entry-level jobs to preserve promotional

opportunities for present employees. The head of the school district's

labor relations office was a party to all discussions between the

school district and the unions representing school district employees.

The Board of Education agreed to the unions' request and structured

the positions in the application accordingly.

The city sent the formal application for full funding to

District Council 33 of AFSCME on September 17, 1971 requesting that

a notice of intention to comment on the application be given within

three days and that the comments themselves be mailed to the regional

office of the Manpower Administr*ation within 15 days. Because the problem

of entry-level jobs had been discussed and resolved earlier, the union

sent a letter to the Regional Administrator fully endorsing the application.

1Section E, "Occupational Description for Full Funding"
City of Philadelphia, Application for Full Funding, Sept. 17, 1971.



Neither the police association nor the fire fighters' union was

asked for comments because no jobs covered by the bargaining units

P
of these unions were included in the Philadelphia project.

The maintenance and teacher unions representing school district

employees approved the sub-agent application submitted by the Board

of Education.

Later Developments and Problems: The Specter cf Layoff

Following the full funding of September 1971, the City of

Philadelphia received additional moneys for its PEP project. In

November 1971, the city applied for $2.4 million under Section 6

of the PEP program. The 305 positions covered many of the same

categories and in much the same proportion as the earlier job

distributions of the program agent. The application covered only

city, county prison and SEPTA positions. The city's reasons for

excluding the school district from the Section 6 funds allocated to

Philadelphia were that the school district neither needed nor deserved

the funds as much as the city. According to the city, the school,

district had been able to fill 40 percent of its unmet needs with

Section 5 funds, whereas the city had filled but 25 percent of its

requirements; even with Section 6 funds, the city would only

obtain 35 percent of its outstanding needs. Further, the school district

had not begun to use its PEP allotments, even though two weeks

had pasSed since it had been authorized to begin hiring.

In February 1972, the City of_phAadelphia applied for and

soon received an additional $3.45 million under Section 6 of

the PEP program. These funds were for tan creation of an additional
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663 positions, 413 of which were assigned to the city and 215

to the school district. The division of funds in this additional

grant was one-third for the school district and two-thirds for the

city. Under total Section 6 allocations, of course, the school

district had received less than 20 percent of Philadelphia's

total share. The reason for the turnabout in the city's position

regarding sharing of Section 6 funda with the school district

may be attributed largely to a change in the political situation

and to the city's ability to obtain extraordinary funds from

Washington. The change in the political situation was the election

of a new mayor, new appointments to the Board of Education which

resulted in a majority and a new president closely identified with

the mayor, and the resignation of the school superintendent. The

city's list of jobs under the new request continued in much the

same vein as earlier applications. The school district shifted

its focus, however, from maintenance to education-related,

activities; the 250 new positions included 149 community

resource workers, 30 classroom aides, and 17 nr.1..clacning assistants.

Once the Philadelphia project became operational, the city

as program agent and the school district as sub-agent attempted to

fill the available positions. Tha city ,-reated a special program

staff with its own set'of personnel interviewers to screen applicants,

determine program aid job eligibility, and, if qualified, to refer

the applicants to appropriate departments. One means used initially
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to recruit persons for PEP positions was to comb through

civil service lists to find unemployed persons who would quali6 for

PEP openings. In effect, this created a separate PEP register from

the civil service lists. Hirirt in the school district proceeded

on a less organized basis in the first year. Some applicants for

school district PEP jobs entered through the PEP office, while

others were hired by the regular personnel office. Altogether the

Philadelphia program more than met the targets of various participant

characteristics established by the national PEP program guidelines.

The school district found that the PEP program and PEP,

participants were regarded in a poor light within the school system.

The PEP program was viewed widely as a program for disadvantaged persons.

Local 1201 of the International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers

objected to this characterization and to the implied slur on the

PEP personnel it represented. In an effort to maintain its

self-image and to assure the reputation of all PEP participants,

union leaders took steps to point out to supervisors work

deficiencies among some PEP workers.

In another instance, District Council 33 of AFSCME did not

object to a violation of the"entry-level only" rule. Two sobs 'ere

available in the prisons, and both were due to be filled from the

promotional rosters. No eligible person on the roster would

accept either position. The union agreed to waive the established

procedure to enable the positions to be filled with qualified

PEP applicants.
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In all cases, the unions represented PEP personnel in job

categories represented by the unions; most PEP employees were under

civil service coverage and the. jobs were covered by bargaining

agreements. In many instances -- but not all -- the PEP workers

had become members of the unions. Individual grievances were

generally not different from those raised by regular workers. One

exception was that PEP personnel were sometimes found to be

ineligible under PEP hiring guidelines after having worked for a

period in PEP positions. Even in such cases, the union would

represent the PEP participant. Most grievances were resolved

informally without becoming written complaints.

The hiring of PEP partitipants from the civil service lists

was questibned informally by the unions. The unions were worried about

the repercussions of such employment methods. When PEP participants

would be moved into permanent employment, those on the civil

service lists who had been declared ineligible for PEP could

properly charge discrimination in not being appointed to a

permanent position.

The status of PEP participants was also raised by the unions in

another context. Despite various fiscal crises, the City of

Philadelphia had been spared the need to lay off municipal workers.

In late spring 1972, however, rumors circulated that a layoff was

impending in the Department of Licenses and Inspections. The

regional office. of the Manpower Administration received a letter

from the city's manpower chief informing the U.S. Department of

Labor that 160 persons would be terminated in Licenses and
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Inspections on June 30, 1972. The layoff would eventually

affect 65 PEP participants who could be bumped by the regular

employees. The layoff was due to the termination of another

federally funded program, but this, did not resolve the problem of

the relative rights of employees who might be laid off against those

of PEP workers in the department. The U.S. Department of Labor

reluctantly agreed that the PEP participants could be laid off

on the basis of lesser seniority as-long as they were given priority

in recall once fiscal year 1973 funds became available.

Although the layoff in Licenses and Inspections never took

place, the possibility of layoffs somewhere in the city government

at some point in the future could not be ignored. The Licenses and

Inspections affair therefore served as a catalyst to a major change

in the status of PEP participants in Philadelphia. District

Council 33 of AFSCME in particular was disturbed with the possibility

that PEP participants would remain working, even if only temporarily,

while regular employees were laid off. Such a procedure would be

counter to the seniority principle of layoff espoused by the union and

the civil service concept. Under Philadelphia civil service

regulations, according to the union, it would be even possible

(though not probable) for the PEP person to retain his job while.

the regular employee counterpart would be laid off. The order of

layoff in Philadelphia is determined by a point system, with the

number of points awarded each individual based on a combination of

seniority and performance ratings. District Council 33 has

regarded the performance rating system as biased and unreliable, but has
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been unable to eliminate it. In the case of PEP, however, the

city and District Council 33 negotiated an agreement effective

July 19, 1972, which would remove PEP participants from civil service.

Instead of PEP participants being placed in provisional civil service

status, new hires in the PEP program would be "exempt" employees,

that is, they would be exempt from civil service status. Such

workers would go through normal civil service processing, including

examinations, to gain civil service status. Unless and until such

time as they gained permanent status, they would remain in the

exempt category. The agreement also provided that PEP worker's

would be permitted two opportunities to'pass promotional examinations

while in the exempt status, thus affording them an advantage over

people not works for the city. Although it was not clear to

what extent collective bargaining agreements would affect exempt

workers, the unions retained the right to represent PEP workers

in grievances.

The basis for the July 1972 &greement- was common recognition of

differ&gg standards applied to PEP workers from other city

employees, but the implications of the agreement have not been fully

explored. Both the City and the unions realized that PEP workers

were not being hired according to civil service criteria, nor were the

paid by city funds. Yet by placing PEP workers in a civil service

status, they were receiving preferential treatment that extended

beyond the individual's participation in the PEP program.

Thus, the effect of the agreement was to place PEP personnel in a

separate category from the regular city workers until the PEP worker



could qualify under the existing civil service regulations and

standards. While equal treatment will be afforded PEP workers with

Other persons interested in city employment in the case of hiring

and with other city workers in the case of promotions, the effect of

the agreement in the case of layoffs is not clear. It is the

unions' contention that exempt workers will not have civil service

protection if regular city employees were to be laid off indefinitely;

at the least regular workers could bump PEP participants as soon as

the regular workers became eligible for PEP positions. Others, however,

feel the city may have gained administrative discretion in the

matter. Since PEP workers are now exempt. employees, they are in a

different seniority category from regular workers. The relationship

between the two'groups and their relative rights are not obvious.

For the moment, the problem involved in layoffs is moot. But

clearly the agreement has not resolved this potential dispute

between the city and the unions. _

-Neither the regional office of the U.S. Department of Labor

nor the Civil Service Commission of Philadelphia became aware of

the July agreement until three Months later.

Summary

In Philadelphia, the unions played an early and continuing role

in the development of the PEP project. The nature of the involvement

has varied from participation in an essentially political wrangle

tY
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between the municipal government and the school district to negotiating

the status of PEP participants in a civil service framework and repre-

senting PEP workers in individual grievances. Throughout, the employers,

the city and the school district, have been careful to notify

the unions of changes in the PEP program, to consult on problems, and to

observe existing collective bargaining agreements and procedures.

At times, the employer positibn on an issue was opposed by a union,

or the employer stand produced a difference in reaction among unions.

But in all cases other than the initial difficulty involving allocation

of funds, the employers were willing to discuss and resolve

the matter on the same basis as other problems facing management

and the unions. Although differences' existed and will likely continue

to arise, union involvement in the Philadelphia PEP project was

essentially conducted in a constructive framework.

It must also be noted that the union involvement has affected the

nature and structure of the Philadelphia project. The most notable

instance was union pressure which helped the Board of Education to

obtaLl more funds than the mayor had originally intended on sharing

with the school district. The removal of PEP participants from

civil service status was also a product of union concern and

negotiations. Individual participants have been retained or removed

in the PEP project as the result of union intervention.

In short, the presence of unions and established union- management

relationships has proven to be an important ingredient in

the Philadelphia PEP project.
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WIL'UNGTOY

Richard D. Leone

The City of 'Iilmington

Wilmington is. an older office-industrial city strategically

located in the heavily traveled New York-Washington corridor.

It has a population of 80;000 in a metropolitan complex of 300,000.

City population has leveled off after a peak of 120,000 in 1948, while

the SMSA continues to grow rapidly. The city's black population

increased from 25,075 or 26.3 percent in 1960 to 34,883 or 42.5 percent

in 1970.1

The city's economic base is mainly corporate headquarters and

companies associated with financial affairs. The home offices of two

major chemical corporations, DuPont and Hercules, are domiciled

were. A high percentage of the employment is in the central

business district and is heavily weighted toward white collar

and professional workers.

A large part of higher skilled and higher income mMbers of

the area's labor fore commute from the suburbs Consequently, the

occupational status of city residents is mostly in the blue

collar-service job classifications. A significant number of the

city's residents work in the suburbs at two large automobile

assembly plants and several chemical facilities. Approximately

1The 1960 data are based slightly on the high side for blacks
because the 1960 statistics include black and nonwhite persons
in one category, but the 1970 figures are inclusive of only blacks.

2
It is estimated that 24 percent of the city's residents work out-

side the city but within the SMSA. In turn, 37 percent of the
residents living in New Castle County work in the city.
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one-third of the resident labor foce is black, and over 20 percent

of this group are government employees. In 1970, 4.2 percent of the

white and 7.9 percent of the black labor force were unemployed.

Wilmington has a mayor-city council type of government. City

Council was controlled by the Democrats in 1971, but Harry G. Haskell,

an independently wealthy and nationally influential Republican,

was the mayor. The mayor's party affiliation may help to explain

why Wilmington, in fiscal year 1972 alone, received $1,306,800

in PEP funds, a relatively large sum for a city having a population

of only 80,000.

Employee Organizations and Bargaining HIAtorz

Until recently, unions were neither numerous nor militant

in the area. The early unions were largely craft unions, the most

important of which were railroad and construction workers;

After two large automobile assembly plants opened in the late

1940's and early 1950's,the United Auto Workers assumed a

dominant role in area union affairs. Over-all, however, the DuPont

Company has set the tone for labor - management relations with its

paternalis anti-tnion attitude.

Public employees were granted the right to engage in genuine

collective bargaining in June 1965. Council 81 of 'the American

Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSC)'E) was

established in September 1966. Possessing jurisdiction for the

entire state, Council 81 has 23 locals and represents such groups as

state hospital employees, correction officers, social workers, and

State Tax Department employees. Other than Wilmington, Newark is



the only city in the state which has unionized employees.

Two locals of Council 81 represent the city's nonuniformed

employees. The leader of these locals is black. Local 320,

which represents the city's blue collar workers, was granted a

charter in 1962; and Local 1102, granted a charter in 1968,

organized the city's white collar workers. Local 1102 has

approximately 250 membere; of whom 60 perdent are black. Most

of the whites in this local still owe a certain allegiance to

one of the political parties because they originally got their jobs

through the patronage system. The local's black membership is

not allied with either party. Local 320 has approximately 500

members, of whom 85 percent are black.

Local 1540 of the International Association of Fire Fighters

represents the city's firemen. Prior to 1971, only one black and one

Spanish-speaking person were among the 260 firemen working for

the city.

Union-City Confrontation: Background

Three independent events, antecedent of PEP, conditioned

PEP's implementation and influenced the stances and strategies

of both the city and the unions.

The first event was a clash between the city, AFSCNE Local 320,

and the Fire Fighters over the Public Service Career (PSC)



program, a pilot manpower training program approved in July 1970 but

not implemented until January 1971 because of the controversy.

Under the terms of the PSC contract, funds were provided

not only to train the unemployed disadvantaged but also to upgrade,

through training, regular city employees. Fifty-one disadvantaged

were to be trained for entry-level slots, while 30 regular city

employees were to receive training for higher positions. A

dispute arose between the city and AFSCME over what constituted

entry-level jobs. The collective bargaining agreement between

the city and Local 320 listed jobs classified from grade 11 to 25.

It is estimated that two-thirds of the union members are in

grades 11 through 15. The union maintained that 21 of the 51

proposed entry-level slots were at grade 12 or aboVe,

and therefore were not truly entry-level jobs as the city contended.

The union argued that a large proportion of PSC funds should be

used to train union members if they were not presently qualified

for the higher positions.

The city claimed that most union employees not only were un-

qualified but had not bothered to apply for the higher position in

the past. To resolve the dispute, the city agreed to give the

union first option on 21 of the original upgrade slots set aside

for the unemployed. Vacancies arising at grade 11 because

union members had qualified for jobs above this grade would

then be filled by the unemployed. Publicity over the confrontation

and strong encouragement from union leaders prompted union members

to apply where they had not before; ultimately, union members



filled three-fourths of the higher-rated jobs.

The Fire Fighters protested that the PSC program bypassed the

normal testing procedures, a fact which could permit unqualified

persons to become members of the department. The city pointed

out that the union had only one black and one Spanish-speaking

fire fighter. It threatened to castigate the union publicly for

bigotry if it did not cooperate with the program. The union

decided not to press the issue further.

The second eoisode was a job freeze ordered by the mayor

on'all city jobs because of an unexpected $700,000 deficit at the

end of fiscal 1971. The freeze meant that 78 slots, 15 of them

new police positions, were to remain vacant. The city unions

did not react officially to the freeze.

The third factor that influenced the city's strategy con-

cerning PEP implementation began with a study conducted by the

National Civil Service League of the city's minority hiring and

upgrading practices. Thirteen of the League's seventeen

recommendations were implemented in April 1971, constituting

the nucleus of project Pacemaker. Among other affirmative

action procedures, written examinations were curtailed for all

but a few classifications, and promotions were determined through

an interviewwith the Personnel Department and the head of the

department involved.
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The PEP Project

About September 14, 1971, the city formally received its first

PEP funds, $647,800 under Section 5 of EEA. A week later the

Department of Labor announced that the city would pet $159,000

under Section 6 of the Act, but these fundd were not actually

received until November. These two grants permitted the

hiring of 184 people. Although the School Board and Model

Cities were allocated some of the slots as sub-agents, the vast

majority of the jobs were under the city's jurisdiction. The

city used PEP funds to hire in-such titles as clerk typists,

watchmen, auto mechanics, policemen and firemen. In February 1972,

an additional $500,000 under Section 5 increased the number of

jobs paid through PEP to 264. Because of subsequent modifications,

the number of Jobs had increased to 271 by July 1972.

AFSCME

The dispute between the city and the two ASFCME locals,

Local 320 in particular, begins with sharply divergent views of

just when the City first learned of the program and gave notice

to the union and he community.

On July 16, 1971, city department heads were notified that

PEP funds would be-made available to Wilmington and were requested

to list those positions that they had to cut or could not fill
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because of the job freeze. The city claims that it took the

initiative and also notified the union about jobs they intended to

fill with PEP money -- even before any guidelines were published

by the Department of Labor.

The union, maintains that notification was Ambiguous and that

important provisions regarding the upper-grade positions were

obtained from a newspaper reporter. The union suspected that the

city preferred to act alone in structuring the contract and to

gall the union in after the fact.

Another factor which had an impact upon the city's strategy

in dealing with the union was the Manpower Administration's

guidelines governing the Awarding of funds. Originally, the

city had until September 2, 1971, to identify public service

needs and to stipilate jobs for the PEP program. Cities would

receive partial funding and have approximately six months not

only to develop the full array of jobs to be funded but also to

negotiate differences which might arise between themselves and

other interested parties. Therefore, most unions in most cities

thought they had adequate lead time to submit comments. In

Wilmington, ho4 a AFSCME registered its complaints early in

August, as soon , the city made known its original plans. Meanwhile,

in late August the U.S. Department of Labor altered its original

plans and notified project directors that they would have to

complete their contracts for full funding by September 2.

(Wilmington was given until September 106) Therefore, the city's

and union's contradictory contentions concerning notification



must be assessed against a background of rapidly changing federal

guidelines.

In an effort to meet the Manpower Administration's original

demand that cities initially request 20 percent of their total

funds, Wilmington submitted an application for funds to 28 jobs

on August 19, 1971. As early as August 4, however, both City

Council and AFSCME were complaining about the type of jobs the

mayor's office wanted to fill. Council argued that 24 of the jobs

were new ones which needed their approbation because they could

only be created by - city ordinance. City Council complained

because they were not consulted and because they felt that the

average wage of $9,000 for the 28 jobs was exorbitant. The

jobs contained in the initial contract were high-level ones, and

AFSCME registered the same complaints as with the PSC progr :in.

The cic., argued that it was necessary to put the higher-paying

jobs in the initial application because of federal guidelines.

Although Council members and union representatives met several

times with city representatives, the dispute was never settled. The

initial contract was submitted with the higher-level jobs remaining.

Before the Manpower Administration had the opportunity to

address itself formally to the controversy, it decided that

Wilmington had to have its full contract submitted by September 10.

As the contending parties debated the 28 jobs covered in

the initial grant, a "grocery llst" of some 90 additional jobs, to

be funded by total grant, became part of the debate. On September 3,
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City Council authorized ten new positions but withheld action

on the other 18 of the initial grant and the 90 jobs to be funded

under the full contract. A total of six meetings were held

between the city and union representatives, but as late as

September 3 no agreement had been reached.

The union disputed the same issues with the city as it did

dgring the Public Service Career program. The city claimed that

present employees could not meet the standards and that federal

guidelines obligated them to open the top-grade jobs to nonunion

members. The union suspected that the ci*; was misinterpreting

the guidelines to fulfill political promis made to community

action groups and to implement its affirmative action program.

under Pacemaker.

The union's opposition to PEP employees getting top-level

jobs was, as AFSCME saw it,. a violation of the collective

barg2ining seniority provisions which stipulated:

When a vacancy exists and an eligibility list

has been established by the Department of

Personnel for the position which is vacant

in accordance with the procedures set forth in

Resolution 64-013, entitled, ."A Resolution

Establishing Personnel Rules for gmployees

of the Mayor and Council of Wilmington" the

employee on the eligibility list with the neces-

sary ability or qualifications and greatest

seniority shall be appointed to fill such

vacancy. If such eligibility list has not

been established in accordance with the

aforesaid Personnel Rules, notice of the

vacancy shall be posted on employee bulletin

boards within five (5) days following the

occurrence of the vacancy. Employees shall be

given five (5) working days time in which to

make application to fill the vacancy, or to



fill a new pcAtion being created. The

employee making the eligibility list with the

necessary ability or qualifications and the

greatest seniority shall be appointed to

perform the duties of the position involved,

and such appointment shall be made within

thirty (30) days following the posting on the

bulletin board. In the event there is dis
agreement on an appointment, an appeal may be

made through the use of the grievance procedure.

Newly created positions, or vacaacies, are to be

posted in the following manner. The type of

work, department in which the vacancy exists,

.--ce of pay, and classifidation. (Art.VI, Sec. 5).

Tne union position was strengthened by the assistance of

the International Union, which was arguing the same issue with

the U.S. Department of Labor in Washington. The International

sent representatives to Wilmington, a move which the city

interpreted as the union's intention to make Wilmington a test

case for the country at large. The local union claimed it would

Call a strike, if necessary, to force the city to modify the

inclusion of high level jobs under the program.

On the other hand, the city's position was reinforced by the

job freeze. The city felt it could justify a refusal to promote

unionized city employees to higher positions with higher pay when

PEP funds were available to finance the same job if held by a

new employee. Although no union member had been laid off,

as a result of the fre.:ze, supervisory personnel of the city

had indicated that eventually union members would be laid off in

line with provisions of the collective bargaining agreement.

In submitting its full contract to the Manpower Administration

on September 10, the city indicated that the union was willing to



recognize only two positions as entry level: Clerk-Typist 1 and

Laborer 1. The union was challenging approximately 30 jobs out

of a possible 112 contained in the full contract. The city offered

to lift partially the job freeze and permit AFSCNE members to

apply for half of the higher-grade positions. The entry-level

jobs vacated through the promotion scheme would still be subject

to the city's job freeze and thus be'eligible for PEP funding.

For each job category there was a different ratio for union members

and PEP participants. This meant that 25 or 30 of the 46 union jobs

created for PEP fundihg would be entry-level jobs.

To resolve the problem, the Department of Labor suggested

that the city grant regUlar city employees a proportion of the

upgrade jobs. The city agreed to incorporate this compromise

into its proposal for full funding.

The union rejected the compromise, noting that two-thirds of

union member were already in the lower grades. Backed by the

International, the union threatened to call a strike to force the

city to eliminate high-level jobs from the PEP program.

The city wanted the Manpower Administration to approve the

contract even without a compromise. It suggested that the issue

would be resolved later, at which time the contract could be

modified. When the union remained adamant, the Department of

Labor, would not approve Wilmington's full funding, even though

it Lad proposed the _compromise.

The impasse was broken by a new agreement submitted by the

city to the Department of Labor on September 14, 1971. It bore



some resemblance to the previous PSC compromise: it stipulated

that all upgrade jobs (above grade 11) would be posted and that

union members would have first bid on them. If no one in the

union qualified within five days, then and only then, would

the vacancy be subject to PEP authority and guidelines. Under

the terms of this compromise, approved by the Department of Labor

on September 20, the city would lift its Job freeze and pay the

difference in gages arising because union members bid on high level

jobs. For example, if a union member was a qualified auto

mechanic's assistant, he could bid for a PEP auto mechanic's

.job on a higher grade level. If the union member took the PEP

job, the city would modify the contract with the Department of Labor.

Most of the upgrade opportunities became filled by union members

who were already working for the city.

A second but initially less significant union concern was

the use of seniority in future layoffs. The basis of the union's

position was set forth in the agreement:

In the case of reductim in force, or elimination,
of a position, seniority within the bargaining
unit shall govern. Layoffs shall begin with those
employees having the least seniority. ,Employees
shall be recalled according to seniority in the
inverse order of layoff. (Art. VI, Sec. 3)

Because the city refuted to guarantee the union that its members

would be granted seniority rights over all PEP participants,

regardless of when the latter were hired, the union envisioned

situations where the city would violate this seniority provision.



The Dire Fighters

The city's encounter with the fire fighters' union over PEP

involved issues different from those with AFSM but similar to

those raised by the fire fighters in PSC. While the PSC controversy

involved only two or three slots, 15 or 20 permanent slots were

at stake in the PEP case. The cf.? claims that the fire fighters

and the pclice unions did not respond to the initial invitation to

comment on the city application for PEP funds. Th police never

raised any objections, and the fire fighters indicated verbal

approval of PEP initially. But the fire fighters registered

opposition in early January 1972. e were two meetings between

the city and representatives of the fire fighters.

Basically, two aspects of PEP gave rise to the didpute

between the city and the fire fighters. First, the union expressed

fear that PEP participants were below the caliber of a long list

of eligibles to be hired under normal procedures, but the union

failed to provide specific examples. The union, however, conceded

that historically the Safety Commissioner would waive the rules

to have people he wanted, and that it was extremely difficult to

flunk the test. Second, union representatives argued that the

city's hiring of PEP fire fighters violated the guidelines

of PEP because the city was not creating new jobs -- it was merely

filling slots that would have to be filled even in the absence of

PEP. The union claims that it acceded to the city's demands

because it did..not want to contaminate an already difficult

collective bargaining session which lasted from January to July, 1972.
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Pernanent vs. Temporary Job Titles

By early 1972 the city had received a total of $1,306,000

in PEP funds to fill 264 permanent and ter7)orary job slots.

Permanent job titles are approved by City Council and covered

in the city budget. Of the 68 jobs classified under permanent

titles, all were subject to union collective bargaining and 60

were entry-level positions.

There are two types of temporary job titles: (1)seasonal work,

such as playground help during summer months, tanhot be organized

by the union, although the city has agreed to hire personnel

*Nkder a "covered-classification" which is recognized as unionized

and (2) iob titles created especially for PEP, a program due to

expire in two years.

The city created some temporary job titles under PEP.

These were positions which City Council had never budgeted and

for which there were no existing job classifications. They included

such titles as Personnel Assistant, Drug' Researcher and Information

Billing Clerk. Under federal guidelines, a union member could not

bid for these jobs unless he was unemployed.

In theory, the unictild organize and collect dues from

any job holders who fell under the jurisdiction of the union's appro-

priate bargaining unit, and the city distributed union cards to

all permanent and temporary job holders in this category. On

the other hand, the city created many job classifications outside

the bargaining unit. The union did not object to the creation



of new titles in temporary jobs, maintaining that since the

positions were dependent on temporary federal funds they were

inconsequential to the union's long-range interests.

Furthermore, many positions were not Subject to the

union's right to organize because the slots were created in city

government agencies, such as Model Cities and the Housing

Authority, which the union had not been able to organize.

Between the new categories and the outside categories, some 60

percent of the 203 temporary jobs were removed from the union's

jurisdiction. Hence the temporary positions were of far less

interest to the union than the permanent and the upgrade slots.

The city believed that the union got everything that it

bargained for and did well considering the limitations impoSed

on the city by Department of Labor guidelines. The administration

noted that, of 40 permanent jobs that are unionized, 25 were

filled by upgrading while 15 went to PEP participants. By

unfreezing Many permanent jobs to meet union demands the city

reported that it incurred increased costs of $30,000 to $40,000

during the PEP program's first year of operation.

Of all PEP jobs, only 40 percent are permanent. The legislation

and guidelines of PEP state that at the end of two years, the

city must rehire at least half of all PEP employees. City officials

expressed confidence that they would be able to absorb 10 percent

more than the present amount of PEP employees who are working

[, on a permanent basis. The city may be aided by passage of a
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comprehensive manpower act and rr2.venue_tharing measures. City

officials believed that although adjustments would have to be

made as new problems arose, its agreement with the union

would be likely to stay in force during any extensions of the program.

The city's major problems with the unions in the implementation'

of PEP emerged against a backdrop of three independent events.

First, in July 1970 the city was awarded funds to establish

a pilot Public Service Career training program. Local 320 of

AFSM objected to the PSC program because its members could not

receive skills training and fill slots which the union considered as up-

grade jobs. After six months of negotiating, the city agreed to

give union members the first option on the upgrade slots originally

intended for the unemployed.

Second, because of an unexpected $700,000 deficit, the mayor

ordered a eitywiddob freeze in June 1971. The city was therefore

anxious to All some of these jobs with PEP funds.

The third factor pre-dating PEP was a study by the

National Civil Service League which found the city deficient in

minority hiring and upgrading practices. In April 1971 the city

esiabliShed new rules and regulations to facilitate the hiring of

minorities. When PEI' funds were made available, the city stressed

the hiring of minority disadvantaged people.
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The basic issue of contention between AFSCNE and the city in

the PEP program was the same one they faced with the PSC program.

The union argued that its members should have the right to bid

first on the upgrade slots and that these better paying jobs

should not be reserved for PEP participants.

Ultimately the city granted union members the right to

bid on all upgrade positions. Because public attention surrounded

the dispute and because union leaders encouraged members to bid

on these better jobs, PEP participant6 were relegated to the poorer

jobs covered by the contract. Of course, not all jobs under

PEP come under the jurisdiction of the collective bargaining

agreement, and thus PEP participants were employed in sone

upgrade jobs.

The AFSCME-city dispute over the implementation of PEP

was exacerbated because of the shifting guidelines issued by the

Department of Labor. The original guidelines stipulated that cities

were to request initially only 20 percent of their.total funds.

Although the union registered its original complaint about jobs

covered by the 20 percent allocation, the city felt it had

adequate lead time to iron out the difficulties before the date

of the full funding. In the latter part of August 1971, the

DOL ordered all cities to submit for full funding by early September.

Both the union and the city were pressured in a short span of

time to reach a compromise. When the union threatened to

setike if its members were denied access to upgrade slots, the DOL

refused to approve the city's PEP proposal. Almost overnight, the

city capitulated because it did not want to impede the implementation

of PEP.


